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INTER-ASIAN AFFAIRS 

EC ENVOY ON SUPPORT FOR ASEAN ECONOMIC EFFORTS 

BK290204 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 29 Aug 85 p 1 

[Article by Cimi Suchontan] 

riext] The European Community (EC) is concerned about economic «^Political 
[hreaL racing ASEAN and will support the region's efforts to counter them, 
said EC envoy Franz Froschmaier yesterday. 

On the economic threat, he said that the EC recogniseJt^EM^s dilemma on 
the eve    of the U.S.  Congress vote on the .protection«! Jenkins Bill. 

He strongly criticised the U.S. act as one that could cripple ASEAN's growth 

and undermine its political stability. 

Although Europe is spared in the Jenkins Bill textile ^f V^^'^ 
director-general of the EEC's Information Co-issio-said^tha^the EC was 

opposed to it because Europe's own economy wlll.^t
h"f "f ^rtLr. 

pardised, as Southeast Asia was regarded as a vital EC trade partner. 

He listed the adverse effects of American protectionism as: 

-Damaging U.S. credibility in the new General Agreement on ^iffs and Trad_e 
(GATT) talks where the Americans are urging other countries to tignc. P 

tionism. 

-Hurting EC's economy by damaging ASEAN, the fastest growing market for 

European goods. 

—Destabilising ASEAN's political situation. 

On the dangers on ASEAN's political front, he reiterated that Europe fully 

supported ASEAN's position on Kampuchea. 

influence in Indochina. 



«ess 5 s: äS; srss? °r8anisa"™' •«•«■ - <*. 
The EEC has provided »223 million aid to Kampuchean refugees to date ™ 
parody the U.S. contribution of »207 milllo„, „hilelapThas donated°n37 

Stfalm and S^SbS^anVlnforSt"8 W *° 'tI"*U« "^ Bangkok. escaoiisned an EC information headquarters  for ASEAN in 

«it£?J?£ ^e EC 5as
v
continued fco give development aid to ASEAN despite 

criticism at home and the long economic recession in Europe. 

"Giving development aid is absolutely indispensable," he said. 

£££X the^ rSTC^t-Chf^ rS8l0n "1U'  " Ult 

2LS2.-S ££££ SSTÄÄE ™ny '■'■—s - 

ES^S: Arts S^^iS"«1?«^^." «""■bel- 

S^r^S Steo ^o^nion!6"06 Md teCta01^ aSSl— '» 

CSO:    4200/1490 
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BRIEFS 

VISA EXEMPTION GRANTED-Brunei has granted Britain ^^^^^ 

visa exemptions from 1 September. At Prefn* ™^,^ this year. British 
countries are exempt from visa laws «»^^l,0"^ ^ JKSit visas, 
citizens will be allowed to vlsitr

BrU^^f°^a^ne3e citizens will be 
And French, Swiss, South Korean, Canadian ^ f^*^^. A Brunei 
allowed to remain in Brunex for up to two weeks wltnoucother 

Foreign Ministry ?«*«** ^^TES^°LImption does not apply to 
countries were being consxdered. The «xtxjn    P  d   territories. They 
British overseas citizens or cxtxzens °* J^™^"^]  [Kuala Belait 
require visas whatever the purpose of thexr vxsxt.   Hex 
THE BORNEO BULLETIN in English 17 Aug 85 p 1 BKj 

CSO: 4200/1468 
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ROUTING OF KAREN FORCE NOTED 

BK201353 Rangoon BOTATAUNG in Burmese 11 Aug 85 p 8 

äLSS ni:s
le

0f i^i?äzt:vTn8 wlth excitement - *• ^ 
[KNU]  19th Battalion.     SoLIers hurriedlv SV^8?* ^ Nati°nal Unlon's 

weapons,  determined to crush the t      \t    6U ^ *"* Checked their 

who headed the military column    the Nn    f    i I * P6P talk from the MaJor 
Regiment moved out at I brisTpace fr™ n*        ^ °' the 2d Llght Infantry 
and headed in the direction^: ^."SS^tS^ ^1^^' 

^W^cSS^uS^S^SL^il  ^ ?%*»*«*'  circumstances, 
insurgents  usually deploy vanguard uSts  *? an4lement of surprise.     »The KNU 
key bases.     The defense Lrcefconductin.«  dl"erent Plac^  to defend their 
the insurgents know this  strateg^very will »" Ch~and-dest-y operations against 

nights L^nTmalchtg'throulh forls^ ****** "«*  *» ^ ^ ^ 
but to no avail.»    The cllum^ refused    o'esTo" 19 T*" f ™ *»«*«*. 
ing for the insurgents.     "At 1410 on tW nf ne a°d contl™ed search- 
guard unit of the KNU.     The insur^f        *?'   C°ntaCt W3S made ^th the van- 
the defense forces,   fied    dra^infSir , J>° Withstand the onslaught of 
found one corpse and two'weapoL » ^ "^ ^     The A™? column 

ticipated,   the soldiers reached thf h^I      *      ^f"8 insur§e^-     »As an- 
and the Pa-an Township Frontit    n head?uarters  of  the 19th KNU Battalion 
immediately.     D™      V    w Operations  Office at  1900 and attacked 

fought  fo/about  S^uSrS^EeS ^hlv^  ^ ^ insur^s  «* 
Armed Forces and the people. tleein8-     They understood the might  of  the 

insur^L^aX TuTo^TTuL^T ?*'** '""* t0 hit  ^ ™ 
Battalion and another JIL^X'J^^ Z S*£ »* ™ 



•-1, •*«. lQi-h KNU Battalion and another intense battle ensued.    No 

*.    ■"«* t-v,0■-iTKmreents were blocked,  and the insurgents were "The escape routes of the insurgents were o > regiment's three 

-A comprehensive count o£ insurgent casualties and weapons seized In the 

battles is as follows: 

™ insurgents lost 16 dead according to a,ody count an.,J'-^f^ 
Seized material includes 17 carbines    29M-16 s,       Bi^ 1 AK-47, 
2 BA-63 automatic rifles,  4 BA-64 submachine guns    * M;"j J *a„„ch;rs    i 
1 Sten gun,  6 titles,  3 |^ ™£ ~!'4 17.? oundslr^orted'a-uni- 
57-mm recoilless gun,  1 82-mm mortar,  1 n /», Ji,± 3.5-launcher  [as 
tion,  316 40-» shelly 4 81-- she      J ^    ^„^i^atorS, 57 mine detonators, 

SÄiÄ. 1 So co™unicat"ns set,  thirty buts and some documents 

were also captured. 

^ore STinsSents^e SffÄS S«ffiS --ties, 

CSO:     4213/89 
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PROPAGANDA CHIEF ON NEED FOR MORE MILITARY, PSS RECRUITS 

Vientiane MEGNING LAO in Lao Mar 85 pp 3,4 

occasion^ the flfth annxversary of MEGNING LAO (8 March 1980-8 March 19851/ 

Wovelent^rthe10?7 ^V* yOUr °Pini°n regardi^ «* continued improvement of the propaganda content of MEGNING LAO for the future? 

/Answe^/ Although MEGNING LAO has made definite progress in order to 
strengthen the propaganda content in the future the Sitorial «Sf  , 

eneo„ragin8 the setive uo „omen's -^«LT^^^^S« ~. 

lL°mtl  t0 f°re achieve»en" «or the 30th anniversary of the LPEP and 
the 10th anniversary of the establishment of the rai. ,.\       , 

two duties for training i-h« T ««     i especially the three goods and the 
ucxes tor training the Lao women's association to be more active. 

MEGNING LAO, besides carrying out its political duty for the Central 
Commxttee for the Lao women's federation will innrLf! A      Central 

naäonal'def^ "'S™ °*  ,ttaie ^"-^ Ulil^T natxonal defense and securitv «sn if- Tw n *,*, „*.   Li   ,       L" in MVPNTwr TAn   *. r  s,et-urii:y so it will be strengthened. Moreover 

ins Sä£: —^Ä-Ä%«b^-Ä 

SrZallefr ants^r^ hS.fJonf ^'"e T '"^ ^ " "" 
and mohili^ our hnshands and chUdre™o' awlVanTvoiunt eerler'natLai 

oblSrio"    SeCUrlty "0rk'  Md "' m"St C0"Sld" d°-S this as our *' 



So/anu^ingfar"of Sfitary cadres and c-atants who CO», to «tax. 
localities to do national defense and security work. 

the expecteo .LAB encourage Lao women to actively and 
SectriÄicipace S^rSSTtS. Winery of economic management. 

On the edncational, sociocultural, and publichealth ^»le£^ »fING 

LAO has already done „ell ™g^b *£.^„0^0^ 
continue to promote these    «^erally de unendingly 

SJ^T^'^Ä £S.±«1 ideelogy, culture, and educational 

level. 

Moreover, MEGNING LAO will have to propagandize ^^^^^T 
and outstanding contents that are -tually^exng carr-^f ^^mUS

It 

distribute its products to the «-d«a hmda xa^he productx    newspaper 

means of propaganda. Thank you. 

9884 
CSO: 4206/167 
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SOVIET-LAO ECONOMIC COOPERATION EXAMINED 

BK271424 Moscow in Lao to Laos 1030 GMT 25 Aug 85 

[Unattributed "article"] 

[Text]  Soviet-Lao economic cooperation is d^v^lrm-i™ ■«„ „ii 
the trading sector Scientific *nH IT~* • d?velopin8 xn a11 respects, especially in 
strengthened? Apresent the SovtMi «»P?«"10» is also being successfully 
total extend, economic assistant \ ,8UPPlie8 ^ estimated 50 percent of Laos' 
between the governments of the two'colT^  Pr°t0C°ls siSned> in the Soviet Union, 

Sovxet assistance to Laos in building roads is v-tt-al   A+- «-i, * , 
People's Democratic Republic fLPmn r"„  ! c  •'    the re1uest of the Lao 

River Bridge assures that goods can be transported year round on Route 13 whTrh 

ss'cisrs'sr ESS j^ffis? ^r sdeiy r at— — 
and roads along Routes 9 and 13 are aJsTuSnf Soviet L? W°fm bulldinS bri<^s 
to Laos'  first 5-Year State Plan,  the number ff sl^l 2uipment and machines.    According 
increase to some 2,000.    Soviet mechanic^b^0f.Soviet.»ucks there is expected to 
ing automobiles. mechanics are also assisting Lao counterparts in repair- 

LleTun^^^^ poping and increasing.    The 
Station in Xieng Khouang Province anin" fransfoS      Agf?ultural and Livestock Breeding 
cultural technics ^^^J^^ l^S^^Z^S^^ 



A state veterinary (?system) has also been set up in Laos with Soviet assistance in the 
form of medSufand equipment. Soviet and Lao veterinarians have provided medical 
checkups to livestock in many localities. 

rnm«.«M0n between agricultural experts of the two countries is very beneficial. For 
exaSflheySn now increase corn'harvests by 200 to 250 percent. This shows that pro- 
gress is evident throughout Laos. Experts also repair tractors and other farm *achxnes 
Sen bv the Soviet Union to be used as effective material and technical resources for 
Sloperations of many agricultural cooperatives and settlements in the central region. 

Training Lao technicians and cadres for industrial, agricultural, and other enterprises 
in the Lao national economy is another important form of Soviet-Lao cooperation. Each 
viar severS huSred Lao youths go to the Soviet Union for vocational training at^many 
^nSUvIcational training schools. Soviet experts in Laos are also contributing to the 
training of skilLd"af wooers. During the construction of the Nam Ngum Bridge some 
III Lao workers learned the techniques of bridge construction with assistance from Soviet 

engineers. 

m Edition the Soviet Union also assists Laos in training skilled personnel and adyan- In addition, the Soviet um ^^   er educatlonal in8tltu- 

tel S8^ny r^ions in S; Soviefunion. They are destined to become production direc- 
tors eSeert agricultural experts, and bridge and road builders, who are much needed 

in Laos. 

Trade cooperation between the Soviet Union and Laos is now developing and expanding on a 
Trade cooperation h  supplied Laos with a large quantity of industrial 
mutual bas Is. ™* Soviet Umonn materials, medical equipment and medicine, and other 

22ffi^^S.^SS^«. tin, ore, and finished wood products to the Soviet 

Union. 

A  ,r^P further between the two countries and to help boost the trade capabili- 
tLHf Laos dtheUSoviret"plans to provide technical assistance in the construction 
of new wood processing factory and the modification of a tin mine. 

v   JJ ,.1,^ cnv1pt assistance has made the Lao economy more independent and has 

economic field. 

CSO: 4206/179 
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PAPER WELCOMES PARTY LEADER'S USSR VISIT 

BK310958 Vientiane Domestic Service in Lao 0500 GMT 31 Aug 85 

KILT^  
PASf °? artiGle: "Hail Success of Comrade General Secretary 

Kaysone Phomvxhan's Working Friendship Visit to Soviet Union»]      * 

llTil QOmVf \Kays°ne ^mvihan, general secretary of the LPDP Central 
Committee and chairman of the Council of Ministers of thl  TPHP  L?"tral , 
ing friendship to the Soviet Union 25-28 Z  m ^    ' ?   *  ?"*" 
tation of the rpqn r0ntroi n       •!.     , August 1985 m response to an invi- 

and the CouncU S Mi^terfT Wuss** "T^™ °*  °" *'»r— ***• 

the great achievements stored by the great Soviet eeZ  •"* 3?"^ 7" 

Ä£ £„ r
deLS ""the iith"^^"^^ ^ «"*«*«•'■<*• 

£££ »Vr «Tlvr»^«oTJethre ISL^ S'STL^TS" 
for peace, national independence, democracy, and social progress. 

Sü\ss: tog\tLv:i^e
t
af soSrand *"*«-*"** P«*I« ^g^ut 

vpr„rffn togecner with, the Soviet people, have commemorated the 40th anni- 

10 



Our Lao leader's visit to the Soviet Union also took place as the Soviet peo- 
ple are striving in emulations preparing for the 27th CPSU Congress and as 
our Lao people are joyously concentrating forces to fulfill the first 5-y 
year state plan for 1981-85 to achieve success to welcome the 10th founding 
anniversary of the LPDR and to prepare for the Fourth LPDP Congress. With 
the effective assistance of the Soviet Union, Vietnam, the PRK, and other 
fraternal socialist countries and friends in the world, over the past 10 years, 
despite the schemes and tricks of sabotage carried out by the enemies, our 
Lao people have successfully overcome various difficulties and trials and 
have increasingly promoted and expanded the revolutionary gains, thereby 
securely safeguarding the independence and sovereignty of the country and 
creating a number of initial factors for the building of socialism in all 
domains of work. Regarding the achievements resulting from Soviet assistance 
alone, the construction of many projects has been completed while many others 
are still under construction. The projects include the satellite communica- 
tions system, the bridges across the Nam Ngum and the Nam Kading rivers, the 
150-kilowatt radio station, the 150-bed hospital, and other construction proj- 
ects in addition to the training and building of our Lao specialists in 
various fields. 

In the meeting and talks with Comrade Mikhail S. Gorbachev, general secretary 
of the CPSU Central Committee, our Lao leader expressed great satisfaction 
over the complete unanimity reached by the two sides on all issues raised 
for discussions, in particular the issue of strengthening the solidarity 
and increasing all-round cooperation between the two countries—Laos and the 
Soviet Union—in the immediate future and for the long term.  This has shown 
the mutual trust and close relations on the basis of Marxism-Leninism and 
socialist internationalism between the two parties and the two countries.  It 
has also served as a vigorous encouragement for the Lao people on the path 
advancing toward socialism as marked by the Great October Revolution. 

Following the discussions on the situation in Southeast Asia, the two sides 
have reiterated that the root cause of the continued tension in this region 
is the continual intervention by various imperialist forces and the big- 
nation expansionists-hegemonists who have:pursued a hostile policy toward 
the LPDR, the SRV, and the PRK and who have obstructed a constructive meeting 
between the three Indochinese countries and the ASEAN member countries. Now 
more than ever, our Lao people are jubilant and profoundly grateful at the 
USSR for reiterating its consistent solidarity with the Laos, Vietnam, and 
the PRK in their efforts to enhance continuously the cohesion among the three 
fraternal countries,  the cohesion that is considered a necessary condition 
to guarantee the successes of the three fraternal Indochinese peoples in build- 
ing socialism and defending the revolutionary gains.  It is also considered 
an important factor contributing to the consolidation of peace in Southeast 
Asia. The two sides have agreed that the LPDR and the Soviet Union have 
reiterated their unchanged solidarity with the peoples of the SRV and the 
PRK who are marching forward along the path of building a new life and 
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further the firm «t-TvnlJh     - *  Pa"y. ™y' and P^P^ are elated to see 
frltPrnpi f • ^ strengthening and profound development of the relations of 

CSO: 4206/179 
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JPRS-SEA-85-141 
15 September 1985 

LAOS 

SOVIET ASSISTANCE IN EDUCATION REPORTED 

BK300929 Vientiane Domestic Service in Lao 0500 GMT 27 Aug 85 

[Feature article:  "Educational.and Cultural Progress in Laos and Coopera- 
tion and Assistance From the Soviet Union"] 

TTextl  Prior to the liberation of Laos education was weak and backward; only 
17 percent of Lao children were educated, and 90 percent of the population 
were illiterate. At present there are more children in school in Vientiane 
municipality than were being educated throughout the country before libera- 
tion.  Some 85 percent of the people are now literate. There are not two 
universities-the medical university and the teachers training university- 

and seven vocational schools. 

With the establishment of the LPDR, the LPRP took comprehensive measures to 
further its important goal of establishing a new educational system with na- 
tional characteristics and socialist contents. Learning from Lenin, who 
said that those who cannot read or write stand outside the political arena, 
we found it necessary to start learning the basics to impart literacy. This 
has allowed the whole country to successfully stamp out illiteracy. 

The Third LPRP Congress set a new, bright path for education. As stipulated 
in the current 5-year plan, the number of students attending primary schools 
has increased by 40.73 percent, while the number of secondary and higher- 
level schools has increased by 59.40 percent.  The number of educational 
cadres and kindergarten teachers will be increased 6.4 times. At the same 
time, we must raise the level of specialized training for cadres and organize 
social science studies at the university level. From the primary school 
level, the process of learning must go hand in hand with practical, special- 
ized, and vocational training in order to produce specialized engineers to 
meet the requirements of national construction. 

The number of graduates from higher education institutes, small in theI960's, 
has grown.  There are now about 10,000 students who have graduated from for 
eign countries. The Soviet Union and other socialist countries have given 
us all-round assistance in the educational task. Relations with fraternal 
countries in this field have become firmer with each passing day.  In 
Vientiane, Soviet professors are carrying out this great task  For example, 
they have been teaching the Russian language and have organized the Russian 
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language course at Dong Dok University and elsewhere. In addition, the Soviet 
Union has contributed to assisting our cultural development. Regarding 
information and propaganda work, the Soviet Union has assisted in building 
the inter-sputnik satellite station-a symbol of bilateral cooperation in 
the information and telecommunications fields. The making of the first Lao 
film on the struggle of the people of various tribes for their freedom and 
independence was recently completed. 

Over the past 7 years 1.65 million books have been published for sale  It 
is expected that the publication of books for sale will be doubled within 
the current 5-year plan. It is also expected that the publication of news- 
rST-i^ J°uf als.will be increased 4-fold. We are taking into consideration 
the building of radio broadcasting stations in all provinces. 

The great, immediate tasks confronting the LPDR in its economic and cultural 
development are still numerous, but the Lao people of all tribes, under the 
wise and clear-sighted leadership of the LPRP, must surmount these tasks 
with their initiative and will surely be able to resolve all problems. 

CSO: 4206/179 
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JPRS-SEA-85-141 
15 September 1985 

LAOS 

TRADE UNION ON POLITICAL SHORTCOMINGS, ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 

Vientiane HENG NGAN in Lao 1-15 Feb 85 p 5 

/Article: Political Report/ 

/Excerpts/ Improving Trade Union Political Ideology and Organization 

1  Political Ideology. Nowadays in the midst of a situation in which 
the Chinese expansionists and hegemonists are colluding with the American 
imperialists and other reactionary forces in carrying out psychological 
warfare and espionage and /schemes against peace/, we are also facing 
economic problems and a high cost of living.  The implementation of_the 
plans and policies of the party and government has not been appropriate 
for the situation. However, the workers and government employees still 
have a revolutionary ideology and confidence in the brilliant leadership 
of the party, and they are still loyal to the party ideology.  They follow 
the party resolutely and make sacrifices for the benefit of socialism. 

At the same time our workers and government employees still have weaknesses. 
They still cannot differentiate between friend and foe and between the two 
paths of socialism and capitalism, and they cannot grasp the transition 
period toward socialism. We must seriously categorize them as follows. 

The awakening of social classes, socialism, leadership roles, and 
responsibility toward the right of collective ownership has not been 
clear.  Some workers and government employees have not yet determinedly 
trained themselves to be new socialist men. Therefore, some get discouraged, 
become idle, and have independent ideology. They do not respect the 
regulations.  They do little work.  They trade and: steal government property, 
pay attention to only their own interests, and leave factories, offices and 
organizations to work for capitalists. It is even worse when they flee to 

another country. 

2  Organizing aspects. After the first nationwide Lao trade union 
congress, trade union organizations at all levels have improved one step 
further.  /There are now 14 provincial-level federations nationwide.  _ 
Vientiane Capital has three mobilization and training committees and eight 
production and executive sections^/ Each federation has specialized task 
cadres to assist in certain kinds of work. The work section levels still 
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lack specialized task cadres in the trade untion.  Last year the Lao 
Central Federation of Trade Unions adopted a number of trade union 
regulations for work section levels and agreed on the work /Techniques/ 

Co^ttLeCreAtariat an? the Central Fede^ion of Lao Trade UnionsTefutive 
Committee. As a result the Lao Federation of Trade Unions has a single 
work system throughout the country and has become clear and effective! 

In the middle of last year on 20 July 1984 the Party Central Secretariat 
approved the machinery for the Central Federation of Lao Trade Unions to 

oi'VcaSs    COnSiStin8 °f 6 apartments, 23 sections, and a total 

/The Lao Federation of Trade Unions? also temporarily agreed on the mimW 

f deCradtiL atWt0he °* ^^ ^de Uni°» tasksVt^'tradfunion ' 
federations at the provincial, capital, and section levels. There are 

a^hTsLttn1^16 " ^ CaPital leVe1' and b— 5 - "PS* 

f;om
ESOannn°n °^ tradS Vooo11 mei^ership. The expansion of the trade union 

from 50,000 members in 1983 to /figure not given/ in 1984 under the slogan 
To welcome the nation's two historic days," was carried out actively and 
consistently in accordance with principles.  The base trade union Jas 
determinedly trained, propagandized, and disseminated the duties and 
roles, and has mobilized workers and government employees to fill in 

oPrPientathSr £fe ^f^' ^J8 °f ^ Un±°n -«-izations and L 
tecSiques  llfeStyle m°re Prof°undly toward production and production 

9884 
CSO: 4206/167 
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JPRS-SEA-85-141 
15 September 1985 

LAOS 

PASASON ARTICLE NOTES GROWING STRENGTH OF PRK 

BK281314 Vientiane PASASON in Lao 22 Aug 85 p 4 

[Article:  "The PRK Is Daily Growing Stronger"] 

[Text] A significant portion of the communique of the 11th conference of 
the foreign ministers of the PRK, the LPDR, and the SRV, held in Phnom Penh, 
capital of the PRK, on 15 and 16 August states:  The Vietnamese volunteer 
forces will pursue their yearly gradual withdrawals from Cambodia and will 
conclude their total withdrawal by 1990. This decision not only clearly 
reflects the consistent stand and good intention of the three Indochinese 
countries toward a settlement of the "Cambodian problem," in which the world s 
people are very much interested at the moment, but also points to the con- 
tinuing growth and strength of the PRK. 

As everyone knows, the presence of the Vietnamese volunteer forces in Cam- 
bodia is in accordance with the agreement reached by the PRK and SRV govern- 
ments, aimed at saving the Cambodian people from the genocidal danger of the 
Pol Pot criminal gang. The noble assistance, filled with the proletarian 
internationalist spirit, from the Vietnamese people to the Cambodian people 
have been rendered in accordance with the request of the latter.  It is an 
act to avenge for the genocidal crime of the Pol Pot clique in murdering more 
than 3 million Cambodian people during its rule in Cambodia. 

In the past several years, the three Indochinese peoples have scored great 
victories in the struggle to defend and build their respective countries. 
The all-round victories scored by the Cambodian people in the past 6 years 
in particular have enabled the Vietnamese volunteer forees to smoothly with- 
draw from Cambodia on several occasions. This conforms to the contents and 
spirit of the treaty signed between the two countries and the joint communi- 
que of the three Indochinese countries' summit held in Vientiane m 1984. 

In the past dry season, the Cambodian army and people, together with the 
Vietnamese volunteer forces, have managed to suppress and wipe out the Pol 
Pot remnants and other reactionary Cambodian groups from Cambodian terri- 
tory completely destroying and dismantling their sanctuaries along the 
Cambodian-Thai border. Therefore, the declaration on the definite time 
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table for the complete withdrawal of the Vietnamese volunteer forces from 
Cambodia by 1990 once again reaffirms the all-round strength of the PRK, 
particularly in the national defense sector. 

The principled decision of the three Indochinese countries on the withdrawl 
of the Vietnamese volunteer forces from Cambodia is not only an appropriate 
and correct approach but also conforms to the trend of peace and negotiations 
xn the region and the world, aimed at reducing tension, in Southeast Asia 
and the world. This decision is also a practical measure leading to the set- 
tlement of regional problems so long as such Vietnamese withdrawals are not 
exploited to undermine peace and security in Cambodia. 

As everyone is fully aware, the Cambodian seat at the United Nations has 
been occupied by the Pol Pot criminal clique in the disguise of the so-called 
CGDK for 5 years now withthe support of the imperialists and international 
reactionaries. Without the support and succor of Washington, Beijing, and 
their regional reactionary henchmen, the so-called CGDK would disintegrate 
overnight like a flash flood. In the meantime, the PRK is not only able to 
stand up majestically to withstand all the threats and subversive acts of 
the international reactionaries and imperialists, but also grows stronger 
in all fields with every passing day as can be seen from the victories and 
achievements scored by the Cambodian people in building a new life and de- 
fending their beloved fatherland in the past 6 years. 

CSO:  4206/179 
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JPRS-SEA-85-141 
15 September 1985 

LAOS 

COMMENTARY SUPPORTS NICARAGUA, SCORES REAGAN 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 8 Jul 85 p 4 

/Text7 The middle of last week, Nicaragua's ambassador to the UN, Mr 
Rajeecha Micomora, sent a letter to the secretary general of the UN. Part 
of the letter explained that the presence of mercenaries in Costa Rican 
territory near the Nicaragua border has created a convenient condition 
for the Washington administration to penetrate deeply into Nicaragua, and 
it has caused clashes between Nicaragua and Costa Rica.  The situation 
confirms the actions of the Washington administration in making Costa 
Rican territory into a springboard for militarily attacking Nicaragua 
in the south with the aim of linking up with an invasion from Honduran 
territory in the north. This is only part of the Reagan administration's 
activist plans for carrying out an undeclared war against Nicaragua. Many 
years ago, the American imperalists carried out obscurantist schemes, hoping 
to extinguish the Nicaraguan people's revolution under the leadership of 
the Sandinistas' United Front for National Liberation. But all of their 
actions and movements were destroyed, counterattacked and beaten badly. 
Nevertheless, to the present, the Washington administration not only has 
not given up its old schemes but is also even more deeply involved in an 
active and systematic destruction of and attacks on the Nicaraguan revolution. 

Along with trade and economic sanctions, the Reagan administration also is 
using troops to threaten and deliver ultimatums and force Nicaragua in 
various ways. It is using mercenaries in Costa Rica to attack in the south. 
Worse than that, it is using tremendous amounts of money to assist the 
Contras in Nicaragua.  For example, in the middle of June, once again the 
Reagan administration forced Congress to approve a.measure for giving $27 
million in aid to the Contras in Nicaragua. Washington's actions seek to 
topple the revolutionary Nicaraguan government, particularly by overthrowing 
President Daniel Ortega and establishing a government of warlords and their 
obedient imperialist henchmen in its place. Every threatening, aggressive 
and destructive action of Washington absolutely cannot shake the brave 
revolutionary spirit of the Nicaraguan people. The Nicaraguan people 
under the leadership of the Sandinistas' United Front for National 
Liberation have been tested in the revolutionary fire, especially during 
these past 6 years, and they have become braver than ever in every area. 
They have been able to promptly counterattack the American imperialists 
threats, protect their beloved land securely, continuously and majestically 
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snatch victory for the revolution and expose the Washington administration's 
schemes for infiltrating the country. On one hand, Washington's adventurous 
anti-Nicaragua policies are blamed widely by progressive world opinion in 
Latin America and around the world. On the other hand, the attempts of 
countries like the Contadora ones, which are searching for pacific ways 
to solve the problems in this region, are being supported by all nations. 
The revolution and the struggles of the Nicaraguan people are not isolated. 
All nations in the western world and progressive human beings have always 
completely supported and stood by the revolutionary task of the Nicaraguan 
people.  The Nicaraguan people are ready to snatch victory for the 
revolution, per President Daniel Ortega's announcement in the beginning of 
June that, "The Nicaraguan people are always ready. We are using every 
necessary measure to counterattack every destructive movement of the American 
imperialists, who are carrying out an aggressive war against Nicaragua. We 
will never be weakened and must win." 

12597 
CSO:  4206/157 
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LAOS 

XIENG KHOUANG OFFICIAL ON INTERNAL, SRV TRADE 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 9 Jul 85 p 2 

/Interview with Comrade Phansy Vongviharn, chief of administration of the 
Xieng Khouang Trade Company, date and place not specified/ 

/Text? In order to produce 1.6 tons of rice and tubers, in 1985 as 
projlcted by the central government, trade is /playing./ an important 
factor in pushing production by peasants. Hoes, shovels, plows and 
necessary materials used in production are sent to peasants. The trade 
company also buys quite a bit of the goods produced and gathered by peasants. 

In Xieng Khouang Province alone, imports totaled 126,910,375 kip in 1984, 
a 206 percent increase in volume over 1981's. In 1984, forest goods worth 
16,500,000 kip were bought. As for exports, goods distributed by the 
province to people in every locale were worth a total 119 million kip, an 
increase of 21.4 percent over that projected and an increase of 271. b 
percent over 1981 exports. On the average, an individual in Xieng Khouang 
Province bought 798 kip worth of goods from the state. 

For 1985, based on lessons that we have drawn during these past years, we 
will have to struggle to buy /enough/ goods from the people to total 252 
million kip. The primary goods that will be bought are cardamon and 
handicrafts made by the people themselves. And along with those, we will 
continue to expand markets by signing trade agreements with the twin city 
of Ngen Tinh of the SRV. It has ties with Houa Phanh, Oudomxai, Louang 
Prabang, and Sayaboury Provinces, the Central Trade Company, the central 
government's Rattan Handicrafts Plant and the Central Agricultural Tools 
Lnufacturing Company.  It is believed that in 1985 we will sell goods to 
the central government and export abroad a /.goods/ total of 273 million 
Sp, and makf a profit of 69 million kip from trade that will be contributed 

to the state's budget funds. 

12597 
CSO: 4206/157 
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LAOS CRITICIZES THAI ATTITUDE ON RELATIONS 

BK040428 Vietniane Domestic Service in Lao 1400 GMT 3 Sep 85 

["Article":  "Thai Side Should Rectify Its Wrong Attitude Before It Is Too 
Late"] 

[Text] While the Thai and Lao peoples and various nations in the region are 
longing for and calling for the speedy normalization of Thai-Lao relations 
in accordance with the Lao side's sincere and reasonable proposals contained 
in LPDR Foreign Minister Phoun Sipaseut's 1 July letter.addressed to the for- 
eign minister of the Kingdom of Thailand, instead of reviewing its wrong 
attitude to pave the way for meetings and talks between the governments of 
Laos and Thailand with the purpose of peacefully resolving problem in accord- 
ance with the Lao-Thai and Thai-Lao joint communiques of 1979, the Thai 
Government has acted to the contrary.  Since early August many incidents have 
taken place such that the Thai side has further deteriorated the fraternal, 
neighborly relations between the Thai and Lao peoples.  In addition to 
resorting to propaganda campaigns slandering and vilifying the correct and 
just foreign policy of the LPDR Government, the Thai side has made use of, 
encouraged, and allowed the ultrarightist reactionaries in the Bagnkok ruling 
circles and exiled Lao reactionaries to carry out undesirable activities to 
increase tension along the Thai-Lao border. 

For example, on 9 August the Lao people felled logs and fastened them together 
to form a raft on which tye floated along the Mekong River on the Lao bank. 
When they arrived in the area of Ban Samphanna village, Phialat subdistrict, 
on the Lao side of the river, Thai reactionary troops, in coordination with 
exiled Lao reactionaries stationed in Phatang precinct, Sangkhom district, 
Nong Khai Province, challenged and fired about 1,000 M-16 rifle rounds at 
them, killing one Lao citizen and wounding another. Later, oni:the night of 
19 August, Thai border policemen crossed the Mekong River to the Lao side 
aboard a Thai Mekong River patrol boat. They positioned.themselves on the 
Lao side in the area of Paksan District, Bolikhamsai Province, and brazenly 
and senselessly fired one 60-mm mortar round and one B-40 gun round at Paksan 
town. They later returned to the Thai side on the patrol boat. In Savannakhet 
Province, on 20 August six Thai patrol boats, including two big boats, sailed 
along the Mekong River, moving in circles at Kengkabao port. On the same day, 
one Thai jet aircraft flew near Kengkabao port and later returned to the 
Thai side. Many other provocations also occurred. 
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Parallel with the above challenge and provocations, in a noon program the 
Public Relations Department's Radio Thailand carried an article entitled 
"The Undying Thai-Lao Relationship," slandering and vilifying the LPDR Govern- 
ment's correct foreign policy and brazenly and openly calling on the Lao 
people to carry out their objective of subverting and dividing Laos so that 
they can swallow up this country. 

On 2 September the radio station stubbornly carried the same article. At the 
same time, it tried to distort history and deceived itself in order to de- 
ceive the entire Thai nation into turning right into wrong. Particularly, 
it tried to distort the history of Thai-Lao relations and the heroic history 
of the three Indochinese countries which were once united by the French colon- 
ialists into the Indochina federation. 

Nevertheless, no matter how cunning and cruel the Thai tricks may be, no one 
can distort historical facts. No reactionary forces can break the tradition 
of special solidarity, great friendship, and militant alliance among the 
fraternal peoples of Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia, who have gone through tests 
in the flames of protracted struggle against the wars of aggression unleashed 
by the French and U.S. imperialists. This tradition has become a vital factor 
deciding the success of the revolution in each country. 

The Thai side's wrong attitude reflected by the above concrete acts has not 
only affected the LPDR's sovereignty and territorial integrity but also con- 
stituted a brazen interference in Laos' internal affairs and run counter to 
international practice on international relations, to the Charter of the 
United Nations to which both Laos and Thailand are signatories, to the spirit 
and content of the Lao-Thai and Thai-Lao joint communiques of 1979, and to 
the principles of peaceful coexistence. Moreover, these acts by Thailand are 
not new.  Similar acts have taken place for a long time. This shows the 
unchanged nature of the ultrarightist reactionaries in the Thai ruling cir- 
cles, who want to sabotage the fraternal relations between the Thai and Lao 
peoples and obstruct and delay talks at the governmental level as proposed by 
the Lao side, with a view to creating permanent tension between the two coun- 
tries and in the region in accordance with policies of the imperialists and 
the international reactionary forces. 

Nevertheless, the common trend of various countries in the world, in the 
region and in Thailand, is for peace and the settlement of problems through 
talks. Therefore, it is now time for the Thai Government to review its wrong 
attitude. It should hold the interests of the majority of the Thai people 
above the ambition of the ultrarightist reactionaries in the Thai ruling cir- 
cles—reactionaries who are following foreigners—by turning to hold talks 
with the Lao side as proposed by LPDR Foreign Minister Phoun Sipaseut. All 
this is to resolve various problems in order to quickly normalize Thai-Lao 
relations, as earnestly desired by the two peoples, thus honorably contri- 
buting to safeguarding peace and stability in Southeast Asia and the world. 

CSO: 4206/179 
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HOUA PHANH STATE TRADE IMPROVES, SMUGGLING DECREASES 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 6 Jul 85 p 5 

/Text/ Last year, trade between the state and the people of Houa Phanh 
Province was quite successful. Total forest goods purchased were worth 
37 million kip. 

The forest goods that people sold to the state were sold in local 
cooperative stores; for the most part, they were:  cardamon, oily fruits, 
animal bones, cotton buds and others.  Trade between the state and the people 
stepped up and expanded because new stores were set up for servicing trade 
with the people, the Trade Division also set up mobile trade units in each 
district and there were forest products purchasing units in every village 
and canton.  All these were to facilitate people who wished to sell forest 
goods to the state. Before we established trade units, trade in our 
province was not successful because the distances from villages to the 
district store were too great.  Most people are so busy with the daily 
production task that they do not have time to go and sell the forest 
products that they have gathered to the state.  This has created a number 
of merchants who take the opportunity to buy these raw materials from the 
people.  Currently, we are not only facilitating people trading the forest 
goods that they have gathered with the state but are also limiting illicit 
trade and smuggling. 

For 1985, the province plans to buy a total 37,800,000 kip worth of forest 
products from the people.  In 1985, we must plan for 5 percent more purchases 
than in 1984.  To make this plan materialize, the Trade Division of Houa 
Phanh Province has signed contracts to purchase forest goods with each 
district store. 

In Xam Nua District, 6,700,000 kip of forest goods will be purchased from 
the people, 6 million kip in Xieng Kho District, 3,500,000 kip in Viengtai 
District, 8 million in Xam Tai District, 5,400,000 kip in Houa Mouang 
District, 6,200,000 kip in Viengthong District, and 2 million kip from 
provincial stores.  In addition, Houa Phanh Province also plans to buy 
products from the people, totaling 14,520,000 kip, an increase of 6.25 
percent over 1984.  Along with that, the province will need 197 million 
kip worth of equipment to use in production.  Houa Phanh Province has 
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especially expanded its trade network with those of the surrounding SRV 
provinces of Than Hwa and Cheun La and trade has been successful. In 
1985, Houa Phanh Province signed a contract with Hanoi Province for 
cooperative research in goods for export, namely, dry ginger, rattan 

and precious woods. 

Because the trade network has thoroughly gone down to the grassroot areas, 
trade between the state and the people is increasingly and continuously 
opening widely. This is having a good impact on the trade network in the 

socialist trading system. 

12597 
CSO: 4206/157 
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PASASON MARKS SRV NATIONAL DAY ANNIVERSARY 

BK021239 VIENTIANE KPL in English 0954 GMT 2 Sep 85 

["PASASON Hails 40th Anniversary of the SRV"---KPL heading] 

[Text] Vientiane 2 Sep (KPL)-Four decades ago today, a declaration was 

succesiyofa^ I    ,e  §reat ?resident Ho Chi Minh « Ba Dinh Square to mark the 
state Lt    S  fTm  reV°lution and the founding of the first worker-peasant 
vmL .  S°\thetSt As^»the organ of the party Central Committee of the Lao 
of Vietnam'     ^        f°™ding anniversary of the Socialist Republic 

It continues:  Following the August Revolution, the Democratic Republic [DR] 
of Vietnam was founded on 2 September 1985.  This event became an important 

Vietnam  TST^ T "t ^  the/urtherance of the socialist revolution in 
wS K *hus> Vietnam became a firm cradle for the Indochina Communist Party 
headed by President Ho Chi Minh.  Since then, great achievements were scored 
paving firm bases for independence, freedom and well-being for the DR of 
Vietnam, which eventually succeeded in complete national liberation in 1975. 

The great revolutionary victories scored forty years ago had marked an end 
to the slavery yoke imposed by foreign imperialism upon the Vietnamese 
people, whose standing and prestige have ever since been raised in the 
international political arena. Vietnam has then contributed to reinforcement 
of world socialist system. -"".UJ. lament 

In the past four decades, however, the paper points out, the U.S. imperialists 
in collusion with hegemonists and expansionists and som^ reactionaryforces 
"  f."8,1011 ^aTe efalated their J°int sabotage efforts against the 
Socialist Republic of Vietnam in the southern and northern parts of the 
country. * 

In conjunction with their intense propaganda to defame the SRV, they had 
mobilized 600 000 strong troops to aggress the northern frontier oTvietnam. 

»7-?!    f   tr±ed t0 SOW diSC°rd ln the alUance of sPecial solidarity 
ZL        A°^f  c?°Peratlon a*ong the three Indochinese countries, on the one 
hand, and the ties enjoyed by the three Indochina countries and other 
fraternal socialist countries, on the other. Despite the enemies' sophistica- 
ted dark schemes, the revolutionary process in Vietnam, and in the rest of the 
Indochinese countries, generally speaking, has further moved forward! 
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The glorious victories reaped within the past 40 years »-Vietnam have clearly 
demonstrated the correct and clearsighted guidance of the CPV which has 
applied the Leninist formula of coupling the Soviet power with [words 
indistinct] in the country's development. Thus the SRV has scored significant 
results in agriculture. Its grain yield has increased between 2.7 to 3 
tons per hectare now as compared to 1 to 1.7 per hectare-the figures prior to 
the August Revolution. The production of its electricity has annually 
increased by 10.4 percent. More than 20 percent of the total electricity 
output was put into the agricultural development sector. 

The industrial development and other domains in the national economy were 
considerably improved. Educational, cultural and public health works were 
also scored-thus raising the livelihood of the Vietnamese people, the paper 

points out. 

The paper continues to assess that the 40th Vietnamese National Day is being 
celebrated while the revolution in other Indochinese countries is favourably 
moving forward and their close alliance is being even more consolidated. 

Laos, Vietnam and Kampuchea have enjoyed their traditional close 
neighborliness relations which have reached a higher quality, stresses the 
paper. The three Indochinese countries have spared no efforts and resorted to 
all means to ever consolidate their combative alliance as hard as steel. 

Basing on such spirit, they have jointly supported each other in the defense 
of their respective national independence and their revolutionary gains--thus 
foiling all dark maneuvers pursured by Beijing hegemonists and expansionists 
and U.S. imperialists, and other reactionary powers. 

The entire Lao people, the paper underlines, seizing this splendid 
opportunity, express their gratitude to the fraternal Vietnam party, govern- 
ment and people for their support and assistance accorded to the Lao revolu- 
tion. "As comrade-in-arms, we proudly consider the great successes of the 
Vietnamese people as our own. And we sincerely wish the Vietnamese people 
new and greater achievements in the implementation of the 5th congress of ^ 
the CPV's resolutions, and wish for the further consolidation of the special 
alliance between Laos and Vietnam, and the alliance among Laos, Vietnam and 
Kampuchea. This will help in the materialization of the declaration of the 
three countries' summit conference, and to the materialization of peace, 
stability, and cooperation in Southeast Asia—thus, strengthening the 
combative alliance and all-round cooperation with the USSR and other fraternal 
socialist countries," the paper concludes. 

CSO: 4200/1484 
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LAOS 

REPORT ON THIRD PHASE NAM NGUM DAM CONSTRUCTION 

Installed Capacity 

Vientiane HENG NGAN in Lao 16-28 Feb 85 pp 2,11 

/Article:  "Success in the Third Phase of the Nam Ngum Dam No 1 Construction 

/Text/ After accelerating the construction of the third phase of the Nam 
Ngum Dam No 1 construction project for over 2 years_since February 1983 
a ceremony was held on the morning of 3 March /1985/ at the Nam Ngum  ' 
hydropower plant to summarize the achievement in constructing the third 
phase of the plant. Attending the ceremony were Mr Maisouk Saisompheng 
of the Party Central Committee and minister of Industry, Handicrafts and 
Forestry, high-level cadres from various sections concerned, many Lao 
workers, and foreign experts who had helped in this phase of the Nam Ngum 
Dam construction. 6 

The project was started in February 1983 with the building of housing, 
pouring concrete for the floor of the building to house the machine™, 
xnstailing water pipelines and sluice gates, repairing the shore and the 
machines that help to produce electricity, installing a /hydroelectric 
turbine/ and a 40,000-kW generator, and providing for running water for 
the actual experiment on 5 November 1984. They also installed electrical 
equipment, e.g., a 115,000-volt high voltage power line on the roof of 

o^ll^Jo/ns'nnn0118^"116 T^^Z'  * Urge 50'°00 volt-ampere transformer of 11,000/115,000 volts, along with other electrical equipment. 

Besides increasing.the output of this power plant, the success of the 
phase 3 construction of the Nam Ngum Dam No 1 project increases the 
government s income, decreases the amount of water wasted each year, and 
also increases the agricultural production efficiency of the plant. 

The success of the third phase of the Nam Ngum Dam No 1 project resulted 
from a loan from the IDA (International Development Agency) of the World 
Bank and OPEC, good cooperation between Lao and foreign electrical 
organizations and engineering organizations, advisors from India, 
Switzerland and Japan, and assistance from the government and local units 
in Keo Oudom District, Vientiane Province, mass organizations, and the local 
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The Nam Ngum hydropower plant is able to produce 150,000 kWh, whereas 
before it produced only 110,000 kWh. 

Phases, Funding Noted 

Vientiane HENG NGAN in Lao 15-31 Mar 85 pp 6,11 

/Article by Noum Kammakon:  "The Importance of Electrical Power^T 

/Text? Electric power has an important role in the economic construction 

tf our socialist nation, in industrial and ^^^f^Z^T'Z 
other ways in order to gradually raise the standard of living for the 

people of ethnic groups. 

In making use of our rich natural resources, rivers are a source of 
hydro-elLtric power.  The Nam Ngum No 1 power plant is approximately 
70 km northeast of Vientiane Capital.  Construction of the plant was 
divided into three phases. Phase 1 began in 1968 and was «^leted« 
1971  Phase 2 began in January 1976 and was completed in October 1978, 
and resulted in the production of 111,000 kW of electricity. 

in „r^r to use all the energy of the water that had been let run to waste 
nd0rtoerrai0seUtheapowL outpuf to the capacity of the dam the Nam Ngum 

nam i Dhase 3 construction project started m April 1983 with the Lao 
s"te Electrification Enterprise as a driving force. The project received 
a toan from the World Bank IDA, OPEC, foreign electrical and engineering 
organizations, and advisors from India, Switzerland, and Japan. 

In the early phase of the construction they built housing, poured 
the concrete rloor for the factory, installed water pipes and sluice 
gates! repaired the river banks and the machines ^at help in producing 
the electricity, installed a hydroelectric turbine and a 40,000 kW 

electric generator, etc. 

After accelerating the construction by the Lao cadres and workers and the 
foreign experts, the construction was completed m December 1984.  Following 
testing on 3 March 1985 the Nam Ngum Dam 1 phase 3 project held a ceremony 
to officially announce its success.  The project raised the electrical, power 

output from 110,000 kW to 150,000 kW. 

This success has contributed greatly to modern and advanced economic, 
industrial, and agricultural expansion on the Vientiane Plain and m 
"her peaces! It'will ensure the revival and expansion of the base and 
factories, and will be used to better the daily living of the people of 
ethnic groups and to eliminate the old-fashioned way of living that 
depended mainly on nature. It will also help to decrease gradually the 
differences between the districts and the rural areas  This is "order 
to raise the standard of living of the people of ethnic groups step by 
step, and to jointly carry out the two strategic duties of national defense 

and socialist construction. 

9884 
CSO: 4206/167 
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LAOS 

FURTHER REPORT ON SRV-AIDED CEMENT PLANT 

Vientiane HENG NGAN in Lao 15-31 Mar 85 pp 7,10 

/Article by Noi Manivong:  "The Sai Phou Louang Cement Plant^/ 

/Text/ The Sai Phou Louang cement plant under the Ministry of Construction 
is located on a hill in the Thoung Pong area approximately 15 km north 
of Vientiane  Prior to the construction of this plant there was only the 
old unfinished project built by Company 35 under the old regime. Following 
the national liberation a giant cement or clinker crushing plant was 
constructed in early June 1983 with half of the funding coming from 
neighboring Vietnam.  It was completed on 22 March 1984.  The proiect 

It%w ^ *?t0  tW° PhaSe"' the f±rSt °f Wh±ch was to insta11 thl machinery. At that time there were only 15 Lao workers who had completed mid-level 
vocational courses in machine techniques and operation in the USSR and 

Sui?nt°^8 V±ef ?\  The feCOnd Phase involved « Production experiment. 
During this period the number of Lao workers increased from 15 to 58, most 

?ffJ tu  ?3V f grad"atfd from senior high school and some of them having 
left their rakes and plows to go directly to machines and production.  The 
work was divided up into four areas, i.e., technical production, materials 
management salary and labor, and accounting and finance. There are 38 
direct production workers whose job is to operate 2 machines, the grinder 
and the crusher. There is one female worker who drives a forklift to put 
the clinker onto a /conveyor belt/.  The machines can produce 3 to 4 tons 
per day, the same quality as the cement we have ordered from abroad. 

Sv^ff JanUT 1985 ^e7  ran S°me Producti°n and tested the machines, 
giving Lao workers on-the-job training by the Vietnamese experts.  After 
the experiment they produced 21 tons of cement per day.  From the first 

tWUH- ?n-wearl? MarCh th6y have Produced 510 tons.  In this period 
ln7J      I t  Cement Primarily to the National Construction Company 
and also to many other companies.  Now there is no cement at all left over 
in storage.  They immediately distribute whatever amount they produce. 

8°Marchn?98Wh  < *" 0l*StandinS in the trial period was that on 7 to 
8 March 1985 they_increased the hours of production to 24 hours in 2 days 

f^/a?- 4
8h"W 5or the ^chines throughout 48 hours, whereas in other 

factories in Laos they run only 2 shifts at the most. Thus, in 2 days 
they were able to produce 83 tons of cement. 
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Although the two parties and two governments have not yet handed it over, 
in order to remember the labor of the Lao and Vietnamese workers who had 
helped each other to build this factory they named it the "Sai Phou Louang 
Cement Plant." Even though this name has not been given to the plant 
officially this is the one they are using and getting used to saying. 
This name has a profound meaning that reflects the friendship that has 
existed between Laos and Vietnam since ancient times. In every period 
Vietname has always and sincerely helped Laos. During the war against 
the French and the Americans to liberate the country, the Vietnamese 
people not only helped Laos materially and spiritually, but they also 
made innumerable sacrifices of lives and blood for the Lao people. 

Comrade Sonsak Insisai, assistant, drector of the plant, said "Our factory 
still has many difficulties to face, and our workers have not yet had a 
lot of experience. We lack both experience and technicians. Some raw 
materials'still have to come from abroad e.g. clinker from the neighborxng 
countrv of Vietname. However, because of good decision-making by all the 
workers, the Lao workers decided to learn on the job following products 

testing. 

Following determined production testing, our workers were seen to have 
gained skill over what they had before. By learning from the Vietnamese 
experts, all three comrades of the board of directors know the more 
important techniques. Moreover, in the midst of the entire Pities, 
armies, and the people who are preparing to score achievements for the 
approaching two great national historic days, the 30th anniversary of 
the LPRP and the 10th anniversary of the LPDR, we are going to hold an 
emulation operation so that we can produce 5,000 tons of cement prior 

to 15 December 1985. 

9884 
CSO: 4206/167 
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LAOS 

BRIEFS 

PASASON ON SUCCESS OF LAO-SOVIET COOPPRATTrwr w  .. • 
The daily PASASON, in an artnVl! ^OOPERATION-Vientiane, 29 Aug (OANA-KPL)- 

fir tiL-ye« Plan'in^' TT dete»ln^ the succeL of the stete 

workshop now in operatin,  u!        ,  Tha-Gnon mechanic and repair 
Vientiane J £ fullswi^ J^w" StrUCtio" of the "0-bed hospital in 
fruitful cooperatLn/th^Ip^^rL^S '?> COB*letB ^ ^'    *"»ther 
state-farm. The farm s exnelS ,   xs the livestock project at "Latsen" 

state. These achievements demonftrat^P? 7 150 ^ °f meat per ?ear to the 
socialist construction in the Lao vT    ^concrete terms that the successful 
Soviet and other socialist 1  •   C°U" n0t be d^^sociated from the 
further ensuring the consolidation If  iT^ "* ^^  thlS faCt countr-fp* ch^ „    consolidation of alliance between these fraternal 
29 Aug 8e

5
S'BK

he PaPer COnCluded'  <*** [V^tiane KPL in English^852 GMT 

SOUPHANOUVONG RECEIVES BELGIAN. BRITISH vmrrwQ    v  * • 
Souphanouvong, president of the Lao PDR fn^If tte^ T? 'I  ** <°^-^)" 
received here yesterday the l^i™ «f   5  • ? People's Supreme Assembly, 
and Hubert Anthony Justin Si !f    credentialS from Patrick Northom 

ambassadors of £ ^ ^ P SiTS^S^BSSn^r^ , 

Sif^^^ — 2 -heir 
interests of the Lao mJnlT f ., £ 8 f     tl6S of friendship and the 
sadors have their residences ?n llZ  f S^™ ^ the **'    ^e two ^as- 
in English 0907 GMT 29 1TS  85 BK]  

§  ' Thailand«  ^t]  [Vientiane KPL 
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KAYSONE PHOMVIHAN THANKS GORBACHEV FOR ll^^^^Tt^oZcll of 
K. Phomvihan,  general secretary of the LPRP CC and ^™ 
Ministers of the Lao PDR    yesterday sent a message of f™ According 

Gorbachev,  general^eC
T
reta^°l -whSfflying over the Soviet territory- 

the Soviet Union basing on Marxism-Leninism and socxalxst ^^ernatxonaixsm, 

0902 GMT 30 Aug 85 BK] 

EOEESTRY AGEEEMEXT »ItH VIETNAM-Vientiane 30 Aug (0ANA-K*E)--A »=dum 
on forestry cooperation between laos and Vietnam »as signed here yesterday. 

Signatories of the memorandum „ere, ««*•/£•£■ "^on h V ntnamese 

Sr-SSTan KenflePUty^stfrlr forestry^^"Ä* 
of Vietnam! The signed'document states that the two sides evauated the 

30 Aug 85 BK] 

wide bridge has be«jJ^S^^^S ^ t£ Nam Ngnm^ridge-both 

GMT 30 Aug 85 BK] 

PHOUMI VONGVICHIT MEETS SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS-Vientiane, 28 Aug (OANA-KPL)-- 
AtTe Sosing ceremony of an 18-day seminar on creche and kindergarten 
work Phoumi Vongvichit, president of the ^^^^^^^  to the 
international year, in charge of educat xonal an ^cultural ™£% member 
50 participants from 13 provinces. P. Vongvichxt, who xs aiao.roiii 
If SS CC vice-chairman of the Council of Ministers, spoke of the 

£S€Sf^i=cS 
Sbdlthe^^^ 
GMT 28 Aug 85 BK] 
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IZIA^^.TZ'ZITT.  'I AU?   «*«*«-* ^legation of the 
h,r -,•-    , ot  the Lao People's Revolutionary Youth Union  TTPRYTTl   I*A 

LPRP CSC    veSlSeretary ?S Th°ngVin Ph°mvihan wh°  i« -I- member of the 
ifL    a S    u^irStheaCdeJrt

fr0m *« I*"8 t0 «« -ialLf c«s. 
assembly "So5Ä S^^^J^^^^"«^  <**<«» 

part! Jc? vxce-president oTthTrr^ *? T
PhetSam°n LaSaSamma' -mber of th§e 

seniL 0h±c±J?*^^Si' £ LX-h^r^!^^ 

" £^dl^ TENSZON-Vientiane, 27 August (KPL)-In 

aimed at prolonging tension inrtards^tof%?* •   ^ SyStematic Plots 
neighborliness relations  TS n~   -[- ] ?e lmProvement of the Lao-Thai 
solution raised by Thail'^ prere?ulslte f°r the bilateral relations 
conjunction with the So" if ^f " c°fidered as Thai devious move in 
dialogues at loLl level'^h Kr' •?* Bangkok lnsistence °* holding 

handled at the sovermant-»l iJi   electricity.  These matters must be 

emphasizes the arTicTe  ?he Wkof T*™* ^ ^^ &t ^  loCal level« 
peace regarding the Lao-T^ai rät      ad^nxstration has been apt to talk of 

"So it is clear as daylight that the jSS T^ COmmuni^es "^ed in 1979. 
the problems is only aimfd at 1,'n^-  g   Prerequisite to the settlement of 
Laos and Thailand  rinT t, rf ^"taming a state of tense relations between 
rightist ilStSiät«, S   ^.^ wil1 only serve the Thai ambitious 
concludes thpaper Tw^W-8 ^S. "8"d t0 the ^^a* relations.» cne paper.  LText] [Vientiane KPL in English 0914 GMT 27 Aug 85 BK] 

SISAVAT KEOBOUNPHAN ATTENDS TRADE UNION RALLY—Thp i an v A       ,■ 

of the Soviet parliamentarian'reaardine thV C?T™nlT "*>PP°»ing the appeal 
banning of nuelear weapon teats  Sf r L   "niIateral »oratoriom on the 

weapon tests. The Lao parliamentarians stated in their 
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rtat rt„ attached great importance to this Soviet constructive 
"HayiS tSS ^Soviel Union has set a good and concrete way to 
ease the Xreat of nuclear holocaust. It is therefore up to the U.S. to 
p^lf respond to the Soviet initiate J-~ ?-J^^^ 

SS^Sr^Si Si  "t'which" 'threatens the entire mankind, stressed 
tion of the nuciear tntallv SUpp0rt the Soviet parliamentary group's vxew 

Ä 'hat the peace movement efforts,  [sentence as recerved]  [Test] 
[Vientiane KFL in English 1031 GMT 2 Sep 85 BK] 

_0SW0 «£2«r5 ™/°™häf ^message o^retA" 
SS^S'pSTSS.-r'S cL Kep hue -ras    an, chfr elSe 

thlLao president to Rajiv Gandhi in »hich President Souphanouvong praised 
tS constructive contribution of India in strengthening the solidarity and 
un?ty among thl Non-aligned Movement members. The Lao president's message 
hÄndfa.s efforts jhich have helped U.raise the —ment^prestage^ 

I" St" Jarfti pir £rfTÄ for the establishment of the 

5^iÄ i=oi;iTa^|5 »A- 
[Text]   [Vientiane KPL in English 0916 GMT 2 Sep  85 BK] 

0908 GMT 30 Aug 85 BK] 

LEXERS GREET l^«W,^^^^^^^^^^^r^ 
SÄisters^ele arately^ntlhSr greetings to His Majesty Sultan 

heads of  state and government and to all people of Malaysxa.     The Lao leaders 
also wished for further strengthening of the friendship relations and 
cooperation between the two countries.    On the same day    Phoun Sipaseut, 
Tice-cnairman of  the Council of Ministers,  and «^-^^«^Sl^ 
of the Lao PDR,  also sent a message of the same nature to His ^eiiency 
Sngku Ahmad Rithauddeen bin Tengku Ismail, minister of forexgn affaire of 
MaSysia!     [Text]   [Vientiane KPL in English 0905 GMT 31 Aug 85 BK] 
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used i^ the instalLtLrrPrHy "*<*****'   ^ "*** kinds  of machi-* 
Mr Phianfsi^n^ &t * t0t&1 °f 200>000  (German)  marks, wr Chiang Sxsoulat,  vxce minister of Education,   represented thp 1,7^ 
in accepting  this machinery.     Mr  (Dieterlik^     cm J£        ! 

attended by  the school hn„H  «f 5-       * mactixnes.     The  ceremony was 

and valuable for all ^iSS.1h tud „SVSiTESÄST: 

carpentry „or.and to ^prove lt.    #eXt7    /Vientiane"S^TAE." 

GREETINGS TO AL-QADHDHAFI— On 31 August  198S    TPHP p       -j 

follows:     The celebration nf  n,o  u^ • irxpoii.     The message reads as 

provides a good o^^tff^* -^^^ I?'**" ^^^ and in my own name    to extend  ^' "etialf of the Lao Government and people 
ness andyprosperity and sheets  in tZT* «^J1»*! and best **>*" of happi- 
independence in opposition  fn^ i        *       *    * of  safe8uarding  the national 
imperialists    nd      h        1 intervention and aggression of  the 
the friendship relltions^rmiliLnr^-r ^ SOclalis"> *» ^ibya.    May 
two peoples be further promoted and  ! ^f^^between our two countries and 
same say,  Phoun SipasLS    wf    J ? 6Xpanfed wlth each Posing day!     On the 
ister of foreign Stairs    Ilso  St™" °f Jhe C°Uncil of Ministers and min- 
Salam al-Turayti    minister of  f„ * f&et±^S messa8e fc° °r Ali   'Abd al- 
Libyan Arab Smahiriyah       r^ext     ^v-" l^l °f the Soclalist People's 
31 Aug 85 BK]  mahiriyah'     [TeXt     [Vientiane Domestic Service in Lao 1400 GMT 

BOLIKHAMSAi   FORKS!  PRODUCTION—The   ti«f   t-H-i„~   • 

CÄ »Ä^^^T ~-a" * 

Some parts  cut  through giant  rocks  Xd deebrookT^TZ"^' 
not  end there.     Because nf  ru* A^       •        .     DrooK;s»  but  the road does 

I-Bing Zone 1 has 500 na"i« %*j 't ^a« £ 9°000P°\Sible- 
«eters of lu.be,    Bering the flrst 6 „£'^1 « ^y

9-°°° ^ 
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cut 4,000 cubic meters of lumber.  Logging Zone 3 has 500 ha of timber, 
with 9,000 cubic meters of lumber projected for 1985.  It produced 5,000 
cubic meters of lumber for the first 6 months of 1985. Logging Zone 2 
has 500 ha of timber, with 9,000 cubic meters of lumber projected. It 
was able to produce 4,500 cubic meters of lumber during the first 6 months 
If 1985  Logging Zone 2 has a total of 16 workers.  In 1984, these workers 
cut 20,000 cubic meters of lumber. They have already cut 13,700 cubic 
meters of lumber during the_first 6 months of 1985. /Excerpt/ /Vientiane 

PASASON in Lao 6 Jul 85 p 2/ 12597 

SARAVANE SECURITY—The local security network has improved in each village 
and district in the entire province. In particular, the number of young 
people in the security task has increased. Most of the young_people are 
guerrilla militia and they also join the military service. /Excerpt/ 
/Vientiane PASASON in Lao 8 Jun 85 p 2/ 12597 

CSO: 4206/157 
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NEW CALEDONIA 

BRIEFS 

SUPPORT FOR INDEPENDENCE URGED-New Caledonia's proindependence Kanak National 
Scoialxst Liberation Front, the FLNKS, says Australia is avoiding its moral 

at tfiI^M • ,n0t SUP?°"in8 indeP-d— *>r the French colony8 Speaking 
at the establishment of the Kanak Information Center in Melbourne, a spokefman 

blood^r-enT Sa±d ATtr/1±a  C°Uld Play a ke? role in Preventing further 
llZt / 6 Strug8le for independence. Mr (Jean Pierre) said that if 

11  saxd the^NKS^nte'f; T T*?  ^^ * m  bl°°dshed ^violence. ™w&     FLNKS wanted to ask the Australian foreign minister, Mr Hayden 
whether economic links with France were more important than the lives of Kanak 
people. The FLNKS Information Office was officially opened in Melbourne todav 

ole^tZZfTcT^  T^ ?*?  ^^ *>""*«•. and^hurTleadlS. 
Ho?f"  V   .\  ?' the lead6r of the Powerful Metal Workers Union, Mr (John 
«    ry)'/fd.AUStralian trade Unions had an obligation to support the Kanak 
TTS?  rSnd>,  ^^^ themselves in th* ««al» of the Pacific region 
Uextj  LMelbourne Overseas Service in English 0430 GMT 22 Aug 85 BK] 

CSO:  4200/1467 
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NEW ZEALAND 

TREASURY ESTIMATES SHOW DIMINISHING 'THINK BIG' BENEFITS 

Auckland THE NEW ZEALAND HERALD in English 8 Jul 85 p 3 

next] New Treasury estimates showing a huge drop in the economic benefits 
of Se maior energy projects have brought an indication from the Govern- 
ment thft3 it wUl8not venture into areas of development where the prxvate 

sector fears to tread» 

Releasing the estimates, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Trade and 
Industry! Mr Peter Neilson, said they showed a misallocation of resources 
which could have been spent elsewhere in the economy» 

But that claim was rejected by the architect of »Think Big," the former 
Minister of Energy, the Hon Bill Birch, last nxght, 

»It is nonsense," he said. "You would not have attracted the same amount 
of investment into New.Zealand from abroad unless you had projects of thxs 

nature."' 

The new Treasury assessments show an overall drop of $2.2 billion in 
liLlJ economic benefits from five of the projects over their Ixves. 

The worst declines in value have been recorded by the Montunui synthetic 
petrol plant, the Marsden Pt Oil Refinery expansions and the New Zealand 

Steel expansion. 

All have fallen well below the 10 percent rate of return on investment 
wixch Ihe treasury uses as a guideline for approval of projects xnvolvxng 

public fundso 

The refinery expansions, $700 million above the 10 percent rate of return 
at tne time they were approved, are now $330 million below xt. 

The synthetic gasoline project was $115 million above the guideline when 
it was approved; it is now $360 million below xt. 

The steel mill expansion, which was below the guideline even when it was 
apJroved--by the previous Government a month before the 1981 electxons- 

is now a massive $590 million down. 
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Petrocorp's amonia-urea plant has fail«, t i 
of $45 million and *ile    he sltll!       ^        the 8ulldeli^ to the tune 
remains  $15 million above the desired rat      T**"™1 PlMt at Walt«* 
at ,152 million above the ra'te Shen app^edf ""^   " "" """"^ 

pifSfSairafi-Llm^f^d^^-^l-" ~ " — Treasury criteria. return 26 percent to meet 

that'sort"" retuÄ EAT VT ^ ««^ «** ** 
return all these projects „ill T'to the .iTAZ^clLl^1^ 

Steal ^Ä^^. ever seen^ - — - he amon8 

?rBLreN:1d1irLtaralationBh?prtTttheracr-rS-n0t » ""»^ -"■"- the private sector. P * criter« «PPUed to investments by 

rmging in the minds of the previous Government "    "" ^^ bellS 

vSslts^rotitabil'ic;:8 ÄF* "^ °» K°" ^ >«*«• -«or 

Sa^irl! ^~~ - «» "2" costsTsuXnfcX to°"tLSteel 

CSO:     4200/1416 
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NEW ZEALAND 

GOVERNMENT SAYS INFLATION LEVELING OFF 

Auckland THE NEW ZEALAND HERALD in English 8 Jul 85 p 5 

[Text] Wellington-The latest food price figures indicate that inflation 

is levelling off, says the Government. 

The increase in food prices in June was 0.7 percent, according to the 
food price index released by the Statistics Department on Saturday« The 

increase in May was 0«6 percent» 

For the June quarter as a whole, food prices increased by 3 percent, 
compared with 6o3 percent,for the March quarter. 

The annual increase to June was 16 percent, compared with 15.8 percent 

in the year to May„ 

Commenting on the figures, the Minister of Trade and ^f'f! * ££lU' 
said they were good news for the consumer and confirmed that mflatxon 

was levelling off. 

»This is the second month in a row that food prices have increased by 

less than 1 percent," Mr Caygill said. 

It was also the first time since the lifting of the price freeze that 
food prices had increased by less than 1 percent for two months xn a row, 

he said» 

On the base value of 1000 for the December 1983 quarter, the food price 
Sdex rose from 1187 in May 1985 to 1195 in June 1985, the Statxstxcs 

Department said. 

This increase of 8 index points resulted from the combined contributions 
of a four-point decrease from the fruit and vegetables subgroup, an 
increase of four points from the meat, fish and poultry subgroup, and an 
increase of 8 points from the other foods subgroup, with significant 
prxce rises for bread, cheese, soft drinks, confectionery, meals away from 

home and takeaway food. 

CSO: 4200/1416 
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NEW ZEALAND 

INFLATION AT 38-YEAR PEAK FOR QUARTER 

Christchurch THE PRESS in English 10 Jul 85 pp 1, 8 

[Article by Michael Hannah] 

£*£ tnrletntt -™ ^^ »t. in 3S years 

petrol prices helped push price» „^1 percent'     "^ ChargeS Md 

Government removed .^S'.uESi«: in^TT 1"" the ^^ 
quarterly rate recorded at 8 percent? resulting in the highest 

^leTtSefi^nurjuSd^r :TI^I rth 3 >—« «-■ »=««- 
since the Statistics DeparJut^stLS c^S^^^ 1926? 

r«."££ araraetereofri7d
pircenT„rrre1c6;6dPI"ent'   "" "«-" «~- 

the „age-price freeze „as taP„sed? M JUn6 1982' 3ust bef°« 

thh: ^TrLr^sri^ri rthat in tha *'•« °— 
percent of the 5.1 percent Z^Tly^T^'^  »«ritat* 25.9 

äS sr (io:8
npercSri0„diif rlon "v—* f°»-° «^ 

Percent,, Miscellaneous items'coutfib^eu W^L^TIZV^ 

^TulTk^Z^lTer^TlL^ mal\rlSaS ln >*« —ed in 
houses,   timber,   house print? contStors? eh"66 T8a8M'  Prl«s °£ "sed 
e eetricity,  eoal,  „a/and ^0.^^21!!^, ""^ 
milk, meals away from home    bread    „?„„*  , ■     cnar«es for cars, petrol, 
and cigars. '   °read>  alcoholic spirits,  beer and cigarettes 

Opposition spokesmen contend that <„fi„n 
later this year, but the Government al^T "^ r"e ab°Ut 17 Per«« 
September „ill fall belo„ the T?  C°nSlders the quarterly rate in 

tne 3.1 pereent level of the June quarter. 
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The Minister of Trade and Industry, Mr Caygill, maintained that the 
biggest contributors—rents, electricity and petrol—were all attributable 
to the previous National Government„ 

The rent freeze had had to expire at some point, Mr Caygill said.  The 
rise in electricity prices was caused by the removal of National Govern- 
ment subsidies on interest rates charged on loans raised by the Electricity 

Division, and on coal prices. 

The Electricity Division, he noted, was the nation's biggest single user 

of coal. 

Mr Caygill maintained that the whole of the rise in petrol prices was 
attributable to the levy raised to finance loans on the Marsden Point 
oil refinery expansion project. Although Mr Caygill conceded the 20 percent 
devaluation last year had made these loans more expensive to servxce, he 
also argued that the devaluation had provided savings in foreign exchange 
to offset this extra cost. 

However, the Opposition spokesman on finance, Mr Bill Birch, laid the blame 
for the latest inflation rise on the Government's decisions to devalue 
the dollar, to remove interest rate controls and to raise Government 

charges» 

He strongly rejected the assertion yesterday by the Associate Minister 
of Finance, Mr Prebble, that the petrol levy he agreed to was largely 
responsible for the latest inflation rise,, 

The rise in petrol prices was 9c a litre, imposed in April and amounting 
to a 10 percent rise. 

"That compared with 25 percent for electricity, 35 percent for coal, 
interest rates have rocketed and housing rates have rocketed," Mr Birch 

said. 

A separate row erupted between the parties over the impact of house 
rentals, the biggest single contributor to the inflation rise. 

The Minister of Housing, Mr Goff, labelled the latest inflation rate as 
"the Muldoon-McLay Administration's legacy arising from their 32-month 
freeze on rents." He said three years of rental increases had been 
stored up during the freeze, and further pressure had been added to rent 
hikes by the diminishing supply of rental properties caused by the freeze. 

The rent regulations compressed into one quarter rent increases which 
would normally have been spread over a full year, Mr Goff said. A rise 
of 18.2 percent in rents was shown in the latest June quarter, but this 
was much lower than most groups expected, Mr Goff said. 
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i^:TZza:^v^^ st™st who said that *«*~ 
However, Mr Caygill said that ^p

COnsume5/rice ***** In September. 

this stage,   thJf rentf had tVo'nl" SbUiseTb ^^ aneCd°tal at 

in main centreso Y stablllsed5 but were actually falling 

The Opposition spokesman on housing, Mr Roger Mcrisv ^  -u ,    . 
increase as a disgrace for New Zealand!     McClay, descrxbed the rental 

by way of mortgagee SSes lamili^ \7 ^f8 about-homes being lost 

meet commitments^ ^Lj^^eTl^^^-^ "* ^^ "° 
quence of the very, very severe finl^lK8 I'  ^ deCay as a conse~ 
least able to copl famLTb'in"Sed Tor"8 ^  PlaCSd °n familie* 
rent." Deing evicted for non-payments of increased 

^^^^■sr^ssrrabate sh°uld be »^i—t- - 

Sn1: tt ss^rs.'ii qurriy infU£i°* »«■ «^ - 
whether the Government"»^ too SSE^dES"?1? T deD"e "« 
it came to office almost exactly a year ago. * Ch<ä eC°n0my "hen 

furtS elSc SÄfS ST"1» **T* ±S •*«*" C° sh°» "«le 
of recent rises In^temTsu^aTouTter %?%£* ^ ^ ^ *-<* 

blgSfrLell'lnteres't^tef"3 ™? ^ C°""ibut' *». - the 
financial regulativere e^f" "* laSt "*"» """«er, *ter 

sLSeTo'frifSeTe":10"'  Md '"'" —- -at rent« hau 

^."tm^ isK:r
ohanothe ???stic r..the s^««««« 

high,  but it should not^e is'high1  **££?•    ^ Sald°     "" »ln *• 

o"f in°tlatSd £he qUa"6rly fl8U" ~ — portent than the annual rate 
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NEW ZEALAND 

NEW ZEALAND PARTY TAKES 18 MONTHS RECESS 

Wellington THE EVENING POST in English .8 Jul 85 p 1 

TText]  The New Zealand Party is to go into recess because, it says, its 
popularity is hurting Labour.  The party president, Mr Malcolm McDonald 
said today the party would wait 17 months before deciding whether or not 

to fight the 1987 election. 

Mr McDonald said the party's council had made the decision. 

In an accompanying statement the party leader, Mr Bob Jones, said the 
Timaru by-election had caused serious reconsideration of the electoral 
impact of the New Zealand Party. 

That election showed a "solid but unimproved position for National," a 
sizable vote loss for Labour, and corresponding gain for the New Zealand 
Party» As a result National won the seat. 

"Currently, we believe a change of government to be undesirable. While 
that attitude could change, we believe our continued presence, particularly 
as our support is growing rapidly as reflected by both Timaru and the 
polls, will have an undesirable electoral impact." 

"As a result I have urged that the party abandon the political arena." 

Mr Jones continued, "In 1983-84 over a ten month period we showed that 
it was possible to build an effective political machine when based on 
sound policies presented in a calm and rational manner»  I believe that 
if the need arises we can and will do that again. 

"There are a great number of changes still required in New Zealand. To 
effect them will necessitate courageous and visionary politicians» We 
have seen such conduct on the economic front over the past year for 
which we congratulate Messrs Lange, Douglas, Caygill and their colleagues, 

he said» 

"We have also seen much nonsense but largely of insignificant moment. 

"I would personally like to thank all of the worthy and good people who 

supported the party»" 
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Mr Jones said his personal intentions from now, in this order, were: to 
go fishing, concentrate his efforts on building Robert Jones Investments 

BroJ^.a "?J°- eCT^C f°rCe' and ±n respect of Public life, Quoted Browning:  »I glve the fight up-let there be an end. A privacy, an 
obscure nook for me, I want to be forgotten even by God/or at least 
ior lö monthso 

offLTsSaIdShr:aseo" of to™' ^  f°r fUrther ™« ^ 

dtiiLr^s^llows: MCD°nald 1±Sted the reaS°nS f°r the Pa"y council's 

crisisNtLZ;aland Panty WaS °r^inally formed because of the financial 
crisis the previous Government's economic policies were effecting  The 
New Zealand Party outlined a programme of economic structuralism 
which the incoming Government adopted to the letter» 

-A further reason for the party's formation was a concern on philosophic  ■ 
fvolvtLat    debilitatinS Bi§ Government dependency moralitytnat had 

The incoming government's economic measures indirectly addressed that 
issue as well.  The prospect of either main party addressing the need 
for structural reforms in the social arena as the New Zealand Party has 
itlTutltitTioi^^^-^e reduction of the welfare state excesses and 
health Tr-IT ^ssively increased expenditure in the education and 
health areas, is not considered bright for electoral reasons. 

-The New Zealand Party was further responsible for making the all important 

e'rLe'^ft   PeCtable" ^ ^ ^^ peEcelved aS the d™ain °f the    " 

The council is concerned that as a consequence, foolhardy decisions were 
made m respect of nuclear power and in financial terms has, again for 
electoral reasons, resulted in a substantial rise in the anachronistic 
defence expenditure. 

—The party's council is concerned at the prospect of again splitting the 

Ihe da"v 'at Tf ^r™' °°CB ^ at the ^S* of ^ Government of 
for a lL*L f°re° Tt Currentlv beli^es that it would be undesirable 
18 months Kmef g°Vernment'  However, that position will be reviewed in 

-Throughout the life of the New Zealand Party its leader, Bob Jones has 
constantly emphasised that its motives were structural re om rather 
than the pursuit of power. cner 

P^li^cafuonf31' ?OU; Whi? are the m°St th°rOUgh °f the nation's political polls, clearly show the New Zealand Party enjoying a significant 
rise in support.  They also Mr Jones as the most popular of the three 
opposition party leaders, polling exactly twice the support of the formal 
Opposition leader, Mr McLay0 rormai 
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In these circumstances it is seen as an opportune moment to close the 
party as evidence of its sincerity in terms of its expressed motives. 

The Party will consider whether it contests the 1987 election in eighteen 
months time, paying due regard to its probable impact on the outcome. 

"In conclusion the Council thanks the many thousands of New Zealanders 
who worked hard to make it into the effective political force it has  ^ 
become and thanks the 250,000 voters who supported it in the elections, 

said Mr McDonaldo 

CSO: 4200/1416 
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ANALYST VIEWS NEW ZEALAND PARTY FAILURE 

Wellington THE EVENING POST in English 8 Jul 85 p  8 

[Article by Tony Gamier] 

which were never qSte furflUed 7 fl°m ^ Start S« »"jective. 

2 ^re 7£,Tll™l±l: seeierf <* ~ - «™*r ai»ing 

S'^^riL^i^^sir^j s" srmed ?be to S" Robert Muldoon. -Leadership of then Prime Minister Sir 

the prrr,^ of tI-'fc5s^«*«rstx*ir^,ras
,LS""d 

'Prostituted' 

Sir Rooert, '„ ■-. ^n^^^r^fthnerio^rSrt^ ^ "t"±"«- 

the country has » said Mr TnL!   I  the root of all the other problems 
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Promise 

The initial promise looked good for the party as it stormed the news media 

for days at a time» 

In a year-long whirl of free-spending glitter and champagne parties, the 
new party spent its first six months forming nationwide, and managxng to 
field a full slate of candidates at the snap election in July last year- 
just eight months after the party's official launch. 

The New Zealand Party failed to win seats, but did cream 12 percent of 
the overall vote, an achievement which arguably helped it achieve its 
initial aim—to see the end of a National government headed by Sir Robert» 

Help 

And along the way, it helped Labour win seats against National—Ohariu, 
East Cape, Glenfield, Hawke's Bay and Hamilton East, where its share of 
the vote in some cases reached more than 20 percent. 

Then came the Timaru by-election and the party?s hope was to destroy 
National and rub salt into the general election result wound. 

But the strategy misfired.  National won, and revealed that beneath the 
glitter and hopes of a new dawn, the New Zealand electorate was perhaps 
as conservative as it has always been; National is still the main alterna- 
tive party in New Zealand» 

Disproved 

That result flatly disproved the initial claims Mr Jones made about his 
new party when he told the "Post" in April 1983 that Labour would win 
at the next election, go out in 1987 after serving one term, and would 
be replaced by the new parties» 

Part of Mr Jones' prediction could still come true—Labour may go out in 
1987, but if it does, it will be National, not the New Zealand Party, 
which storms back to the Treasury benches» 

CSO: 4200/1416 
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NEW ZEALAND 

EDITORIAL VIEWS LOOSENING JAPANESE TRADE BARS 

Christchurch THE PRESS in English 10 Jul 85 p 16 

[Editorial:  "Japan Shows It Is Serious"] 

[Text] By announcing some reduction«? in t-ar-i^o i  *. 
to have moved more convincingly than it „I    n /   m°nth' Japan appears 

The June 25 package was one of a serie, J      K    ^ °n freeing Up imPorts° 
years in which Japan made gesturein LlL?^*** ™T  the l3St feW 

policies.  The maL imprest given bjmany of the?'1 T °' "*  lmP°rt 
Japan was doing the least Mqj!i! , .  7   theSe Packa§es was that 
Sometimes Japan's efforts a      \ \^ t0 qU±eten f°relSn criticism. 
Package contained r^T^^^t^^i*^*!   «?™*« 25 
will hope for continuation nf tZia ■ New Zealand and other countries 
seen to'be series Zut imports" SeeminS ^ m00d ±n Japan ab°ut beinS 

cS^rssSe^rSiS1?8? °rthe issue has aimost certai^ 
against Japan! "he American Ad^n i^0^83 ±S ±n &  m°°d t0 move ^hly 
Congressional action aSnst ^ l    t™ ±S  Stru^lin§ to hold back 
Both the Japanes^ Government and^A ^ EUr°Pean EC°n°mic Community, 
round of talks under tlTc?™i   1*  Amerxcan Government want another 

trade. Both Governments see thx"s fIT"" °? TarlffS and Trade t0 free 
towards trade protSioni™ S I Y avertin§ world-wide moves 
as saying that if it cannot' Jtt ^ Administration has gone as far 
then it will conduct tSks wfth afe6ment t0 hold tal^ under G.A.T.T., 

b
seucbiuestthLe: Le:r ^^^^T^^^i^^-e 

t^r^turti A-isrst^-s i^a- ™es 

tTSaThave° b^ftctd  ^IT^^^ ^1^^M«^- 
on which Japan Ss lowered^he  tariff" rom^T^  ^^ is Äthanol, 
New Zealand had been pressing Jallt Lr ° V      Per"2  t0 3'9 Percent« 
that Japan moved  in response  to New ?Zl     ^ ^^'   and "  ±S probable 

will mean that New Zealand would  slve tin  ll™^' .J** l0W6r  tariff 

continued  to export as much «äaSTto^4J ^^tf*«^ 
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item affecting New Zealand is sphagnum moss.  The tariff has been lowered 
from 10 percent to 5 percent, which would give savings on 1984 exports of 
$159,471.  The tariff on crustaceans and molluscs for seafood has been 
lowered from 12 percent to 9.6 percent.  On 1984 exports, New Zealand 
would save $128,282» On casein glues the tariff has been dropped to 6,4 
percent from 8 percent. The savings would be $113,412. A number of 
other items will affect New Zealand's exports to Japan in similar but 
fairly minor ways. The effect is hard to determine. The lower tariffs 
may mean that New Zealand exporters will be encouraged to send more to 
Japan. 

New Zealand's main exports to Japan are aluminium, wool and dairy 
products»  New Zealand would send more beef to Japan but for the strict 
quotas imposed by Japan,  New Zealand's biggest export market for cheese 
is Japan,  It seems unlikely that Japan will move rapidly to dismantle 
some of its main protectionist policies governing agricultural trade. 
Next month Japan will consider non-tariff barriers, which New Zealand 
regards as important for its trade with Japan.  The Japanese acceptance 
of the fumigation methods New Zealand uses for the cherries it sells to 
Japan is an important step.  This does not mean that New Zealand can 
export cherries to Japan immediately, but at least one barrier has been 
removed.  If the Japanese show as much seriousness about considering non- 
tariff barriers as they showed about tariffs on June 25, New Zealand will 
have reason to be more hopeful about its agricultural trade with them. 

CSO:  4200/1416 
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PHILIPPINES 

FALL IN EXPORTS MAY AFFECT DEBT SERVICING 

HK281559 Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 28 Aug 85 p 19 

[Text] A 10 percent or $530 million fail in export receipts this year could 
complicate the country's debt servicing schedule on foreign debt even 
with the approved restructuring arrangement with foreign bank and foreign 
government creditors. 

Actual export receipts during the first semester this year already reflected 
a drop of eight percent from the comparable figures last year owing to 
the significant declines in volume of shipments and low prices of the 
country's traditional exports like minerals, sugar, coconut products, and 
wood products. 

At the same time, there was a marked softening in prices and a depressed 
demand for electronics and garment products due to the overproduction 
nationwide of electronic items and the protectionist moves by the 
country's major buyers of garment and textile products. 

A decline of $530 million, which is now expected by both government and 
private sector projections, in exports will aggravate the country's 
expected balance-off-payments during the year which was earlier projected 
to yield a smaller deficit of $1.6 billion from the 1984 level of $2.2 billion. 

Earlier government projections placed export growth this year at 10 percent 
from the $5.3 billion earned in 1984.  This substantial increase in 
export was to have been primarily responsible for the reduction in the 
projected BOP [Balance of Payments] deficit during the year. 

Based on anticipated BOP gap of $1.6 billion, the debt service on the 
country's $25 billion in 1985 was estimated at $555 million in 1985 and 
$823 million in for principal payments after the restructuring. 

CSO:  4200/1475 
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PHILIPPINES 

SIGNS OF ECONOMIC RECOVERY INDICATED 

HK281605 Manila PHILIPPINES DAILY EXPRESS in English 28 Aug 85 p 6 

[Text]  In spite (of) the fact that uncertainties continue to threaten 
the country's financial arena, the Central Bank reports positive economic 
and financial developments indicating signs of the long aimed for recovery. 

A deceleration of the inflation rate and the realization of a modest 
overall surplus in the balance of payments were noted as well as signs 
of the stabilization of the exchange rate. 

Though a decline in the real value of manufacturing production was 
reported, liquidity and deficit levels remain within program limits. 

Early this year, an overall surplus of US$22 million was reflected in 
the balance of payments.  Total imports reached $1,188 million, 20.6 
percent lower than last year's level.  Compared to previous year's figures, 
import arrivals in all major commodity groups except consumer goods 
record a 24.3 percent dip. 

A 9.4 percent decline on exports narrowed down the balance of trade deficit 
to $38 million from $226 million. The balance of the non-merchandise trade 
account improved markedly from a deficit of $347 million to $40 million. 

Mainly on account of the significant drop in banking sector obligations, 
total foreign exchange liabilities declined by $237 million reaching 
$25,181 million by the end of March. 

CB reported a 32.3 percent drop in reserves over a 12-month period on 
account of large payments on oil imports, maturing interest and principal 
and interest arrears on foreign loans. 

In the domestic front, reserve money declined by P [pesos] 2.9 billion 
to a level of P30.5 billion, decline attributed to the active pursuit 
of open market operations. As a consequence, domestic liquidity dropped 
by 0.1 percent, a reversal of the 12.0 percent increase during the last 

quarter of last year. 
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Savings and time deposits (quasi-money) grew by 5.7 percent accounting 
for the 66 percent of the domestic liquidity. 

A 30.2 percent decline in total resource base of the domestic financial 
system with P288.6 billion in total resources was likewise noted. 

Cash operations of the national Government recorded a deficit of PI.6 
billion. 

It is expected that substantial improvements noted in key areas will 
permit economic managers some latitude in dealing with the adjustment 
efforts' costs to the economy but CB's Jobo Fernandez would not take 
the developments for their face value and has instead issued the call 
for wisdom, caution and prudence in directing the economy into a new 
growth mode. 

CSO: 4200/1475 
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COTABATO EDITOR HITS IMF 'COERCION' 

Cotabato City THE MINDANAO CROSS in English 13 Jul 85 pp 4, 9 

["Comments on News" by Patricio P. Diaz, editor:  "IMF Monetary Coercion"] 

[Text] One of the topics dis- 
cussed in the American 
Political Science Associa- 

: tion annual .convention in 
Washington, D.C. in the 
last days of August and 
first days of September 
last year was the "Econo- 
mic Coercion" done by 
the United States on some 
developing countries. Par- 
ticularly cited was the case 
of India in 1967 when 
Lydon~ B. Johnson was 
U.S. President. 

Briefly stated, India 
was in dire need of food. 
The United States ex- 
tended aid but tried to 
coerce India to change its 
agricultural policies. India 
resisted and drifted toward 
Soviet Russia. 

A similar case is hap- 
pening now in the Philip- 
pines. Coercion comes 
from the International Mo- 
netary Fund. Unless the 
Philippine monetary au- 
thorities led by Finance 
Minister Cesar Virata and 
Central Bank Gov. Jose 
Fernandez would agree to 
devaluate the peso accord- 
ing to IMF guidelines, 
the second tranche of the 
SDR loan from IMF and 
the new commercial loans 
from foreign banks cannot 
be released. 

Last December theex- 
change rate was 

. P19.849806 to $1, re- 
covering f r o m the 
P19.954864 of the pre- 
vious month. Recovery 
continued in January, to 
P19.104565. Last month, 
the peso recovered further 
to P18.49750O. In Decem- 

ber 1984, the peso was 
expected to float to P24 
to $1 this year. 

Instead of depreciating, 
the   peso,   according   to 
IMF, appreciated by more 
than   10   per  cent in its 
"real   effective   exchange 
rate"   and   this  is  consi- 
dered     "unusual".     The 
Philippine       government, 
through the CB, was re- 
quired to explain to the 
IMF   why  the  peso  had 
behaved so. 

CB Governor Fernan- 
dez explained that the ap- 
preciation of the peso is 
due to the austerity, pro- 

. gram of the" government 
which compressed im- 
ports thus automatically 
dropping the demand for 
dollars. The strengthening 
of the peso against the 
dollar in the past months, 
Fernandez said, "re- 
flected accurately the eco- 
nomic conditions of the 
country" and was /"real- 
istic". 

But the IMF is insist- 
ing that the peso is over- 
valued since "the allow- 
able . dollar holdings of 
commercial banks in the 
country are not. sufficient 
to create free market for 
foreign exchange in the 
country." So the peso 
must be devalued further, 
arguing also that this will 
improve exports. 

Here's a case of "No 
one else can be right but 
me." The IMF has pre- 
dicted the peso to float to 
P24 to $1. Virtually 
proven wrong by RP's aus- 
terity program, IMF does 
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not see any merit in the 
program and says IMF 
cannot be wrong, ergo, the 
peso is overvalued. 

Bankers have predicted 
that there will be another 
devaluation this month or 
in early August or the 
Philippines cannot get its 
second SDR tranche and 
the first tranche from the 
rescue loans of foreign 
banks amounting to. 
$400,000 which the coun- 
try badly needs. 

It's to be wondered 
whether the IMF is really 
here to help the Philip- 
pines, the member coun- 
try, stabilize the peso and 
its economy or to promote 
the importation of goods 
from America and other 
developed countries. Why 
the monetary coercion? 
IMF does not care.what 
new misery another de- 
valuation will bring unto 
the "Filipinos. 

CSO:     4200/1470 
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WORLD BANK REPORT ON ECONOMY CITED 

HK271444 Manila BUSINESS DAY in English 27 Aug 85 p 2 

[By Rigoberto D. Tiglao] 

[Text] The Philippine economy will start to normalize only by 1987, with 
the real gross domestic product (GDP, or the inflation-adjusted value 
of goods and services produced within the country) growing by an average 
of only 2 percent during the 1985-1987 period, according to the latest 
estimates of the World Bank. The estimates were made about two months 
ago by the World Bank office in Manila and are used as the basis of the 
various appraisal missions for new loans the government is requesting 

from the Bank. 

The World Bank broadly defined the start of normalization as the period 
during which the country posts much reduced and sustainable deficits 
in its balance of payments and national budget, and a more manageable 

level of external debt. 

The latest estimates of the World Bank appear to involve a downward but 
firmed-up revision of the projections it made late last year m its 
so-called "country economic memorandum." In that study, it presented 
two possible scenarios for the country. An optimistic estimate—or what 
it called a "high-case scenario"—projected an average real GDP of 
4 percent yearly in 1985-1990.  The second projection, the low-case 
scenario" which the new estimates appear to be gearing toward, projected 
that the 1985-1990 GDP will average only 1.9 percent per year. 

The estimate for an average GDP of only 2 percent in the three years 
through 1987 means that a Philippine "economic recovery will take place 
onlv after 1987 if "recovery" is to mean a resumption of the 6.2 percent 
growth rate in the real GDP during the 1970s in order to make up for 
ground lost in 1984 and possibly also for this year. A 2 Percent real 
GDP growth rate will mean a continuous drop at least until 190/ in 
per capita income, which in effect means a worsening of poverty in the 
country.  This is because a 2 percent growth rate will not be able to 
keep oace with the estimated 2.4 percent annual rate of increase in the 
county's population. This is especially too since real GDP already declined 

by 4 percent in 1984. 
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Although the new World Bank estimates indicate that it is now inclining 
toward its earlier "low-case" scenario for the Philippine economy, they 
apparently are already optimistic projections considering recent developments 
in the local and international economy which seem to be firming up as 
trends. 

First, most private economists now are forecasting that with the 3.7 percent 
decline in gross national product (GNP, or the GDP plus income from abroad) 
in the first quarter of the year and without any perceptible changes in 
the economy so far, the GNP this year will decline by 2.5 percent to as 
much as 5 percent.  This is in contrast to earlier government estimates—which 
the World Bank reportedly agreed with—that real GNP this year will be 
maintained at last year's level which means a "zero growth rate." 

Second, the new World Bank estimates are still based on its worldwide 
scenario that GNP in industrial countries, on which the country's export 
performance is largely dependent, will average 3 percent from 1985-1990. 
However, recent trends indicate that the World Bank's projections for 
the world economic recovery may be off. 

Prime Minister Cesar Virata last month emphasized this trend:  "In recent 
months, we have observed signs of weakening of the world economic recovery 
process.  Present economic trends in developed countries are below the 
world development report's projected average annual growth of 3.4 percent 
which will enable developing countries to fully recover or approximate 
their growth levels in the 1970s." Virata also attributed the fall in 
the country's export earnings in the first half of the year—which will 
mean a reverse of the government's projections that exports will grow by 
10 percent this year—to the slowdown of the world economy's recovery. 

CSO:  4200/1475 
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VERITAS ON CONTINUED VIABILITY OF MILITARY REFORM MOVEMENT 

Quezon City VERITAS in English 18 Jul 85 pp. 5, 6 

["The Human Factor" column by Melinda Quintos de Jesus: 

for Reform"] 

"The Possibilities 

[Text] ^OR many FDipinos'the idea of' re- 
I" form in the military is a hard act to 

take seriously. Th* experience of military 
repression and abuse weighs against the 
credibility of the reform movement m 
the AFP. 

Most Filipinos need to be reminded 
that the Philippine military has had a 
longer history than Marcos' Martial Law 
and it is a history thas has been largely .. 
committed to democratic values and to the 
supremacy of dvOian rule. Iromcafly, Mar- 
tial taw proved to be the "unmaking-.of 
the Military as an institution that had 
enioyed a considerable measure of prestige 
in Philippine society. Some of the old «I- 
diers" of that tradition have sadly lived to 
rue the day of infamy for the Filipinos in 

But it is precisely because of thisrhis- 
tory that the reformist movement, dubbed 
"We Belong," deserves serious considera- 
tion at this point. It was not surprising[that 
it should have had to go through the birth 
pains of false starts. When the movement 
went public at the graduation ntes pf Ph* 
ippine Military Academy last Majch, it 
could only march into the heat of con- 
troversy. . . u 

But the initial confusion has now sub- 
sided. And the movement's public profile 
has gained clearer definition. 

At this initial stage, however the public 
feels somewhat disappointed. To those 
who expected dramatic developments, the 
movement now suggests nothing more than 
a military currillo, a return, to the basics of 
the military credo, a renewal of commit- 
ment to the basic values of the military 

It had at some point even allowed itself 

to cite the Marcos ideology as its inspira- 
tion. It seemed then that the movement 
was playing it too safe to be of any real sig- 
nificance. ' " ■ . . 

But some observers are not that reaay 
to dismiss the movement's possibilities. 
And there are those who detect the "wild 
card" in the military'sJiand. 

If the movement succeeds to marshal! 
the disaffected numbers of the military 
to the idea of reform, the military wffl 
surely play a crucial role in determining 
political directions in this country. How 
would a re formed military react to another 
declaration of Martial Law? What role 
would it play in the projected "snap' elec- 
tions? Will it be a counterforce ini the 
evijnt of a power struggle outside of the 
electoral process? , ,   "    . ' 

The political strengths of the military 
has allowed it to intervene as a distinctive 
and persistent force m the politics of more 
and more countries in the world. The 
armed forces are politically advantaged by 
their superior organization and -communi- 
cation system, their cohesive esprit,, and 
their monopoly of arms. 

If anything at all, therefore, the move- 
ment seems to be sending the most urgent 
signal to the powers that continue to hold 
sway ■- that a disenchanted, discontented 
army has more resources than its civilian 
counterparts to effect the change that it 
desires. . 

Even now the reactions to it reflect the 
broad range of the Philippine political spec- 
trum». Marcos dismissed it as. army 
"griping.'' The movement has been villified 
by sectois within the military who see, the 
reformists as disloyal to the institution. The 
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Communists chaige it is part of an Ameri- 
can plot. 

But it is our sense that the moderate 
forces aie watching the initiatives closely. 
A linkage between the two elements would 
be a mutually strengthening process of two 
separate but compatible forces. This way 
the middle forces can finally gain its 
coercive capability. 

It may be by such mutual support of 
one another that the moderates within and 
without the military can gain more solid 
ground as the third option, the truly de- 
mocratic option for Filipinos. 

CSO:     4200/1470 
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SOURCES INDICATE RULING PARTY PREPARING FOR ELECTIONS 

HK290112 Manila BUSINESS DAY in English 28 Aug 85 p 20 

[By Raissa Lamson Espinosa] 

[Text]  The Kilusang Bagong Lipunan (KBL) appears to be preparing, whether 
or not snap polls are held, sources in government have indicated. 

Interviews with sources from the KBL, the Minister of Local Government 
(M!G) and the Metro Manila Commission (MMC) as well as official handouts 
indicate that the survey on people's opinion on the snap election was 
designed and is being conducted to come out against the holding of the 

snap polls. 

The survey is complemented by a nationwide information drive. An 
Information kit prepared by the Office of Media Affairs OMA) has been 
given to all barangay captains, mayors, governors and KBL assemblymen. 
The kit indicates that the party wants the National Movement for Free 
Elections [NAMFREL] out of any election and the barangay officials in. 

At the same time, the party is weeding out from its electoral machinery 
KBL barangay officials with anti-government sentiments and actuations. 

At least in Metro Manila, the overwhelming vote against snap polls by 
oaran^ay officials was »more of a survival gimmick (on their P-t)^han 
an honest appraisal of what their constituents want," an elective KBL 

official claimed. 

This official, who requested anonymity, alleged that the survey consisted 
of barangay officials being summoned by mayors to sign a prepared resolution, 
withouniving them a chance to discuss the questions with fellow barangay 

officials and constituents. 

The official claimed that barangay captains considered it politically 
exoedient not to hold snap polls.  This way, they cannot be held 
responsible for any embarrassment President Marcos may suffer in a Metro 
Manila electoral defeat.  The official explained that in the elections 
Sst MaJ, most barangay officials failed to deliver KBL votes  If they 
fail again, the KBL would not support their reelection, the official said. 
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The Metro Manila Vice Mayors League has not come out with a resolution on 
the snap polls. "We were not consulted," one vice-mayor said. 

Vice-mayor Jamese Barbers, who heads the league, confirmed that Metro 
Manila vice-governor Ismael Mathay Jr called the mayors but not the 
vice-mayors for the signing of a resolution. Barbers added, however 
that the vice-mayors' stand was already understood. 

Personally, Barbers said he is against a snap poll since it is "divisive 
and expensive." He added that Manila mayor Ramon Bagatsing has been 
conducting discussions in various districts on vital issues including 
cxcLtions• 

Sources from the KBL and the MLG clarified that contrary to press reports 
what was conducted so far is a survey among barangay officials and not  ' 
among residents of Barangays. 

The survey was being conducted "not in the usual manner" but through 

resi^s!attheyisfid?°mPOSed m°Stly °f barangay °fflCialS "* P^vemnent 

An OMA information kit given to these officials presented the government 

resolution! qUeStl°n °f h±dden Wealth and the °PP°sition's impeachment 

S^S' FT*?*  the followinS:  a constitutional primer on impeachment, 
report of the Batasan committee on justice, human rights and good government 
quashing the impeachment resolution; explanation of votes by five KBL 
assemblymen and by MP Rafael Recto; majority party resolution on the 
impeachment issue; and Antonio Floirendo's affidavit on the MALAYA libel 
suxu • 

The kit also contained a letter from Joseph Bernstein of the New York Land 
Company telling Justice Minister Estelito Mendoza that the quotation 
attributed to him in the June 23-24 issues of THE SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS 
is substantially correct" and that "no persons mentioned in the afore- 
rnTu°nS alti^les  own any Merest in any properties owned and managed 
by The New York Land Company." K 

Finally, the kit had questions and answers on the impeachment issue.  For 
instance, it claimed that the opposition's overriding objective in filing 
the case was to win a propaganda advantage" but a more sinister 
cannot be ruled out. Was the so-called hidden-wealth story "planted" by 
outside forces in a newspaper with an "uncertain reputation" so that 
^n°,°P?OSitionists could use ifc as the basis for an impeachment petition?" it asked. 
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The OMA kit stated that Comelec [Commission on Elections] ?*™»to 

accredit NAMFREL for the 1986 and 1987 elections because of doubts about 
^snon-nartisanship and independence. A handout claimed that the 
national chaiman (Le Concepcion) and most of the active leaders of 
Ma  « r of the board of, or leading contributors to, known 
NAMFREL are memDerso ^        chairman conceal from the 
opposition organizations, weicner aoe     1nn„er credible; Jose Concepcion 
public his belief that the government is no longer "edible J 
is a vocal proponent of a 10-point agenda to restore government 

credibility." 

A« for the electoral reforms embodied in the proposed electoral code, the 
nan ut^if^r-the Code also seeks to affirm the right: of barangay 
officials to be party inspectors and watchers of candidates. 

The MMC Barangay Operations Center (BOC) is now conducting a loyalty audit 
of aU barangay captains in Metro Manila. The same thing is being done 

in other regions, sources said. 

Based on results, the KBL would decide which officials to use or bypass 

in the electoral machinery. 

As for the continued presence of teachers in polling booths, Education 
mJiZer  Jaime Lava's statement indicates that the KBL is wary about 
Se teachers' growing militance especially in Metro Manila. Laya stated 
tStthfminisS; might accede to the teachers' request last year for 

voluntary service during elections. 

(The request was an offshoot of the death of six teachers in last year's 

poll violence.) 

CSO: 4200/1475 
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JUSTICE MINISTER SPEAKS AT COUNTERINSURGENCY SEMINAR 

HK290901 Quezon City Maharlika Broadcasting System in English 0800 GMT 
i.v  Aug o5 

[Text] Justice Minister Estelito Mendoza today urged government 
prosecutors to be vigilant against threats, harassments, and intimidations 
from insurgents as they prosecute cases involving national security. He 
issued the call m a speech at the 2-day seminar on counterinsurgency 
at Camp Aguinaldo. Mendoza said the responsibility of investigating 
and prosecuting national security cases is of greatest importance as it 
involves the life of the nation. 

Added details from Mars Encarnacion: 

[Begin recording]  Mendoza told military and civilian prosecutors attending 
the seminar jointly sponsored by the Ministries of Justice and National 
Defense that the enemies of the state will use every means available, 
seize all opportunities, and take advantage of every mistake or failure 
to defeat our efforts.  He added that the insurgents do not recognize 
the Constitution and will use threats to attain their objectives, 
[passage indistinct] in that effect, government authorities, especially 

^,^°rCemen^futhoritif as wel* as prosecuting officials, must dispense 
their responsibilities under the constitution and the law.  In that effect 
only the constitution and [words indistinct] insurgency as the situation  ' 
calls for the exercise of extraordinary powers, such as the calling of 
the armed forces and imposition of martial law, suspension of the writ of 
habeas corpus, the crimes against the state security are treated as 
ordinary crimes. 

Mendoza urged prosecutors to develop expertise and familiarity in the 
prosecution of security related offenses.  [end recording] 
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MNLF ZONE COMMANDER CAPTURED IN DAVAO CITY 

HK281615 Manila TIMES JOURNAL in English 28 Aug 85 pp 1, 4 

TText] A ZONE commander of the Moro National Liberation Front suspected 
to have led a number of terrorist attacks in several towns of Dayao 
Oriental, was captured by PC-INP [Philippine Constabulary- ^grated 
National Police] criminal investigation service agents last Friday in 

Davao City. 

The CIS identified the captured secessionist rebel chieftain as Amsari 
Oxillo alias Mustapha Halid Munayni and Commander Musa Jabbar, MNLF 
zone commander whose 50-man band operates in Davao Oriental. 

In a report to Brig Gen Hermogenes Peralta, CIS chief, Maj Rodolfo T. Saonoy, 
CIS 1th district commander, said that Oxillo and another suspect, Daniel 
Quimzon, alias Abdul Mutalib, were caught by the agents Friday morning 
at the corner of Aurora Boulevard and San Pedro street, Davao City. 

The suspects' capture followed a surveillance there since August 14, 
which "^prompted by a tip-off that armed persons identifying themselves 
as military men on a mission had been frequenting the place. 

nvillo was armed with a .45 caliber automatic pistol when captured. The 
agints Ilso Szed from him a letter demanding from a certain Luis Quinones 
olLupon, Davao Oriental, p [Pesos] 10,000; and a note naming five Lupon 

residents as MNLF targets. 

The CIS said Oxillo and his band were behind the blasting of the Sumlog 
bridge in Lupon, raids and ambuscades in several towns of Davao Oriental, 
disarming of paramilitary units in Lupon, Cacawaynon and Macangao, 
rJbbSy-Lldup of a store in Lupon; a grenade-throwing incident at the 
Envir theater at Mati; attempt to blast an eatery in Mati, and other 

acts of terrorism. 
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FURTHER REPORT ON DAVAO SUMMIT ALTERCATION 

Quezon City ANG PAHAYAGANG MALAYA in English 21 Jul 85 p 9 

[Article by Omer Oscar Almenario:  "Straight From Davao-Pre-summit Misencounter"] 

[Text] 

The. preliminary meeting held at 
the Central Bank building here hut 
Sunday to lay the groundwork for 
the propoaed summit conference for 
peace m Mindanao early August was 
marred by a shouting match between 
Assemblyman Alejandro Ahnendras 
(KBL-Davao del Sur) and Brfe. Gen. 
Jaime C Echevenia, head of the 
Regional  Unified Command (RTJC 

The altercation between the kgis- 
later and the military top brass 
started when one of the participants, 
Dr. Leon Garcia representing the 
multisectoral group, asked: "Is the 
summit management serious m m- 
vfting NPA (New People's Army) 
chieftains? Will they be assured of 
safe passage during the summit meet- mgr 

In response to the query, Ahnen- 
dras said: "For all we know, there are 
NPAs here, in our midst," (applause) 
and hastened to add "or maybe those 
who applauded are members of the 
NPA," (laughter). 

Sensing the openness of the par- 
ticipants, the KBL »Ion continued: . 
"You NPAs, I know-that you liqui- 
dated a lot of people because they 
committed offenses. So,'if you have 
plans on me, please send me first a 
warning so that I can make amends 
for my sins." 

At this point,- Gen. Echevenia 
jumped to his feet, voicing a thunder- 
ous protest: "I disagree with 
Landring! Who are they to tell us to 
reform!" To which the assemblyman 
replied: "Gen. Echevenia, do not say 
"who are they?* They are also human 
beings like us!" 

Perhaps to be better heard, Eche- 
venia raised his voice. Thinking that 
the RUC chief intentionally shouted 
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at him, the legislator shouted back, 
and warned the general to refrain 

' from further shouting at him. 
The 'Verbal" encounter 

stopped when City Mayor Elias B. 
Lopez pleaded with the gentlemen to 
settle the disagreement peacefully. 

Right after the rift Was settled, 
Ahnendras took back the micro- 
phone and accused the military: 
"Even if I were made to resign or be 
removed from the Assembly, I must 
tell the truth no matter who gets 
hurt. Because I know that most of 
the 'salvagings' in Davao are done by 
the military*" * • * * • 

Meanwhile, participants in the pre- 
liminary "Peace Summit" conference 
approved the creation of a core group 
which would pursue the initiatives 
for peace and order in the city and 
thereat of Region XL 

To be composed of MoaaJgnor 
Antonio Mahnte», Archbishop of Da- 
vao, aa chairman, with DP chapter 
president Jesus Dtueza and Dr. Leon 
Garcia as members, the three-man 
groap wfil act aa the steering cots* 
mittet for enlarging Che forum for 
P»ace «ad in prioritizing the prob- 
lems, relevant to the peace and order 
ritoaiioiumttoarea. 

The core group was formed after 
Ahnendras relinquished his role aa 
iajtfetor of the proposed "peace 
£TJ*2^Archbhhop MabuteTäo 
that "nobody could say that what we 
am working foe hat any political 
color.** 

The pie-summit meet identified 29 
probable causes which have either 
trigaered or worsened the peace and 
order problems in this part of the 
country. 
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The. temporary suspension of 
classes at the Univenity of Mindanao 
here has been condemned by the 
local chapter of the League of Fil- 
ipino Students (LFS) as "a move to 
stop the, general awakening of the 
students on the deplorable conditions 
in the school," 

LFS said they were forced to hold 
a demonstration against the adminis- 
tration last July 11 to protest the 
unjustifiable increase in tuition and 
miscellaneous fees. 

The militant league also claimed 
that the closure was only a strategy 
of the administration for the students 
to cool down and eventually forget 
about the whole« thing. As of press- 
time, the univenity remained closed. 

*•'***   . 

City Councilor Dommador Zuno 
was reported to have been mulling 
over the flung of a test case before 
the Supreme on whether President 
Marcos has the power to approve or 
reject a resignation tendered by an 
elective official. ' 

Zmro's move to file a test case was 
triggered by the recent resignation of 
councilor Robert Alan Umso which 
SSiÄ**1 by LoMl Gownment Minister Jose Rono. 
^ Zuno claimed that an elective of- 
ficial should tender his resignation to 
the people who voted for him and 
not to any other official in the 
government 
^lZ'ÜT to 8* the right answer, we 
think Zuno should file the test case 
»d »t the same time let Umso 
tender another resignation, this time 
to the people of Davao. 
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TWO NORTHERN LUZON MAYORS ALLEGED NPA TIES 

Quezon City ANG PAHAYAGANG MALAYA in English 20 Jul 85 pp 1, 6 

[Text] BANGUED, Ab» (AFP) -^wltimi 
two human rights ^wy» o«^«dte »br«*«« 
(turned a packed courtroom boa when be accusso 
the mayo» of fids and another towa of wornug 
foccoomunartguerwae. .-, , . '-..•■ -y-r:*v 

KaBett Anqofltano, 24, an «Ufwwgyy 
member of the New PeopkY A^ffJfAM*"; 
tary wing of me banned ConmnAM Party «_« 
PhffippbiM (ÜPP),named the mayo» yesterday m 
{Ms capital of Ab» province, .   „ _• 

The military add Aaqailann aanMdena Met 
ApriL He wee piepeated as a toy witnea against 
Abta human tight» »wye» Alberto Benem.and 
Romeo Aitndfflo- and five othe» accused of into 
with the CPP-NPA. •     ■ ■ 

The implicated Ab» mayon, Roberto Seana 
of Bansned and Fred Laben of Bofiney, imme- 
diatety- denied me witnen* accusation that they 
wen "eounW of me NPA, which ia entrenched 
»mountains around thii town. 

The witnen* had abo »id under cron-exami- 
nation by the defense mat the mayon monitored 
government troop movement! for the guerilla». 

Banned Mayor Seares, a phyafcian, told news- 
men hew after being implicated that "My con- 
science is dear as I really have nothing to do with 
NPAV and said the witness testimony had a 
«political angle.- __ ■ 

He said mat before appearing m court, the wit- 
ness "had been closeted with some ranking officials 
and politicians,'' but he did not elaborate. 
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RAMOS WARNS CAVITE ON 'INFILTRATORS', LABOR UNREST 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 20 Jul 85 p 13 

[Article by Del Villanueva] 

[Text] CAMP GEN. GAR- 
CIA, Imus, Cavite — Lt. 
Gen. Fidel V. Ramos, 
acting armed forces 
chief of staff, warned 
yesterday the military 
and local officials here 
against certain groups 
who, he said, are trying 
to foment unrest in the 
province. 

Ramos issued the 
warning during the Pro- 
vincial Peace and Order 
Council meeting in this 
camp attended by Ca- 
vite Gov. Johnny Re- 
mulla. Brig. Gen. 
Ahdres B. Ramos, Re- 
gional Unified Com- 
mands chief, and other 
military and local offi- 
cials. 

The AFP chief said 
that the entry of the 
"infiltrators" into the 
province may disturb 
the peace and order 
which now prevails in 
the province. 

"You should not sit on 
your laurels in the peace 
and order campaign,'' 
Ramos stressed. "You 
should not be lax in the 
campaign because there 
are forces who are 
trying to infiltrate Ca- 
vite and instigate the 
people, particularly the 
workers, the destabilize 
the community." 

He cited the labor un- 
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rest which erupted re- 
cently, in the Bagöng 
Bayan resettlement 
area in Dasmarinas and 
Carmona where a num- 
ber of factories have 
been adversely affected 
by the strikes. 

Ramos said several 
precautionary measures 
must be adopted by the 
local officials to , avert 
the breakout of strikes 
in the industrial areas 
of Cavite. 

He urged the officials 
to thresh out misunder- 
standing between labor 
and management by 
holding frequent dia- 
logues between the par- 
ties concerned "so as to 
preserve industrial 
peace." 

Ramos lauded the 
officers and men of the 
Cavite PC-INP for their 
success in the fight, 
against lawlessness and 
criminality here. 

He said that because 
of the campaign, Cavite 
now ranks as the most 
third peaceful • province 
in Southern TagaJog. 

Brig. Gen. Andres B. 
Ramos, Recom IV com- 
mander, said that the 
improved peace and 
order condition of the 
province was due to the 
positive interaction of 
the military, civic and 
government officials. 
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CHURCH ASKED TO CLARIFY STAND ON REBEL CLERGY 

Cebu City VISAYAN HERALD in English 21 Jul 85 p 4 

[Text ] A t*ade «»»fi^* ."**": 
mer m«nb*rr<rf tne- diabawled 
facUf inding hoanMba* iavesög»;- 
te*4lN?kiUtoR*£ Benign^AqaiK^ 
no b»MtaBd&€te«dBLofficw»t»3 
clai^-UMBäeri«»tti««- regardhi*r= 
price** tadofln«?vi*«r jmmgnen-- 

sidentr Ferdinand M»iw» 

Iff 

Acs- bishops andr cotddi endanger 
ctegy and Cbuadfc works*«; des? 
fending hunt» righa»;.: 

"As mend»«*ofc tbes Grtbott«? 
afflB*r ww.w«iHHiker tö~know 
wha*:ther£lnj^haa, to aly_on 
priests taking up arms;" umosJstE 
Eniesta F. Hörrerar«i«fc 

"We* would like; to-be' guideo- 
by tbaT stand. We would like to 
know»- what the position- of the 
Churclr Is on» thiir serfow-mat- 
ter:» he> «dd, aafctar the <^thnlfc 
BlsHop«^ Confereno§ <rf tbe Phil- 
ippine*   (CBCKT: to    clarify it» 
Standr  j. 

Herrera was reacting to recent 
new»- and in+enriew* with guer- 
rilla* including * much-publiciz- 
ed interview witrr former Divine 
Word Father Conrad© Barweg, 
a rebel leader for the mountain» 
of northern- Luzon. 

Another former priest appeared 
with the head of the New Peo- 
ples Army fNPA) in a press con- 
ference at a jungle stronghold in 
Mindanao; Both-, wore- mask*. 

"Wltart Herreric i» asking is that 
th«rhieraTchy,"take sides on    a 
moste senta^ve-iasaa^Efe ir «*- 
ir^thw?bi**0Pr! ter condarÄ. tnete- 
owntprwst» who mayFor maytf* 

-bescanying- arraaf' aaids ar priest- 
wlw asked; not* to be: identified*: 

"Many priests- and- aup»    »^ 
injÄthe- hiil» beeaure'of uniwt- 
persecution and would be arrest, 
ed: and:perharj9 tortured if found 
by sorwr military people. 

"Look what happened to Fa- 
ther (Tujlio) Favali (an Kali«» 
PIME mission*1 killed in April). 
Many of there clergy are follow- 
ing their conscience» in a very 
difficult situation, and we are not 
here to throw *ones at our rfc 
ligious brother» a^dsiste^^ 
if they may be misguided,    a« 

Sai
Tjtst year Cardinal Jaime Sin 

of Manila, while condemning vio- 

took    up    arms as      «J- 
needing prayers and understand- 

k The American Committee for 
Human Right* (ACHIO has re- 
cently «ported that many d£; 
gv and lay workers are under 
«increasing fire and peraecutioiv 
by the government because Its 
equates concern for social jus- 
tice with subversion. 

»Consistent gross violation* of 
human rights" continue in the 
country and a growing Church- 
rtate conflict has emerged cen- 
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tering on: the- defense: human 
rights," the- ACE*:, report saw; 
citing cases- of torture and im- 
prisonment 

"The Catholic Church js both: 
caught and haschosen to position- 
itself? in the cross-fire between 
the ArmediEorcas" and: the grow, 
ing insurgency of, the New Peo- 
ples Army..." ... 

At times, the report says, "the 
army js not able to distinguish 
between the guerrilla forces'and 
parish workers who become sus. 
pect because of their presence in 
nrra| areas where the NPA \a 
active." 

Abuses outlined by the com. 
mittee include surveillance of 
religious workers, harassment and 
intimidation, interference with' 
religious teaching, illegal search 
and the seizure and killing of 
religious workers. 

None of the abuses was inves- 
tigated properly by police or sai 
tisfactorily «»solved, the report 
says. The Church,, instead of be- 
coming intimidated, has become 
"more outspoken" in recent 
months, it says. 

According to Task Force Dei. 
tainees, a human rights monitor, 
17 Church workers were arrested 
in the Philippines in 1983 and 
1984 including two priests, one 
of whom was later released. 

Some Church workers disap- 
peared while in miHtarv custody. 
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2,000 LEYTE CITIZENS RALLY AGAINST NPA 

Four NPA Returnees Speak 

Tacloban City LEYTE FORUM in English 26-31 Jul 85 pp 1» 3 

[Text] SOME 2,000 
ant*, oo»arnment offi- 
cials. teachers, stud- 
ant*, farmers, fbher- 
men and «>noerned ci- 
tizens*. «l-\-;: •<WP1*"n*.-' 
Ley« ralliedlast Ady 
22 to «how their in- 
dignation o»er the in- 
tervention of the 
Communist Party of 
the Philippine* on the 
peace and order situa- 
tion of the municipali- 
ty and of the province 
in general for the past 

Led and initiated 
by Mayor Alberto 
Uoren," an awardee in 
the recent Katatagan 
Awards for the invalu- 
able service he render- 
ed towards the main- 
tainance of peace and 
order, the rally started 
at about 9:00 in the 
morning with a parade 
around the town. Par- 
ticipaiits carried pla- 
cards denouncing 
NPA atrocities and 
ideology. 

Among the speak- 
• ers were four NPA re- 
turnees, one of whom 
was amazon Myrna 
Senones who lost an 
arm during an encoun- 
ter last March 20 in 
Tigbao, Matalom, 
Leyte. 

In her testimony, 
Senones, 20 years old 
and a member of the 
Political Organization 
Team (POT) operating 

in the Matatom-MäliF 
bog area, said it was 
her disgust over "the 
atrocities   committed 
by   the   NPAs   that 
made her leave the un- 
derground movement 
During   her   capture, 
the amazon said she 
had a change of heart 
brought about by the 
realization   that   the 
promises made by the 
terrorists were empty 
words   designed    to 
mask the   NPAs true, 
nature. 

On the other hand, 
NPA   surrenderee Al- 
fredo Ayag, 26 years 
old    and    a   regular 
member of the under- 
ground forces before 
his voluntary surren- 
der on  May  3  this 
year, said he could no 
longer bear the atro- 

•citieS'WFought by the 
i party   especially   the 
killing of innocent far- 
mers. Speaking for a 
full hour, Ayag, for- 
merly   with   aliases 
Rome),   Bobby,   Bob 
and  Barong,  said he 
had seen for himself 
how utterly repugnant 
the ways of the Com- 
munists were and of 
the  hollow promises 
made to him when he 
was recruited. 

A trusted member, 
of the NPA, Ayag fur- 
ther said that in his 
four-year stay with 
them he had learned 
that the party does 
not believe in God, 
hence are not afraid 
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to kill as tie had wit- 
nessed many times 
and had even been 
party to the killing 
himself. 

Aside from this, 
the surrenderee also 
disclosed that count- 
less farmers were kill- 
ed because they were 
not able to give the 
terrorists the food- 
stuffs or money they 

■demanded weekly. 
As regards to the. 

freedom and equality 
promised by the com- 
munists, Ayag said 
these are all big lies 
because even in the 
present, there exists a 
clear discrimination 
regard 5ig certain privi- 
leges of the higher au- 
thorities and the lower 
ranks within the or- 
ganization.   '' 

The other two re- 
turnees-speakers were 
Danilo " Nabale, 17- 
year-old POT member 
from    Abuyog    and 

Ranulfo Adogas, 23, 
from San Antonio Hi- 
longos, Leyte. Adogas 
was a member of the 
NPA liquidation team 
assigned to assassinate 
the mayor. 

" Also present in the 
"'ell-ättended affair 
v ■} Col. Domingo 
Rio, deputy regional 
commander for Ope- 
rations, CoL Anacleto 
Arque, PC Leyte pro- 
vincial commander 
and Police superinten- 
dent, other military 
officers and guests. 

The indignation 
rally ended at about 
1:30 in the afternoon 
with Mayor Lloren 
appealing to the resid- 
ents of Inopacan to 
continue to support 
the counter-insur- 
gency campaign of the 
municipality. 

JPRS-SEA-85-141 
15 September 1985 

Editorial Lauds Example 

Tacloban City LEYTE FORUM in English 26-31 Jul 85 p 4 

[Editorial:  "People's Indignation"] 

[Text] 
THE DECISION of the citi- 
zens of Inopacan, Leyte - 
more than 2,000 of them - 
teachers,  students, govern- 
ment officials, farmers and 
fishermen all -   to hold ac- 
tively a rally against the 
Communists to show their 
indignation at the subver- 
sive activities and Red-insti- 
gated  intervention  in the 
peace and order situation of 
their community is one that 
is most timely and should 
be a laudable example of 
meeting   the   insurgency 
problem. 

The denunciation of the 
atrocities committed by 
NPAs were made by four 
NPA returnees to the com- 
munity. Speaking frankly of 
how they were misled by 
hollow  promises  of NPA 

leaders and how they were 
witness to the atrocities 
committed by the terrorists, 
the speakers convinced their 
audience of their sincerity. 
It was also evident from 
their stories that others in 
the insurgent group would 
desire to return' to a peace- 
ful life if they could. 

Other towns should take 
the Inopacan rally as a mo- 
del in the counter-insurgen- 
cy campaign of the govern- 
ment Such a multi-sectoral 
campaign is honed to be 
more effective than the 
purely military and govern- 
mental appeals made to the 
public. It is the people 
themselves raising their in- 
dignation and their voices 
raised as one is-powerftiL 
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NORTHERN LUZON ANTI-INSURGENCY ACTIVITIES REPORTED 

Baguio City THE GOLD ORE in English 27 Jul 85 pp 1, 

[Text] CAMP   DANGWA,   La   Trini- 
dad - Government troopers 
captured last week a fortified 
NPA camp in Sitio Lidlibo, 
Barangay Cayapa, Bakun, Ben- 
guet. ' 

Regional Unified Command 
One (RUC 1) Public Informa- 
tion Officer Major Dominador 
Ventura said he went with the 
party of RUC 1 Commander 
Brig. General Tomas M. Dum- 
pit who flew in to the area this 
week for an inspection. 

Ventura said the camp was 
composed of three main fiuts 
surrounded by training facili- 
ties. There was no firefight as 
the NPA's reportedly have left 
the camp for foraging activities 
in adjacent sitios of Cayapa. 
There was no report of arrests. 
The camp was overrun Friday 
morning» July 19. ' 

Seized during the capture 
of the camp were two Japa- 
nese rifles, typewriters, a mi- 
meographing machine, print- 
ing materials and voluminous 
subversive documents. 

MEANWHILE, residents of Ca- 
yapa, Bakun, are protesting the 
arrest of four leaders of their 
community organization, the 
Timpuyög ti Umili a Mangi- 
tantandudo"ti Kalintegan dagiti 
Jgorot (TUMAKDIG). 

A report received by the Cordil- 

lera News Agency from residents 
of the area stated that combined 
elements of the PC INP and 
CHDF from neighboring towns of 
Alilem and Sugpon, llocos Sur and 
Sudipen, La Union entered Caya- 
pa last July IS. 

The soldiers under the com- 
mand a certain Captain Beredo 
guided by an NPA'surrenderee 
reportedly 8rrested TUMAKDIG 
Vice-President Robert Balaudan, 
Secretary Osias Deguasi, commu- 
nity leaders Pedro Labongen and 
Rimando Dolo. Balaudan, Labo- 
ngen and Dolo were later released 
but Daguasi allegedly remain« in mi- 
litary custody. 

TUMAKDIG, an affiliate of the 
Cordillera People's Allliance (CPA), 
has been repeatedly questioned 
in the past by military authorities 
in Bakun and surrounding areas 
for their alleged subversive links. 
TUMAKDIG members have seni 
petitions for assistance to the 
CPA and Benguet Governor Bep 
Palispis. 

In another development; two 
NPA guerillas were killed Monday 
morning, July 22, during a twen- 
ty-minute shootout with Task- 
Force Amianan troopers some ten 
kilometers away from Solsona, llo- 
cos None. 

Gen. Dump it. said the slain 
NPAs were identiffed only as Ka 
Edgar   and Ka Lito. 

The bodies of the slain NPAs 
were brought to Solsona town for 
proper identification. 

Recovered  after the  shootout 
was one armalite rifle with serial 
No.  103582, four magazines, one- 
hand grenade, personal effects and 
other subversive documents.) 
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On the government side, two 
scout ranger soldjers were reported 
wounded during the firefight. 

The slain NPAs are believed to 
be part of the same group who at- 
tempted to burn down the Solsona 
Dendro thermal plant two month* 
ago. ,     f 

Colonel Armand Agbayani, Task 
Force Amianan Commander in a 
report to Gen. Dumpit, inforrned 
that pursuit and support operations 
to pin down the NPA's are still 
going on. 

Gen. Dumpit added that the 
ongoing counter insurgency opera-; 
tiona is part of Operation "Dapil"' 
launched by Task Force Amianan 
sometime last month in order to 
flush out rebels from their strong- 
holds at the provincial borders of 
Cagayan and llocos Norte. 

Dumpit confirmed the con- 
tinuous sightings of NPAs dissi- 
dents along the provincial bounda- 
ries which only proved that adja- 
cent municipalities has' been the 
gateway route of dissidents from 
Cagayan, Kalinga-Apayao to llo- 
cos Norte. *dbm. 

CSO:     4200/1470 
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VALENCIA ON ENRILE SUPPORT FOR CEBU JOURNALISTS 

HK030433 Quezon City Maharlika Broadcasting System in English 0100 GMT 

3 Sep 85 

["Analysis of the News" by Teodoro Valencia] 

[Text] Ones again the issne o£ press l^^J^^J^Xu 
Ltntday the ,-b.r. of -t~P«^^ >doM Manila. 
a rally m front of the national ^° f Filipino newspaper- 

They pleaded with the ^^[^^tiT nnäer  the auspices of NISA 
men, to stop inviting them for ^terrogac       Mlnister Juan Ponce 
[National Intelligence Security ^ency].  DefenseM ^ ^ 
Enrile made a special trip to Cebu to conf«»' « inviting 
filed a petition before the Supreme Court £f^En±8ter said that the 
them for interrogation  No less than t       witch_nunting.  However 
procedure adopted by the NISA f £ebu *mac.on     military officers, but 
some of the men involved m the ^^f^on     d ±  because when 
the military had nothing to dc.with ^^^^rcee of the 
they are assigned to NISA, that is no J »    intelligence and Security 
Philippines [AFP] because that is the Nationa^Inte  g^ ^ ^^ 
Agency.  Enrile said that if NISA has any or 
the logical thing for them to -e °-was to charge th     ^ .^^^ 

to cause their arrest through ^^"^er words, here is a situation 
them in the presence of ^exr^lawyers. ^ ^^ agreement> 
where the media people and theJ^«ter or ^ 
that the NISA summons or subpoenas to ^lamen   i 
Fortunately the Supreme Court agree*• J^"^*^ that they are 
people in Cebu who were interrogated are lily white or       *    hgr 
innocent of anything that NISA ^^"^^ to stop NISA 
words, the NISA people in Cebu ^ty were right in tryi g      ^ ^ 

from giving them subpoenas ^ «J«£*a^ ^^ of the suspicion 
counsel.  But it did not mean that they*"* *     lon>  That ls a matter 
that provoked NISA into inviting them for interrogation, 
that will have to be decided later. 

CSO:  4200/1475 
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SHAM'AH JUDGES TO TRAIN IN EGYPT 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 15 Jul 85 p 33 

[Text] 

.... tthpino Muslim Shariah prac- 
utioners who were earlier 
appointed by President Marcos as 
Shariah judges in the two autono- 
mous  regions in Mindanao will go 
&.Ä &% *° *"«• •**«■ Shanah judicial proceedings there. 

cum». * n.*. Tbu wu **><»ed by Minister 
^son iL I^tumanong of the Ministry of MusHn? 
SÄÄ Communities (MMACC) who 
SÜÜL & MSÄW? ft" al8° attend "P^»1 
2»rtfar#» i ™ad ^-Q««1« (Institute of Juridica- 
SiS %." renown wrld »n^n« center for Shariah practitioners and judges 

Courses to be attended by the iudses are tt» 

^SS STÄ*' rela*i0'«. Datumanong said Tlie establishment of the PhilioDine 4h«S=t. 

CSO: 4200/1470 
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VERITAS PROFILES THREE NEW COMELEC APPOINTEES 

Quezon City VERITAS in English 18 Jul 85 p 12 

[Article by Efren L. Danao] 

[Text] 

REPORTS on the possibility 
of holding a snap presidential 

election have resuscitated again 
the question of aedibitity and 
impartiality of the Commission 
on Elections (Comelec). When 
President Marcos swore into office 
three new Comelec commission- 
ers last July 30, oppositionists 
immediately raised a howl of pro- 
test, claiming that the three are 
partisans of the ruling party. 

The three new commissioners, 
Chino Marquinez of Manila, Mar» 
Ortiz of Cebu City.and Mangonta- 
war Guro of Lanao del Sur, thus 
join Chairman Victorino Savellano 
and Commissioners Jaime Opi- 
nion, Froilan Bacungan, and Ra- 
mon Felipe Jr. in the Comelec 
rOSCommissioner Marquinez was 
described by MP tito Puyat of 
Manila as "a Marcos loyalist who 
would ordy be too glad to do any 
bidding of the KBL." 

"Chino was a colleague at the 
Manila City Council.  He ran a 
number ot times tor councilor and 
won only in 1971 because he suf- 
fered a scratch in the face during 
the Plaza Miranda bombing. He 
unsuccessfully sought inclusion in 
the KBL ticket in Manila for the 
Batasan elections," Puyat added. 
Puyat   himself was reported to 
have sought a slot in the KBL 
ticket before his inclusion in the 
opposition slate. 

Marquinez admitted that he 
has been in politics since 1963 
when he first ran for the Manila 
City council under the Liberal 
Party. "I have always been an LP 
member although 1 belong to the 

moderate group," he said. 
He supported Mayor Ramon 

Bagatsing in the 1980 local elec- 
tions although he said he was an 
LP member at that time. Regard- 
ing the 1984 elections, Marquinez 
said: "They said -I'll "have a slot in 
the KBL ticket. And then, the 
UNIDO thru Mel (Lopez) also 
offered me a slot. At that point, 
my belief is that these two parties 
are basically the same. The party 
to me is immaterial as long as I 
can serve the people." 

"I'm first and foremost a law- 
yer I'll evaluate facts as presented 
to me. I just don't side with any 
party without considering what is 
right and what is wrong. The 
people's interest is my primary 
concern. I've always conducted 
myself in this manner," Marqui- 
nez said. 
HE admits that the Comelec 

is suffering from a credibility 
gap and he wants to help bring 
back the body's credibility by 
doing first of all his job as Come- 
lec commissioner. 

He also stressed the need for 
the Comelec to update its com- 
munications facilities, otherwise 
it will be doomed to failure. 

"Why was Namfrel ahead" of 
the Comelec in coming out with 
figures? It's because Namfrel has 
ham radios, single side bands all 
over the country. My proposal is 
for the Comelec to get all these 
facilities so we could get early 
reports of what's going on and so 
that the trend can be established 
immediately," he added. 
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. Marquinez explained that if the 
trend is established early, nobody 
can monkey around with the re- 
sults. 

He said that the President ap- 
pointed him and the two other 
Comelec commissioners because 
the President has trust in them. 
"All members of the Supreme 
Court, for instance, have the trust 
of the President, that's why they 
were appointed. But just because 
we are appointed doesn't mean 
we owe our loyalty to the ap- 
pointing power. The President 
merely exercised the task as- 
signed to him by the people. Our 
loyalty should be to the people," 
Marquinez said. 

Commissioner Guro was a 
majority floorleader of the Consti- 
tutional Convention. He organized 
the Konsiyensya ng Bayan in Re- 
gion 12 in 1978 and fought the 
KBL. 

He comes from Lanao del Sur 
which is one of the more contro- 
versial provinces during every elec- 
tion. He denied, however, that 
Lanao del Sur elections are as 
irregular as depicted in the papers. 

He appealed to the people to 
judge the new Comelec after the 
elections. "Let us perform.our job 
first," he said, as he expressed 
confidence that they could regain 
the good name of Comelec in the 
coming elections. 

Guro stressed that although he 
was appointed by the President, 
he does not consider himself be- 
holden to the President. 



On the othei;,hand, Commis- 
sioner Ortiz sidetracked the ques- 
tion of loyalty io President Mar- 
cos.when he saidr Loyalty to the 
President does not mean dislo- 
yalty to the country. But the 
highest loyalty is to God and 
Country." 

Ortiz was described as a politi- 
cian who started his career under 
the wings of the late Sen. Sergio 
Osmefia Jr. and ended up with 
the Durano camp. He was the No. 
1 councilor in Cebu City in the 
1959 elections when he ran under 
Osmefla's ticket. When Osmefia 
ran for the Senate in 1961, the 
vice mayor, Carlos Cuison, be- 
came mayor and Ortiz became 
vice mayor. He became acting 
mayof from September to Decem- 
ber 1963. 

Ortiz did not run in 1963. 
Former Sen. John Osmefia said: 
"In 1967, Ortiz wanted to be Tio 
Serging's running mate because he 
wanted to be mayor but Tio Ser- 
ging chose Eulogk) Borres. So, 
Ortiz bolted Tio Serging's camp 
and allied himself with the Dura- 
nps. In 1969, he campaigned for 
Marcos against Tio Serging." 

Osmefia said that Ortiz was the 
lawyer on record of all KBL can- 
didates against the Panaghi-usa, 

Ortiz denied that he was ap- 
pointed "as a reward for satisfac- 
tory service for the KBL in the 
last elections" as charged by the 
opposition. 

"My participationln the May 
1984 elections was limited to 
my being the chief legal counsel 
and member of the speakers bu- 
reau. If service for the KBL is the 
main yardstick, then there are 
others more deserving of the 
appointment. 

_He said he left Osmefia after 
Osmefia "double-crossed" him not 
only once but twice. 

He admits that Comelec has a 
credibility problem but he adds- 
"The'opposition will probably 
always find fault but with my 
brief association with the old Co- 
melec commissioners, I found out 
they're really determined to cor- 
rect their image." 

He said he was hesitant at first 
to be endorsed for the Comelec 
post but he later considered it a 
challenge that must be accepted 

"I'll do my best," he said. - 

CSO:     4200/1470 
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DAILY VIEWS 'RAPPORT' BETWEEN PREM, ATHIT 

BK150915 Bangkok BANGKOK WORLD in English 15 Aug 85 p 6 

POLITICAL PERISCOPE column: "No More Rift Between the Two Leaders^ 

/Text7 The picture /Jublished in Thai newspapers? showing a smiling Prime 
Snifter Prem Tinsul£non gently putting his hand on the •» «f Sup« 
o   1 KfMt-  ifami nno-ek at a gathering at Sanam Luang on the eve of Her 
SSy thelue^HiShday^fAugust6!! needs no accompanying explanation. 

It is worth more than 1,000 words of any writer trying Jo describe the rees- 
tablished cordial relationship between the two men who hold the destinies of 

this country and its citizens. 

Thnuoh reports emerged from time to time that the two men saw each other 
rivite^theirSearance together on National Mother's Day was the first 

close encounter in the public in several months. 

what's more than an ordinary encounter was that the two men appeared to be in a 
^ial Sood and on especially friendly terms without any trace of misunder- 
s?Inding or enmity which soured their relationship a year ago and subjected 
the country's political stability to uncertainty. 

Exactly one year ago, Pa ßathef]  Prem dodged public attention and spent his 
day quietly at ^favorite retreat in Nakhon Ratchasima while General Sunday 
ZIthit7 reaped all the credits and stole the show for organising one of the 
biggest rallies this country ever saw at Sanam Luang to celebrate Her Majesty 

the Queen's birthday. 

The outpouring of loyalty towards the Queen and the Royal Family was phenomenal 
and itwL estimated that about a million people participated in the event 
which was said to be bigger in terms of the number of attendants than the 
student-led popular uprising on October 14, 1973. 

But this time, Pa Prem didn't exile himself temporarily to his Nakhon Ratchasima 
retreat to seek solace. Nor did General Sunday attempt to repeat the same feat 
he accomplished a year ago. Both were together to join thousands of people 
of different walks of life in their demonstration of loyalty towards the Queen 
with Pa Prem being the chairman of the ceremony. 
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Even though the show this year was not as bie as thai- «f «■», 

the eeonomic hardships f-e^^E^ AHpSt ^tro^. 

"LTh^witL^ 

blht S^^^^rS^^S^V^^the Government for the 
Athit seemed to have learned the caJt  if ^^S* chlt fund *«* year, General 
not repeating the lame Stake  C°8tly leSS°n *nd to be constantly aware of 

For him keeping a low profile and becoming less crit^al nf n, n 
will probably pay off. The Prime Mln-fct^ -"»s critical Qf the Government 
who cherishes old friendships should L^  ° !* hi?S&1£ *  hu^le person 
and will certainly apprecia^e'it Ve mlSSed thls chanSe of-behaviour 

-hiÄl^ it is hoped that General 

again, on the rise-if not as meteoric *betöre**        *  ^ Wl11 be' °nCe 

CSO:  4200/1425 
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PRASONG COMMENTS ON AID CUT FOR REFUGEES 

BK030317 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 3 Aug 85 p 18 

{Text/    Moves by U.S. Congressmen to cut funds for refugees, which would 
affect Kampucheans in Thailand, are not yet final and could be reversed, 
National Security Council /JSC7 Secretary-General Prasong Sunsiri and well- 
informed diplomatic sources said yesterday. 

Thursday's decision by the House Appropriations Committee, to slash the budget 
from $337.68 to $292.95 million, is just one step in a series yet to be taken, 
Sqn Ldr Prasong said. 

Although the full House gave final approval to a $14.28 billion-dollar Foreign 
Aid Authorisation Bill, spealling out wide policy guidelines and spending 
levels, the committee decision is the second step, which actually allocates 
money. 

The committee decision has come under fire from high-ranking Thai and U.S. 
officials such as Assistant Secretary of States Paul Wolfowitz and Deputy 
Foreign Ministry spokesman Pratchayathawi Tawethikun. 

Mr Wolfowitz warned on Thursday that such a decision would be sending wrong 
signals to first asylum countries such as Thailand which could reassess its 
humanitarian policy. 

Sqn Leader Prasong said that several more stages need to be taken before the 
cuts become effective. 

The NSC chief also said that he was assured that Reagan Administration officials 
would voice further opposition to the move. 

He said that the committee decision still has to be approved by the Senate 
and full House. 

"There's a high chance that changes will be made (to the committee's decision)," 
Sqn Ldr Prasong said, adding that top U.S. officials "will speak for us 
(Thailand)." 

He admitted that if the cuts are made and Thailand is affected, it would not 
be good for the country which has to bear the burden of too many displaced 
persons and refugees. 
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Sn ^r^ra!°ng "iterated» however, that it was still too early to assess 
how Thailand would be affected if such a decision prevailed! 

He urged members of Congress to consider the decision carefully. 

!^"infTed diplomatl° SOurces sald that the committee decision was "very 
much m the process" and that the funds could very well be restored?    * 

not reflect on the refugee programme at all *  deficit, and does 

"It has nothing to do with the displeasure of the refugee activitv h*™» w « 

T JAULST
the budset a°d sh-"* vie^ s„jij tzviZth;nkty

a 

U.S. takes about 2,500 to 3,000 each month.     resettled. *"=•■* that the 

SÄT"S^^ea^/Sir^^nre?16" * '™~< '«~ 

Sth^o^lo^^^Jooo^f?" temp°rary ~^~ site *» »»*«- 

CSO: 4200/1425 
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FORMER PREMIER WARNS U.S. ON PROTECTIONISM 

BK030449 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 3 Aug 85 pp 1, 18 

/Xrticle by The Chongkhadikit? 

[Text]    Former Prime Minister Kriangsak Chamanan yesterday urged all ASEAN 
governments to unite and warn the United States about the possibility of 
retaliatory trade countermeasures if Congress passes the protectionist 
Jenkins Bill next month. 

Meanwhile he had written to President Ronald Reagan, all U.S. Congressmen and 
other influential Americans, explaining how the bill would cripple Thailand's 
economy if it was enacted. He wrote the letters in his capacity as chairman 
of Parliament's Foreign Relations Committee. 

If his pleas fall on deaf ears, he said, the Thai Government must consider as 
a last resort the use of countermeasures with the five governments of Malaysia, 
Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines and Brunei. These could include: 

— Banning imports of long-fibre cotton, chemical products and other goods 
from the United States. 

— Prohibiting American ships from the region. 

— Restricting the use of American airlines for cargoes originating from, 
or passing through, ASEAN territory. 

If these retaliatory countermeasures were endorsed, it would be a dramatic 
turnaround of policy by ASEAN which is traditionally friendly towards the U.S. 

Many economists in the Thailand-U.S. Trade Council earlier this week told the 
POST the Jenkins Bill would "almost certainly be passed" next month. 

The bill will penalise Thailand far more severely than most other textile- 
exporting countries, they added. 

Gen Kriangsak in the letter yesterday pleaded with President Reagan "not to 
injure" Thailand's and ASEAN's growth. 
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lllniT  d° n0t lnVlte fr°m y°Ur frlends counterva±ling restrictions," he 

"Too much is at stake in the Pacific Basin for our energy and resources to be 
wasted in mutually inhibiting action," he said. resources to be 

Gen Kriangsak, a conservative known for his traditional pro-American position 

facing Thailand! "^ "'*'  ^^ "*  «W"»«** -plaining the crisis   ' 

JMU?^!?
1
;
8
"
8
?' ?T^ Reagan t0 consider Thailand's economic position which will be crippled if the Jenkins Bill is passed. 

During the Vietnam War, Gen Kriangsak stood by the Americans over their resis- 
tance to North Vietnamese aggression against the South. 

In the 1950s Gen Kriangsak led a Thai expeditionary force to Korea. 

"In the pursuit of peace and freedom," Gen Kriangsak reminded Mr Reagan, "I 
and my countrymen have stood shoulder to shoulder with you in war." 

Kri^ST C°T?deS °,i  thf ArmSd ForGesand> later,- as Prime Minister, Gen 
Kriangsak maintained the closest alliance with the U.S. on strategic affairs. 

the6 d^menfof S^ulf" ASEAN'S ^^ t0 **"* ltSelf> * W*. t0 

"Thailand and the other countries in East and Southeast Asia-that are free bv 
our«m efforts have made substantial economic progress in recent years" he * 

"As we grow stronger so we shoulder more of the burden that you have borne 
for so long," Gen Kriangsak wrote. 

a^thfs't?!1^10 T te <ln Valn f°r him t0 lnt^vene with the U.S. Congress 
at this time, he has also written to the Speaker of the House of Representa- 
tives, Mr Thomas O'Neill and Vice President George Bush.       ^presents 

CSO: 4200/1425 
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SAP HEAD SCORES INACTION ON ASEAN SUMMIT PROPOSAL 

BK250155 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 25 Aug 85 p 1 

s* KäS at ssr J^fÄgss "-11 
^aL öfi deteriorating world economy and growing protectionism. 

- »ATS ASAS^-A£Z 2£2gr 
°Zid e, „oSdeconomic instability^* growing protectionism, among indue- caused by world 
trialised countries. 

ÄÄ gentries ÄtWÜT ^ 

regional press and welcomed by a Malaysian Cabinet minister. 

powerful Söugn Lckgronnd to create considerable bargaining power for .the 
region's economic benefit. 

w* h^ earlier said that the summit should send a strong and clear signal to 
JndustriaUsed countries that ASEAN will not stand idly by and »watch the 
fruits or" its development destroyed by international economic deterioration 
and growing protectionism." 

w- aun nrooosed that the summit draw up a treaty for economic integration, 
with rt

PimePtable for three phases of development-free trade area, customs 
union and common market—within six months. 

LAAiru, a  licht touch to the press conference, M.R. Khukrit said that there is 
fsur8e Say of attracting thePgovernment«s attention, »but I will not shoot 
myself in front of Government House. 

Reoardine government stability, he said that the present government will sur- 
vi?e until8the 21  of its term in 1987 and ruled out the possibility of a coup. 
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THAILAND 

VOFA COMMENTS ON INTERIM MEKONG COMMITTEE MEETING 

BK301421 Bangkok Voice of Free Asia in Lao 1230 GMT 27 Aug 85 

[Unattributed "article":  "The Interim Mekong Committee and Social and Eco- 
nomic Development of the Region"] 

[Text] The Mekong River is one of the most important international rivers in 
the world. Its total length is some 4,200 km. It originates in the Tibetan 
plains and flows through China, Burma, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, and Viet- 
nam. The lower Mekong River basin begins from the point where the Burmese, 
Thai, and Lao borders meet. According to a survey, the lower Mekong River 
basin has great potentials for hydroelectric generation and irrigation, both 
from the Mekong River itself and its tributaries. These potentials, if _ 
exploited, will greatly benefit the countries in this region, namely Thai- 
land, Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam. This means that a sound plan has to be 
outlined to develop and use these potentials systematically. 

That was why the Mekong River development committee was set up in 1957 with 
assistance from the then ECAFE [Economic Commission for Asia and the Far Eastj- 
or the present ESCAP—with the principal objective of developing a plan for 
systematic and effective utilization of the water from the Mekong Riyer^to 
benefit the member countries in the region as much as possible, namely Thai- 
land, Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia. 

Activities of the Mekong committee were temporarily suspended between 1975 
and 1978 due to political changes in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia, which are 
members of this committee. However, in 1978 Thailand, Laos, and Vietnam 
agreed to set up the interim Mekong committee.to reactivate the activities 
of the former Mekong committee. This new provisional committee will gain 
its full status only when its fourth member country—Cambodia—is able to 
function as a normal committee member. 

Activities of the Mekong committee, including many important development 
branches—such as generating electricity; the agricultural, fishery, and 
irrigation fields; and marine transport development—are extremely vital to 
the economic and social development projects of its member countries. Assist- 
ance given to the member countries by many donor countries and international 
organizations with in the framework of the Mekong committee since its estab- 
lishment has amounted to over $184 million. 
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Over the past 20 years, many important projects in generating electricity and 
developing irrigation in northeastern Thailand, such as the Ubonrat dam proj- 
ect, the Sirinthon dam project, the Sirikit dam project, and the Lamtakhong 
dam project, are all under the assistance program of the Mekong committee. 
At present, several river development projects in Thailand have received 
assistance from the interim Mekong committee, such as the project to develop 
an irrigation system in Mahasarakham Province, the Huai Pong irrigation 
pumping project in Nong Khai Province, and the fish breeding project at Lorn 
Knomnoi m Ubon Ratchathani Province.  In addition, Thailand has also paid 
special attention to the development of the Phamong dam project, which is an 
important regional project for electricity generating and irrigation develop- 
ment for Thailand and Laos.  This project is anticipated to produce 15,356 
(kilowatts) per year and to irrigate 12 million rai [about 4.8 million acres] 
of land in the northeast.  That is why the Thai Government has attached 
great importance to this project and expects the feasibility study of the 
various aspects of the project to make rapid progress. 

As for Laos, it can be said that the Mekong committee provides the most 
important source of national development of that country. Laos' largest 
single foreign currency earner has been its sale of electricity from the 
Nam Ngum dam project to Thailand-a project that is also under the scope 
of the Mekong committee. 

At present, the interim Mekong committee plays a significant role in develop- 
ing agricultural work in the Vientiane plains and the marine transport and 
goods ferrying services along the Mekong River—services that are extremely 
vital to landlocked Laos. 

As for Vietnam, the committee has placed great emphasis on its activities to 
develop the delta area, on which no crop can be cultivated because of sea 
water, into an arable region, thereby increasing agricultural production and 
improving the living conditions of the Vietnamese people. 

The Mekong committee has engaged in not only projects at the national level 
but also at the regional level, which are considered beneficial to all the 
member countries, such as the hydrometrical research project and the flood 
prediction project. The implementation of these projects can hardly be car- 
ried out without such a central organization as the Mekong committee. 

In addition to providing direct assistance to its member countries through 
these projects, the interim Mekong committee also acts as a forum for tech- 
nical exchanges between the member countries and the 16 developed donor coun- 
tries and 20 international organizations, including the FRG, Japan, the 
Netherlands, the EC, the UNDP, and the Asian Development Bank. 

The immense benefit derived from the various activities carried out by the 
committee constitutes an important factor encouraging the member countries to 
attach special attention to maintaining cooperation within the committee 
regardless of the differences in their political and economic systems. 
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At the 21st plenary meeting of the interim Mekong committee, which was held 
in early August, both the member and donor countries reaffirmed the importance 
of the committee's activities and pledged to continue rendering support and 
assistance to the committee's functions. Such a phenomenon is a good omen 
for the long-term economic and social development movements of this region. 

It is generally accepted that cooperation within the sphere of work of the 
interim Mekong committee still generates immense benefit to the member 
countries. The Thai Government is sincere in maintaining its good coopera- 
tion with the other two member countries within the sphere of this commit- 
tee's work. We hope that Laos and Vietnam will adopt a constructive attitude 
toward an atmosphere of mutual cooperation with Thailand for the sake of the 
well-being and mutual interests of the people in this region. 

CSO: 4206/178 
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THAILAND 

BRIEFS 

Suphin Wongmaniphirak and her Jounger brothL PhairarHa^r^'8 ^ by 

belongs  to oil share operator Chamoi Thlpso who gave if to the w    ^VT* 
after.    Mrs Suohin    "\L    t-v.=,„ai^j  r        ,   v , 2ave 1Z t0 the woman to look 
accounts and buy cashier»s cS^?°? her,hom\in Sln2 B^ to Bangkok to open 
million baht cash £ a suitcase eiven tf b ^^^ after She dis^vered 10* 
Pol Maj Gen Bunchu Wan^ka^^std e le^d^ haTh^" 
by Mrs Suphin on Friday afternoon      lWfc *£f y      , , had haPPened to it 
took a team of CSD officers    led bv T        TT *f heV 3°-y***-°U brother 
yesterday.     The withdrawal of the LL !"    ?J ^^ Sukyanan>   to the banks 
cash is now at the CS^headqLrters wherJ M™ r^* ^ UnU1 3:°° ^    The 

about 70 million baht are being kept      InotL.Chm°±s°th** ' ««ets valued at 
questioned Mrs Chamoi's former huSL ™ !    5 gr°UP °f CSD office^ also 

CSO:  4200/1425 
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COALITION GOVERNMENT OF DEMOCRATIC KAMPUCHEA 

THAI PAPER REPORTS INTERVIEW WITH DK'S SON SEN 

BK030110 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 3 Sep 85 p 1 

[Report by Jacques Bekaert] 

TTextl  Son Sen downplayed last dry season's Vietnamese offensive in a rare 
Interview with the press during Democratic Kampuchea Coalition Government 
President Prince Norodom Sihanouk's visit last week to the Dong Rak lxber- 

ated zone" inside Kampuchea. 

Sihanouk who went to Dong Rak to receive the credentials of the new ambas- 
sadors of ChLa and Bangladesh, was welcomed at the camp by several members 
ofthe Democratic Kampuchea group, including Son Sen the new commander-in- 
chief of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea (NADK). 

The occasion offered a rare opportunity to meet some of the most secretive 
members of the Democratic Kampuchea group, including Son Sen (he had been 
promoted to his new position four days earlier, on August 24). 

Son Sen said that the Vietnamese offensive last dry season had done little 

damage to the NADK. 

Khmer Rouge troops were moving "deep inside (Kampuchea)  around the Tonle 
Sap and close to Phnom Penh, following our plan, he said. 

»Believe me, we do enjoy popular support inside the "f^^^^^^/Lng 
would be completely impossible for our men to go so far and stay for so long 

inside Kampuchea." 

HP explained that the goal of his forces was "to force Vietnam to negotiate. 
TneJ ?eel tL Pressure! they know what is the situation inside Kampuchea, 
they know our forces are making constant and steady progress,  Son Sen 

claimed. 

Asked if the Vietnamese military presence at the border did not prevent sup- 

We can go on and we will keep making progress, he said. 

CSO:  4200/1482 
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BRIEFS 

SedTvSt™  SRV C0NV0Y-Ar^P"thet-About 140 Khmer Rouge troops am- 
bushed a Vietnamese convoy carrying food and supplies to soldiers in the 

TrTort refine E£ ""T?. ™* S™ and Ph™ ^alai in Kampuchea Sunday, 
on Sunday at 6 ?0 ll      1°      " tmm ?esterday said the fighting broke out 
ZJ> ???•? P        ffc 3 Sp0t °PP°site the Thai village of Khlong Nam Sai 
some 15 kilometres south of Aranyaprathet.    The report said the battle was 
still in progress and put Vietnamese casualties at three dead and a number 

for°^T Tn^ed-    I"° Kh,ner R°Uge filters were wounded,  it said!    Eastern 
^rTLleV    Y-  Commander Co1 Chefctha Thanacharo said the Vietnamese forces 

Malai      ll\lZrllTvntl t0 th\hi*>h™y which "**» «"» Nimit with ZZ Malai      He saxd the Vietnamese forces usually supply its troops currently 
occupying overrun Khmer Rouge headquarters at Phnum Malai via this strajLic 
road.     [Text]     [Bangkok BANGKOK WORLD in English 3 Sep 85 p 2] Strate8lc 

CSO:     4200/1482 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KAMPUCHEA 

SRV ASSISTANCE IN FOODSTUFFS DESCRIBED 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 12 Jul 85 p 3 

/Text/ Along with other cooperation between the two countries, cooperation 
in the foodstuffs area has been increasingly expanded and grown in 
efficiency. After the people of Cambodia were completely victorious m 
extinguishing the Pol Pot faction which had sold out the nation many teams 
of technocrats from the.SRV's Ministry of Foodstuffs came to Cambodia to 
conduct a survey and draft a.plan of cooperation between the two countries. 

At the beginning of 1984, an aid treaty in the foodstuffs, economic 
/development? and science areas was signed between the Ministry of Commerce 
Of Cambodia_and the Ministry of Foodstuffs of Vietnam. After that, many 
teams of technocrats from the Ministry of Foodstuffs of Vietnam came to 
Cambodia to join with Cambodian cadres to make a basic survey and lay out 
economic plans.  An 8 ton per hour and a 25 ton per hour rice scale were 
completely installed.  A rice grade inspection center was established. 
In addition, Vietnam sent a team of basic foodstuff project experts and 
business administration experts to assist in developing business 
administration cadres in the People's Republic of Kampuchea. 

Toward the end of 1984, the rice mill, which is the product of the 
cooperation and special solidarity of Cambodia and Vietnam, was installed 
in Kampongsom Province.  The team in charge used available funds to improve 
the machinery.  The team encouraged cadres and state employees to 
collectively express their creativity to increase efficiency and production. 

Kampongsom is the rice basket of Cambodia.  Therefore, the rice mill had to 
be a big one so that it could meet demand.  This success proves the 
solidarity of the united front and special relation between Vietnam and 
Cambodia in the new revolutionary period.  To date, the Vietnamese have 
dedicated to Cambodia a total of 10 rice milling machines of two different 
sizes, 0.7 tons and 0.4 tons per hour.  These rice milling machines have 
been distributed to every province in the country to meet demand and the 
needs of all ethnic groups in Cambodia.  In 1985, the Ministry of Foodstuffs 
of Vietname is concentrating on making parts to put in the rice milling 
machinery to double their efficiency over 1984's. 

The task resulting from solidarity in the new period surely will 
contribute additional pages to the history of the relation between the 
two nations of Vietnam and Cambodia. 

12597 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KAMPUCHEA 

ASSEMBLY'S MESSAGE ON USSR NUCLEAR MORATORIUM 

BK010918 Phnom Penh SPK in French 1217 GMT 30 Aug 85 

ieSe to'h/ust 1° AU§   (^)-^e PRK Natl°nal ÄSSembly in a 28 Wst message to the USSR Supreme Soviet Presidium expressed its support for rtp 

^uiuiuicuee.     me tull text of the message reads: 

The PRK National Assembly and the Cambodian people as a whole have followpd 
with keen interest and warmly salute the USSR parliamentarian grip's  call 

IVtSmZ ZLSllV^T* °f C°mrade Mikha11 Gorbachev,  geuL^ec^ ary 
?«f*r»i? Cent^al Committee,  concerning the Soviet Union's decision to uni- 
laterally suspend all nuclear explosions as of  6 August  this year      This 
moratorium will be in effect until 1 January 1986,  III iwill contW to 

oTnucllfr^s" the United StÄt-   f°r Ls '»'• ^Us^c^ying 

them's" tntsov^ if6 befnn±ng f the nUClear ***' Particularly during 
for III the Soviet Union has waged a consistent and energetical struggle 
for the suspension of the stockpiling of nuclear arsenals,   for an end to the 
military rivalry,  and  for the strengthening of the mutual trust and peaceful 

sToi:Ta±TJTTn^ateS-     T° thlS end'  the S°Viet Union has on manj occa- 
be SL"irst  fTtT      Pr°P°Sals'  such ** the declaration that  it will not 
not wanf to  J? ^"^ armS-     Tt is certaln that  the Soviet Union does 
not want to seize military supremacy over the United States.     Through  its 

a co^tf TAlttZf'l CeaSe nUfear eXPlosio-.   ^e Soviet UnioThas made 
L^l       \P SteP forward-     This moratorium proves  to be of great 
;        a^e C° P"Vent the ««tlon of new types of weapons and the moferni- 

wni L ™,S f.1118 TT    " there are n° lon§er an? tests'  a" these weapons 
will  tLrefot b "       ^ " ^f* W±11 be Clamped °n the arms «<* which * 
Ind the C°me imP°sslble'     If the peace- and justice-loving mankind 
tbP L mrPle the W°rld °Ver unlte ln a rocklike force to hamper 
the unSl   rgeriaffeCting  the fUtUre °f °Ur civilization-danger caused bj 
States and H ^ ""f T* laUnChed by the rulin^ circles  ** the United States and their allies of  the NATO bloc-detente,  peace,  international secur- 
ity,  and cooperation will be established  in the world. 
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On behalf of the PRK National Assembly and of the Cambodian people as a whole, 
we salute and fully support the USSR parliamentarian group s 20 August 
1985 call. We energetically support the 29 July statement of CPSU Central 
Committee General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev dealing with the unilateral 
moratorium and ban on all nuclear explosions, as well as the new proposals 
of the Soviet Union for the strengthening of peace and security in Asia. 
Mongwith the tireless efforts of the USSR and of the socialist community 
Z  ftvor of peace for mankind, the PRK together with the other two fraternal 
countries in Indochina has also waged a struggle to transform Southeast Asia 
into a zone of peace, stability, friendship, and cooperation The communique 
of the 11th conference of the foreign ministers of Cambodxa Laos, and Viet- ^ 
nam held in Phnom Penh is a concrete contribution to the establishment of peace 

in the world. 

The PRK National Assembly is determined to unite energetically with the Parli- 
aments of the USSR and of other socialist countries in order to reach the 
common ideal: peace and socialism. We also call on the peace-loving progres- 
siv forces in the congress and among the people of the United States to unite 
wS us in order to pu? pressure on the Reagan authorities to do the same as 
the USSR, namely to fully and completely end the nuclear arms race on ground, 
at sea, and in outer space for peace on earth. 

If the United States persists in its nuclear arms tests, it will bear full 
responsibility for the consequences that may derive therefrom. 

CSO: 4219/71 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KAMPUCHEA 

HUN SEN GREETS GANDHI ON NONALIGNED DAY 

BK010838 Phnom Penh SPK in French 0421 GMT 1 Sep 85 

ofethl PR?0"1 ?tnb  1 SeP  (SPK>~Hun se^  chairman of the Council of Ministers 
ali^/f' "ü™ greetings to **}lv Gandhi,  chairman of the Non- 
aligned Movement,   on the occasion of  the "Nonaligned Day.» 

In his message, the Cambodian leader said: 

Since its founding, the Nonaligned Movement has induced a rapid growth and 

n  f   ;  ™e res°l"tions of the seventh nonaligned summit in New Delhi 

Southeast Isia and o? th • •   the current «"uation in Indochina and 
recent! 1,-h   T      ! "f lnitiatives full of goodwill put forth by the 
nam hPlJ   T      T^  °f the f°reign minis^s of Cambodia" Laos, and Viet- 
suUt of S ^nT 6nh °n 15 and 16 Au§USt' the resolutions of the seventh 
"rtL settlementrof °Ut M ^ ^ "^ SenSlble *nd —titute a bale 
express the wSb -J P   f^ C°^erning Southeast Asia and Cambodia.  I 
to advance un^Li00^10^011/11^ the Nonali§ned Movement will continue 
to advance unceasingly m this direction, in accordance with the requirements 
of the situation and with the aspiration of the peoples.  The PRK pSes to 
do its best to bring about active contributions. Pledges to 

CSO: 4219/71 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KAMPUCHEA 

SAY PHUTHANG CHAIRS REGIONAL PARTY CONGRESS 

BK271104 Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 1300 GMT 26 Aug 85 

TText]  The 15-18 August Kompong Speu regional party congress-held under the 
chairmanship of Comrade Say Phuthang, member of the party Central Committee 
Political Bureau, vice chairman of the Council of Ministers and chairman of 
the Central Organizational Department-has concluded with brillxant results. 

During the 3-day meeting, members of the audience listneed ^^J» £* 
engaged in lively debate on the draft political report of the KPRP Central 
Committee and the draft of some additional articles for the party's consti- 
tution incorporating good suggestions from the meeting for discussion and 
adoption at the party's fifth congress. The meeting, through a process of 
Elective democracy! elected a number of members and ^er^te i-ember^ac^ 
cording to the report on their performance and their suitability to serve tne 
party  T^ese representatives will take part in the party's fifth congress to 

be held in the near future. 

In his closing speech, Comrade Say Phuthang called on party members, the 
armed forces, and the entire people to awaken and strive to struggle and 
sacrifice for the cause of defending and building the Cambodian fatherland. 

Patty memhers, in particular, should strive to P«^'^^^^ 
heighten their responsibility, and carry out well the 6-poxnt task of party 
members! Furthermore, Comrade Say Phuthang said that for Komp°ng Speu Pro- 
vince in particular to win new victories, cadres, party members, «"*ers, 
personnel! and the entire people in the province should ^«^J^ 
emulation efforts to create new achievements to welcome the party s fifth 
caress and contribute to mass organization movements throughout the country. 
Sif is to produce a vigorous force for the task of defending and advancing 
Se building of the country, promoting unity, and heightening the proletarxan 
internationalist spirit, particularly the strategic militant solidarity among 
Camboaxa'vietnLAnd Laos, which is the constant factor for the development 

of each country. 

On that occasion, the comrade recalled the KPRP's tradition of struggle in 
Sose cooperation with the fraternal CPV and the LPRP to lead mass °rganxza- 
tions in each country to defeat French colonialism, Japanese militarism, U.S. 
Crialismrand reudalism and in the end to topple the barbarous and savage 
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of genocide, loss of terrim™   A     
checked ln a tlmely manner the danger 

in Ltheast llTz  dti^h ^ast" SE"^ £ ^"f ^^ "*"^ 
Phuthang highly appreciated tL efforts bv til  £ %       *' C°mrade Say 

people, and masses in Kompone So«, Pr  • Y    ? ty' State authorities, 
tionary movements o th  ™ v   D  I1"" I? Element the three revolu- 
coming party's fifth congress    ?     achievements to welcome the forth- 

CSO: 4212/101 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KAMPUCHEA 

KAMPUCHEA EDITORIAL ON EMULATION EFFORTS 

BK290949 Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 2300 GMT 28 Aug 85 

[KAMPUCHEA editorial:  "All of Us Strive To Emulate To Produce Achievements 

To Welcome the Party's Fifth Congress"] 

„* t-ino TfPRP over the past 6 years, due to the ail out enuits 

revolution has scored successive victories. This year * *£"8JictoriJ in 
er than those of the previous years, Partieularl^^e military vxctorie 
1984 and more importantly those during the 1984-1985 dry season, w 
the greatest ones since the 7 January 1979 victory day. 

set by the Ministry of National Defense. 

„any units are fighting the enemies and huildin*, their units ^"^ 

They are alse tarrying out -™JgJ-^J°* ^ry leelllty *ieh have 

and communes. They have achieved good results. 
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safety. B        ir -Loca-Lities and m ensuring production in 

Having grasped the slogan:    A citizen 1«, *  aniA- 
ity throughout  the country have actively contrfw'nT P6°Ple ^ ^ local" 
exposing hidden enemy forces    soundinfthtT t0 provldin§ information, 
taking part directlv In  fithl• ;  8 alarm'   servl»S as guides,  and 

our Peop^e\fver^nL^a\to11healt^l^fe T^"     ^ S^ta °f 

have participated vigorously Ld^M?^/"86 lab°r movem^t.     They 
our people have also^TaLive in'effoltf^ wi^k    ^5 With  tMS' 
a result,  almost 3,000 misled npr«m.e iT ck misled Pers°ns.    As 
first  6 months  of this year    b    n Zu   "turned  to «"* fold during the 
com;arison to the same period in fg«! ^    ^ m°re than ^ weapons,     m 
300 percent. P 1X1 1984'  thls «presents an increase of almost 

Sv?^^i^5itLl,2rrilble natUral COnditions -"Pled with destruc- 
authoritiL^ ^wSh^B 8^ciar

r-Pea"aat8 ^ COOPerated »1th state 
grave all obstacles and take UTt^l^ T agrlcultural techniques to 
fighting the enemies witht?f V    5      emulation movement.    They are 
other.   Vey ha^rS^^ed Soroil"^ ^ Producti°n ™rk with  the 

ss^is'ss1 oTSrss-^iS^ sd4itrial products 

£■£ tti/pla^s ^^.^^^ÄtS-SS^ fnd  ^ 
affairs,  and ^'f^^l^^^^^.^^^^   ^ 

Through this vigorous movement to defend and hn-m-  rta 
covered outstanding individuals wi h n!La? the country, we have dis- 

revolutionary «and and lovaltv'f  ^  .ave ?°™ 'his through a resolute 
heen exemplary and are a vaSuar^T"8 'he Pa"y and *">**■    They have 
Through this    branch« If thf      . " honesty,   thrift, and diligence. 
firmly expanded 2d :trengt„e„edy'  "" 8r°UP- "* y°Ut" Unl°° ha- »— 

in S^ISS.'iiiS^'^J9«;- h™ S»"d -* Sreat achievements 

and diplomaticäny^xh^great^i ve^tHrf^^"■^SiÄ1'- 

:cfbie^„tT;reH
srinrnStr^rlsonbto Mr "**ä IT-A o»r 

party,  revolution    and people      t^JZ^V^ T^" *** 8°alS °f th<! 

dealt serious defeats    thev are    HI   TtJ' ",lthouSh the enemies have been 

activities to sabota e oufcount "l\£& PTneiBil"L1VeStrUCtlVe 

expansionist dlcue,  in oollusion^lth ^eTs^ ^lllX^™^ 
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reactionary circles in Thailand, is seeking every means to in^"ate the 

efforts to take part in the emulation movement to produce achievements to 

welcome the party's fifth congress. 

movement 

SIStS to the nartVs congress" Promoting, organizing, and implementing 
„flIZNation —t to produce good results to welcome *e party a 
fifth congress is shoving the profound sentiments of each one of « toward 
the KPS and is also a most active contribution to the c—on cause of de 
fending and building our Cambodian fatherland. 

CSO:  4212/101 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KAMPUCHEA 

ARMY PAPER MARKS AUGUST REVOLUTION ANNIVERSARY ] 

BK021001 Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 2300 GMT 31 Aug 85 

[KANGTOAP PADEVOAT  editorial•     »A  M A   I   T •r 
Movement of the OppreeMdN« w" ^ f°r ^ ^t±^1 "deration 

thaTlo y^rf o8r„1st:ry
U"ra°21rnam V" 4° yMrS °ld"     " d° 'rue 

permeate! „1th    tS of LtltT/V* °l '?*■  but theSe 40 "e«s »™ 
rich in enlture andSeivilLatLn    \t T7l     f 

rec<">struction of a nation 

new era for the Vietnamese nati» J"„eS aa for'all Sf?81 ?""! * Drmd- 
in Southeast Asia and the world as » 3h„,„      £or,a      °PPtessed nations 
freedom,  and magnificent socialism. ' ™™ly M «" °f dependence, 

o^rs^erX^pptssion 5^."" F«-\-^ialists and thousands 
not far from heing erased from the l",a rChlSt"feudallsts" P°°r ««nam »" 
ship of the CPV founded ana Ud'hy SideS •„o^nfMA° ^ t"J",,*d lead"- 
of the August Revolution was n„°La   • "*•  the victorious light 
ese nation,  long crushed uLer wll™^™'1 '" *" "" °f the V1"™»! 

Wetname^nation Iromp^nftha^"0" "*•  «»  °°™ °f  *« *«• 
cal struggle until total vift^ n*tnm*°* Pe°Pla to rise up In an energeti- 

the founlftions or soclalL"once ttT^tlT^ ^T* ""* bulldil* 
of the German fascists 1  l^T.       •  ™    .        M°ng Wlth the serious defeat 

and courageous ^^L^^TZ^SS^l^ T" ?" ?'  ^ ™"*"= 
their spirit of natrlnM,. ™,„i   .j i eir struggle, developing 
colonialists a^m""^^^^LJnd '"»P11^ 'he ruling system of the 
nearly 1 centurv      *h£ ,,•  ? that had stagnated on Vietnamese soil for 

August Revolution was a distant bell   t-nll-f™    i,  Z   -f , 

X-t stsrj^T^ £Sr-5 --- a 
fiance that all countries'underTne SnatroTof^e^n^scs^e "S^ 
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neocolonialists could easily copy, study, and imitate by rising up in a re- 
solute struggle to bring a change for their homelands and build them accord- 
ing to the Marxist-Leninist revolutionary mold. 

The program of study on the August Revolution worked out by the nations in 
all continents has elicited excellent proofs of »^".^ .^J*^ 
oppressive apparatuses of the colonialists and imperialists in a brilliant 

and prideworthy manner. 

First of all, the lesson of the August Revolution has become a tradition 
full of objectivity in the Indochinese peninsula, particularly in fraternal 

Camoodia and Laos/as it created combined ™^^-*0^^ta*'g>£B 
undauntedly against the bloody oppression of the French colonialists in the 
oast as well as the U.S. imperialist aggressors in collusion with the Beijing 
expansioSt-hegemonists and their lackeys, the traitorous Cambodian groups, 

at present. 

The brilliance of the August Revolution shows the resolute, united struggle 
S the forces of the masses fighting unstoppably like a torrential current, 
defeating the colonialists and imperialist aggressors, and, in the latest 
dfcade, seriously beating and appropriately punishing the Beijing -pansion- 
ist-hegemonists along the Sino-Vietnamese border, firmly building the Marxist 
Leninist revolution on the beatufiul land of Vietnam. 

The entire Cambodian Army and people, like the progressive people the world 
over! would like to participate with firm optimism in the ^cf^^ 
of the historic 40th anniversary of the August Revolution of the fraternal 
Vietnamese people. The light of the August Revolution has given a radiant 
luture to the Cambodian and Lao peoples and our three countries have become 
stronj and staunch outposts of socialism in the Indochinese Peninsula set- 
ting a brilliant example for the people in Southeast Asia and the world. 

The excellent model and experience of the August Revolution greatly encour- 
Sed^he Cambodian people to struggle resolutely shoulder to shoulder with 
tS fraternal Vietnamese people and the peoples of Laos the Soviet Union 
and all fraternal socialist countries in the world in order to safeguard the 
independence and built their beloved fatherland along the line toward the 
shore of socialism and in defense of peace and freedom in Southeast Asia and 

the world. 

The August Revolution will remain immortal in the memory of the world's peo- 
ple a"nd will be engraved indelibly in the red hearts of the Cambodian people. 

CSO: 4212/101 
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SRV FRIENDSHIP ASSOCIATION OFFICIAL SPEAKS 

BK290731 Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 1300 GMT 28 Aug 85 

iSJSSipC02^S2S,^hSt;^VlB,, r^1™11 °f the Cambodia-Vietnam 
tion and LtZTvzTof Vie^" ^ ^ ^^S^ °* the August Revolu- 

advance with a new step    and    ha    Jh       ^   f Cambodia and Vietnam 
factor in determining ^heJictory rfthlc^?7      * ^^ * Strate§ic 

Samrin,   general  secrftarj If  the paftv Centra r™ ^voluti°»-     Comrade Heng 
Council of State,   stated at  t£m£n   Cer*ral Committee and chairman of  the 
the bonds of solidarity between ill v-   ^^^^ °f  the **** fo™d™S  that 
Cambodia have become the molt vita! lonäT'V"0^ ^ Party *** th°Se °f 

s^r^rsr^.'" ssJrrpeopie - <° d° «Äi * 
army understand'more atouTvietlam and ^trailr0"*6"; T*'-,«"1 °- 
couraseous struggle of the «.S^p^^^'ta^T^V""' 
people understand clearly the assistant, „f It.    n- !  s"ived to make our 
and people for our revolution. Vietnamese party, government, 
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as in factories, enterprises, universities, schools, and so on. Therefore, 

there are many duties of our association. 

Tn the name of the Cambodia-Vietnam Friendship Association and that of the 
amboedir eo le, on the occasion of the anniversary of the August Revolu- 
tion and the 40th anniversary of the natxonal day of the fraternal Vietnamese 
people, our entire Cambodian people would like to sincerely express their 
Profound gratitude to the Vietnamese party, people, and army, especially to 
Se Vietnamese volunteer troops and experts who have carried out their pro- 
letarian duty on Cambodian territory. The Cambodian peole would like to 
ttrZirn  the ereat victory of the fraternal Vietnamese people in the cause of 
thf defense ^construction of their soicalist fatherland  They wiish ha 
the fraternal Vietnamese party, government, and^peopie ^J ""* ^gj" 
victories in the cause of the construction and defense of their socialist 
f^wW  Furthermore, the Cambodian people wish that the bonds of spe- 
c^T2SSiit^SSS5"«d friendship between Cambodia and Vietnam and among 
Cambodia, Vietnam and Laos develop further and last forever. 

CSO: 4212/101 
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ORGANIZATIONS GREET SRV BODIES ON NATIONAL DAY 

BK301238 Phnom Penh SPK in English 1112 GMT 30 Aug 85 

L\etlalhgr°:etL
ngsSto S£r

St
v
30;-KampUChean — organizations have sent 

of Vietnamltguft 1^^197X1^ °lnT ***  ^^ Vietnam (Sept 2). august iy; and on the 40th national day of 

pressed to H^rt, TJSSSTÄÄS. ÄÄS^S*,1"!!"  ^ 
The victory of the Aueu<5i- T?^«!,,^   • „" VJ-ecnam fatherland Front, says: 

colonialism and to feudalism in V^™    "f T* ?Ut m ^ t0 French 
Indochina.  It paved the w^'f  S ^ Md the tWO other countries of 

£üää\& 2Va graathistoricai ™«*°°^ * ^e further says. " "" °Wres«d people in the world," the message 

Ifä-ä1 :: ^lofrrSe'toSs^ s.tha raTOlutia- 
^^^sr^ir^r^ralUaaaa af sr^sr^ss:-aad 

The message expresses profound thanks to the narfv H,« 
front and the people of Vietnam fnr t-L  the party, the government, the 
and assistancePtoPthe Kalpuchean people'. *      ""^ intern^onalist support 

rt°ottio~ of the association of 
Nguyen Thi DLh! says tllTthele'ZtZ^^^V0 her Vietnamese counterpart, 
of Vietnamese women and the people ofl"""8      ^ t0 mlnd the he^isim 
for deration from »*^^%££££ l^%^£2!&, 

F^^^ZSSX*^ f^^cS: b
by rnamese— regime of Pol Pot, stresses that  tht v ^xtinctlon bY the genocidal 

*.* the unhreakahle ^^^S^TS^^^-tST^ 
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of the two countries will bloom still more magnificently despite the enemy's 

perfidy. 

The message declares Kampuchean women's ^termination to further strengthen 
militant solidarity with their Vietnamese sisters so as to foil all drvisrve 

schemes of the enemy. 

The noint message from the People's Revolutionary Youth Union and the 
delation of Evolutionary Youth of Kampuchea to the Ho Chi Minh communist 
Youth Union and the Vietnam Youth Federation says, among other things. 

"We reioice at the brilliant successes obtained by the people and youth of 
Vietnam in the past 40 years and highly praise the heroism displayed by 
the Vietnamese people aL their army in fighting side by side with Kampuchea 

against the common enemy." 

"May the militant solidarity, friendship and multiform cooperation between 
Kampuchea and Vietnam last for ever," the message adds. 

The Kampuchea Federation of Trade Unions, in a message to the Vietnam 
federation o? trade unions, says:  "We highly appreciate the great efforts 
exerted by the people and working class of Vietname under the clear-sighted 
leadership of the Resident Ho Chi Minh, the founder of the fxrst worker- 

peasant state in Southeast Asia." 

"We warmly congratulate Vietnamese workers on the outstanding achievements 
they haveymadeSin the past 40 years in advancing the common revolution and in 
lying the material foundations of socialism on the beautiful land of 

Vietnam," says the message. 

"We wish the working people of Vietnam still greater successes in consolida- 
ting tne bondl of solidarity, friendship and cooperation between the workers 
and trade union organizations of the two countries," concludes the message. 

CSO: 4200/1483 
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PHNOM PENH MEDIA MARK VIETNAMESE ANNIVERSARY 

BK011325 Phnom Penh SPK in English 1103 GMT 1 Sep 85 

iSlLhted°thePe4SthPJ 1.Sep~The ?ress in Ka-P-hea has prominently 
19  atr ei" dJ°£d thHo'tTLt oSl 1*^™*,*»*»*  -volutj (April 
of Vietnam. national day (2 Sep) of the Socialist Republic 

bij ::tn ir™ii°zi ^icF^^^h
its

A
frontpa8ed editoriai - *•« 

by the declaration of Vi^f yicJ°7 of the August revolution,  consecrated 

*Ul±: of vJetnLltL fir^ %o"£rSf nC^6nd ^ f°Undln8 °f the democratic 
President Ho Chi Minht ^IvTlTll^^ rfcTsep  2^3r„i» 
a new era in Vietnam    an a*-* ~-P   •   J .■    *»"*"■c u" oeP ^»  J.y<o,  ushered in 

People became^aste^f SeÄ^?* "" ' reed°m' ^ ^ ^ *» 

b^hetroic p
r^^i:S'

,^28S' «**•*«<**>»• -uggle waged 
of the Communist Par ty of vSSTf <  f COrrect* clearsighted leadership 
independence and socialism  It IS     T" °f a11 C°lorS' in defen*e of 
solidarity initiated bv^ rn 

co?tinues:  »Continuing the tradition of 
Party, the government \ter>°X.  £"? °f Indochina» the communist 
always assiftld Kampuchea in its r^o! r&  **"* F°rCeS °f Vietnam have 
volunteers are caJryinfout\HL   •?   T** CaUS6' Vietnamese Army 
Thanks to thi..^SBp^%Su™t^^SS1!

0 «^ 
national defense and construction ThtrJIT  ^ored brilliant success in 
1984-85 dry season came next in^„2 resoundl»S victories recorded in the 

genocidal ?G1 Pot r^e on Jan* iTols^    ° ^ ** ***** °™ th* 

s^t^^'SeTSdi0^ *iS^ " Vlrr rd devotes *°fui1 p*s- 
indistinct] stories highlightin.^Ji^ T T Pf°ple °f Vietnam ™ [words 
paper's editorial points out £f, ST  deVf °Pment °n all Planes. The 
revolution was f el^tliZ^S naÄ Stier ^f^olef ^ **»' 
the liberation movement* -in ««-»,*.. "onciers. It strongly encouraged 
Laos," the editorial notes!     cou*tries, especially in Kampuchea and 
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freedom" and has relied mainly on its own effort to defeat all its enemies 
-the colonialists, the imperialists and the expansionists. 

Th.  Prf-itorial recalls how Vietnam has saved Kampuchea from the genocidal 
The editorial recalls nowSocialist Republic of Vietnam has 

Ears =rs ä«Sä3» 
to the cause of world revolution and to peace and stability m this region, 
its prestige is rising on the international arena. 

Radio "Voice of the Kampuchea« People" acclaims these ^^ event*h/n^er 
MgMy praising the Vietnamese people for their outstanding achievements over 

the past 40 years. 

"The victory of the August revolution," the radio says in a recent broadcast, 
"brougnt about,tremendous changes on the-land of Vietnam  It seabed the 
triple Joke of native feudalism, French colonialism and Japanese ^cism, 
weighing heavily on the Vietnamese people for many years. The reunification 
of ?ieSamcreated good conditions for the work of defense and reconstruc- 

tion." 

The radio stresses the Vietnamese people's desire for peace and points out 
that "Vietnam, as a member of many international organizations, has been true 
to its role as an independent country supporting other oppressed nations 

in struggling for freedom." 

The radio highly praises the great sacrifices made by Vietnamese Army 
volunteers in the spirit of internationalism to the revolution in Kampuchea. 
It concludes byExpressing profound gratitude to the Vietnamese Peopleand 
wishing them still greater success in defending and rebuilding socialist 

Vietnam. 
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RADIO HIGHLIGHTS KPRAF ACTIVITIES IN PAST WEEK 

BK300853 Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 1200 GMT 29 Aug 85 

[From the "Weekly Roundup of Salient Events" Feature] 

[Excerpt [ According to results from various battlefields in 53 WM« 

2--=--•äS: 2.-rr äM?5 ^^^Sä 
seized an assortment of SWapls    iHLe.    ^nT^Tl0" *""> Pe°ple-    Be 

an enemy warehouse. »eaP°ns,  16 ma,  500 kg of TNT,  and destroyed 

vo1:„teer3a^ in char«»^'»"»1'8 °" T T- *""- "4 «" V1""™*" 
the area.    They en^Ta" ro^ol enemy' old*^."ST^l^Sr1'?    f action, seizing 5 weapons anrf 9S *,„„.* i,/  "AUJ-«s> ana put ±;> of them out of 
Cambodia, Laos? Thailand tSLSL g  S' °n 18 AugUSt' in the 

across the border br nl    H   ^ * gr°UP °f band±ts sneaked ** 
colleagues Jnside the" country  Zv    ^ ammunitlon to ^™  starving 
Vietnamese volunteer ar^ words ^t^ctf^l * ^ UnltS aad the 
quantity of war materiel!      "distmct] se1Zed four weapons and a 

attemptAtrplundaef the" plopLTrfce^'H" -j^ fM» *» ^le *» *» 

a pair of binoculars, and all their weapons. * C°mpaSS' 

CSO: 4212/101 
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'FINANCE MINISTRY EDITORIAL' ON BUSINESS TAXES 

BK310932 Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 2300 GMT 30 Aug 85 

["Finance Ministry editorial":  "Actively Implement the Businesss Tax Policy 

With Success"] 

next] Under the PRK regime, the state is formed through a vote by the peo- 
ple! and it represents the working people. Aside from the task of ensuring 
national defense and maintaining social order and ^«"J' '£f"£j ^vid_ 
the additional obligation of restoring production and social life and provid 
ing guidance for and assistance to the economy so that it benefits both 
society and the peasants and workers. At the same tune, it has the duty 
to promote the development of the cultural, educational, and health services 
and asocial welfare for the people. To realize all these undertakings the 
state must obtain funds and material property by collecting some assets de- 
ducted from the domestic economy in the forms of patriotic contributions, 

business taxes, and so on. 

Tn the transition period of the advance toward socialism, taxes are an im- 
portant source of income for the state budget.  The state collects funds rom 
the people to purchase machinery and fertilizers; construct irrigation net- 
works- develop agriculture and industry; and build communication lines 
ships'docks, gariges, schools, and hospital to serve the people m further 
increasing strength for national defense and for the maintenance of security, 
ensuring Social order, providing a livelihood for the people, and enabling 
them to live and work in stability. 

Each riel given by the people has contributed to the restoration and develop- 
ment of thflconomic, cultural, and social life of the country; to national 

defense endeavors; to constructing facilities l^^^^f^lllfrZ'ln 
selves bv the state; and also to ensuring the happiness of their children in 
the future! Not only will the money paid by the people in taxes and col- 
lected for the state budget be well preserved, but it will also be spent 
to serve the material and spiritual needs of the people themselves. 

Since the country has been freed from the danger of genocide by the Pol Pot- 
leneSarJ Gang, - the principles and policies of the party and state have 
been to boost and exploit to the maximum the people's will to restore pro- 
duction rapidly to meet their everyday needs and the needs of national 
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defense and reconstruction. All business activities throughout the country 

itIesbceoerrLrtir thersetar
ed "* TT^'     "° ^  «* a*Sist the-äS- iltJ  correctly, the state proceeded in 1981 with the listing of all the pro- 

IroTeTslonTL  thT " ^ ** V°1±CY °»  ^^ taxeS °n a number of " 
professions. ^  COmmerce> food ^  * number of designated 

At the end of 1982, together with the procedures of listing professions the 
state defined the policy on taxes for imported goods and tL professional taxes 
usually imposed on medium and large profession«; -in M,e fnn*  / u^essionaJ- taxes 
and service sectors. proressions m the food and beverage 

In the past few years, small-scale campaigns to drum up business tax contri- 

ve nte^itv^ftrcf * * ^f  "^ °f 8eCto™- fields> ^ ^s 
situat^rnf K  •   camP^gn itself remained insignificant. At present, the 
situation of business activities has undergone great changes  The smal1 
industries and handicrafts have grown into^edium and lar^ proactive bases 
The communications and transport sector has also undergone rapifdeillopment 
m both overland and river networks.  Trade and service have also blen 
expanded and broadened to all localities, from the main tow^s to the remote 
countryside. Many professional sectors and fields have had high yields but 
have not yet fulfilled their obligation of contributing to the state budget 

eader
eshi:geg:idanPlemenfn8 *?  <" P°1±Cy' tW «« "^ ^rt-min^S n leadership, guidance; and organization of implementation and in monitoring 

following up, warning, and exhorting the organization of the collecting 

remain;Twe.  "^ C°°Perati°n «* the various ^.rtJ^^Lr^ 

Over the past 6 months, the Council of State has publicized three law- 

taxeT Tb" 12 Th  prof\SslGn^ -'«es. P«ent taxes, and domestic goods 
taxes.  The law-decree on business taxes released by the state has been im- 
plemented throughout the country and has been expanLd to cover many pro- 

tUTZl  T T fieldS'  ?* bUS±neSS taX P°lic" P-Vides afferent priori- ties and incentives among different professions.  For example, the produ"c- 

se^tor60^ rCfVeS 8reater/ri0rity 3nd in-^ives than the'petty'trading 
sector the goods necessary for production and livelihood are liable to lower 
taxes than luxury goods, and the collective organizations receives greater 

coXT °Ver '^/«ivltlea.  To assist the workers in their living 
conditions, small professional bases with low income have their tax rates 
reduced or receive tax exemption.  In this situation, where the national 
economy is still weak and unable to supply significant funds to the state, 
it is imperative to launch a campaign to pay business taxes, particularly 
among major professional sectors with high yield.  This constitutes an im- 
portant source for the state budget. 

widuction^h WT aCtlVfy C°ntribute to SuidinS the development of 
production and boardemng the circulation of goods according to the targets 
of the state plan thus ensuring the interests of the sociefy and thos^of 
the businessmen themselves. 
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The business tax policy is a major policy of the party and state.  It Is 
connected to many'other policies and principles, to many jectora^to the 
armed forces, to the mass organizations, to the whole society, and to the 
interests of the people in general.  The implementation of the business tax 
Policy requires the constant leading and guidingattention of the party com- 
mittees and authorities at all levels in the ideological,- political, organ- 
izational, and implementational fields.  Coordination between the tax authori- 
ties and the departments concerned, the armed forces, and the mass organiza- 
tions will also be an important contribution to the success of tax collec- 
tion  Along with the work of organizing and supervising the implementation 
o the fax policy, it is imperative to train tax collecting cadres in the 
political, ideological, vocational, and professional fields and to take 
care of their revoltuionary ethics. 

The business policy must be broadly spread, explained, ^interpreted 
thoroughly among the cadres, the armed forces, the people, and the profes 
sional oases ensuring that this becomes a broad mass movement responding to 
and providing support for the principles of the state's tax collecting policy. 

It the Lme timefit is imperative to oppose ™°™™^^V^J*col_ 
smearing and discrediting propaganda campaign against out state s tax col 
lecting policy.  Each citizen must participate m monitoring and ferreting 
out all negative acts, such as slanders against the policy, illegal trading 
ac ifitie:! graft, hoarding, and tax evasion. All productive an^Passion- 
al bases must be awakened and correctly implement the policy fulfill their 
obligations, and contribute to and respect all economic and financial prm 
ciples of the administrative regime regarding business taxes. With the cur- 
rent amendment and addition, the business tax policy is fair and reasonable 
and it accords with the character of the revolutionary administration. 
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REPORT ON AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENTS  26 AUG - 1 SEP 

llrlTJd°rlEdit0^ial ReP°rt]     Cambodian ^dia monitored by Bangkok Bureau 
^^^U^^^^^r^^ ^elopmenL dur^ ^port- 

^^lowinfreportr ****** ** ^^ "  1110 GMT °" 28 **u"  transmits 

5Ä3 lomp^g1p^räincef trby^HCi^ T^ *»"**«* * 
tares  and  transplanted AcllTZiftf the       ÄJ ! ^'^f heC~ 
this monsoon croppine      Tb* „1„  * the 1,700,000 hectares  earmarked for 

large quantities of  chemical  fertility     • !     -Tlth 117 motor PumPs  and 

a1c,n  <=«„*-  *-    T,   •     7   cnemicaj.  fertilizer,   xnsecticide and  sprayers.     It ha<? 

Jear       To ensurftL ^ ^ ^ 37'6°° heCtareS  OVer  the  sa™ Period last 

2 534 hectares of medium-term rice,   1,903 hectares of later rice    and 107 
^WusVtbfl0atin\rice'     In -other report broadcast at 043SGM? on 

üft35tL
SSr       V?  ff PeaSantS  ±n K°mPOng Tr3Ch ^strict had re- „„„' ^tares of land;   sown 3,210 hectares of rice;  transplanted 

of7 ter"a:sy
7^rhr^resofmiddieric*:-äS £*«.. 

collected 22 \nnTt-,  heetares of industrial and subsidiary crops; and 
Frinch at 112i? on^ f" °v ^J™1 fertili—. According to SPK in 
Put 57,o5o hectares of iITT' by mid"A^ust peasnats in the province had 

Ä"«f ^^ ^ "* ™  ^  5°'000 ^ta^T^Les 
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Prey Veng Province:. At 1300 GMT on 29 August the radio reports that so far 
peasants in the province have planted 4,300 hectares of corn, 265 hectares 
of cassave, 264 hectares of potatoe, more than 100 hectares of beans, 350 
hectares of vegetables, 300 hectares of short-term industrial crops, more 
than 1,600 hectares of sesame, and more than 200 hectares of sugar cane. 

Kompong Speu Province:  In a report in French transmitted at 0418 GMT on 
26 August SPK says that so far, despite drought, peasants in Phnum Sruoch 
District have managed to transplant almost 4,700 hectares of rice or more 
than 55 percent of this rainy season plan. According to the radio at 1300 
GMT on 31 August, by mid-August, peasants in Samroang Ton District had trans- 
planted 10,706 hectares of rice and planted 810 hectares of subsidiary and 
industrial crops. 

Svay Rieng Province: At 1300 GMT on 1 September the radio reports that so 
far peasants in Svay Rieng District have retilled 29,400 hectares of the 
planned 37,000 hectares of land; sown more than 3,200 hectares of various 
types of rice; and transplanted, broadcast, and planted more than 23,000 
hectares of rice. 

Kompong Cham Province:  In a report in French transmitted at 1147 GMT on 
26 Augst SPK says that by mid-August peasants in Kroch Chhma District had 
planted almost 1,000 hectares of rice and 1,250 hectares of subsidiary crops 
and had put 550 hectares of land back to cultivation. 

CSO:  4212/101 
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MONGOLIAN LEADERS THANK YOU MESSAGES TO PRK LEADERS 

Dugersuren Message 

BK270622 Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 0430 GMT 27 Aug 85 

[Text]  Comrade Hun Sen, PRK foreign minister, has recently received a mes- 

Pe^le^s^ubUc" S"^ ^™™>  *<"«*»  ■**«« o? the Mongol^ People s Republic.  The message, among other things, says:  I am happy with 

bal\£ ,fraternal relations and cooperation between our two countries 
based on the firm principles of Marxism-Leninism and progressive proletarian 

icco^r°na>w?r.the benef±tS °f the MOng0lian an? Cambod1"- People in accordance with the interests of peace, democracy, and socialism. 

Batmonh Message 

BK260750 Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodian 0430 GMT 26 Aug 85 

llTlL  Cr-ade He^g ?amrln' general secretary of the party Central Commit- 

of the P^Znci!  f M^ C°UnCil °f Stat"S «*  C°mrade *™  Sen> <*ain£n of the PRK Council of Ministers, recently received a message of thanks from 
Comrade Jambyn Batmonh, general secretary of the Central Committee of the 

Hurfl PT 
Rey°1UtiT^y PTle'S Partyand Chalrman of the P-Ple's Great 

" Pres^dlu^ and Comrade Sodnom, chairman of the Council of Ministers of 
the Mongolian People's Republic, for a congratulatory message sent on the 

othtath-nVge::asIy:f 
the MOn80lian PeOPle'S reVölUti0n- ^-essage. amon, 

üolidaritv^LrT110^ that the fraternal relations of friendship, militant 
Drl^lS' ? M      c°operation between our two countries, based on the 
principles of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism, will further 
develop and be strengthened in the future. 

TeTvlTllnZt  W°U\d n^ t0 6XPreSS t0 y°U' and thrOUgh I™  to the Cambodian people sincere wishes for greater success in the cause of defending and 

SSvT™"1 independence, sovereignty, and revolutionary^!- 
toTm/      by imperialists and other reactionary forces in the struggle 
to build a new society in your country. "fes-^ 
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BRIEFS 

NICARAGUA'S ORTEGA CONGRATULATEB-Phnom Penh, 29 f ^(W-H^gJ^J ^lr" 
man  nf thP PRK Council of State, sent warm congratulations to Daniel urtega 
Saavedra on Ae occasion of the latter was elected to the post of coordinator 
oflhe executive committee recently created by the Sandinist National Libera- 

ion Fro"  The message notably says: Under ^ ^^^^^. 
I am convinced that all perfidious maneuvers by ^^'infiltrate Nicaragua 
tain economic pressure and sustain antirevolutionanes to «^"^j^* JS 
in order to undermine its revolutionary gains are found to be defeated by the 
Srm will and invincible strength of the heroic Nicaraguan Pfople-  I -^ 
you new and greater successes in carrying out this noble task for the common 
goals of peace, freedom, democracy, and social progress.  [Text]  [Phnom Penn 

SPK in French 0411 GMT 29 Aug 85 BK] 

DELEGATIONS VISIT SRV COMBATANTS-Phnom Penh 29^Aug (SPK)--On the 40th anni- 
versary of the Vietnamese national day, a delegation from the PRK party, 
IZrJ  and mass organizations visited Vietnamese combatants on proletarian 
SernaSonTist mission in western Cambodia. The delegation was led by Mean 
Sam-an alternate member of the party Central Committee and chairman of the 
l^puäe^Reeolutionary Women's Association. Another clelegation led by 
Mfl" Loas deputy minister of the cabinet of the Council of Ministers, aiso 
visitid Vietnamese combatants stationed in Ta Sanh (Battambang).  [Excerpt] 
[Phnom Penh SPK in French 0414 GMT 29 Aug 85 BK] 

RETURNEES TO THE REVOLUTION-Phnom Penh, 26 Aug (SPK)-Since the ^ginning 
of the year, thanks to the lenient policy of the party and Sover™e£ °f the 

PRK 154 misled persons have rallied to the revolutionary cause m Santuk 
Sir let KomLng Thorn Province, some 150 km north of Phnom Penh. During 
tS same'period? 14 others reported themselves to the revolutionary power of 
Prey "eng"province, 90 km east of the capital.  These returnees banded^over 
to the local authorities a remarkable quantity of arms and other war mater- 
iel  Fully enjoying the rights of citizens, the returnees are now Wing 
a new life'wiS their families with the assistance of the local authorities. 
[Text]  [Phnom Penh SPK in French 1144 GMT 26 Aug 85 BK] 

GDR'S HONECKER BIRTHDAY GREETINGS-Phnom Penh, 28 Aug (SPK)-Heng Samrin, 
General secretary of the KPRP Central Committee and chairman of the PR* 
Council of State! sent his warm greetings to Erich Honecker, general secretary 
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°l  t^T,
Soclalist Unity Party of Germany Central Committee and chairman of 

the GDR Council of State on the occasion of his 73th birthday anniversary. 
In his message the Cambodian leader wrote:  "I have the firm conviction that 
the good relations of friendship and the close multifaceted cooperation 
between our two countries will continue to develop and broaden for the well- 
being °f °ur two PeoPle8 and for world peace." Chairman Heng Samrin wished 
his GDR counterpart the best of health and great success in carrying out his 

GMT 28 *AU 85^ f  reSp°nslbility-  fText3 t^nom Penh SPK in French 0428 

CouncLAandDISTRIBiTI0N~°n " AUgUSt' * ^legation from the KUFNCD National 

^lida^tJCwith iSn ^L^^^^i^^e 
in Kompong Chhnlng Prince  tSceStWJhno'm'p Tn^ ^ ^^ ^^^ 
Cambodian 0430 GM? 27 Aug 85 Af f     Penh Domestic Service in 

clSefoft^Älrr ?? inVltatl0n °f the emulati°n 
tute tLWitut^SSS.. oTthe i^^?^^^^^^ 

«xival by Sa Not/deputy d^^r^-„£^^^^^ ^J^P« *" 
charge of emulation movement.  The presence of q™,iAai« wTi  iu   f chare-p d'affair^o +■  ^ i_ J •      presence or bouknala Phakonkham, Lao acting 
cnarge d affaires to Cambodia, was also noted. [Text] [Phnom Penh SPK in- 
French 0431 GMT 28 Aug 85 BK] J Lrnnom ^enn SPK m 

SRV FRIENDSHIP DELEGATION ARRIVES-Phnom Penh SPK ?q A 
the Vietnam-Kampuchea Friendshin A^n^l-   , ? ?   g~A deleSati°n of 
Truong Tue, arrived e       L    '" ?' led by its President, Phan 
independence day" in Kampuchea  It Z«      f*™^™  °f Vietnam's 40th 
Chhuk Chhim, vice chSlnIf K lu    u    welcomed at Pochentong Airport by 

tion and the I-tLS^;f0LSSt£D^T
Chea■I1't,,ll,,, FriendshiP Associa- 

Kampuchean officials  Jietn^Icf Tary Women °f Kampuchea, and other 

[Phnom Penh SPK^^lIS^'^J^S^]"1"1 ™ ^  '""«*• ^ 

SOVIET FLOOD RELIEF—Phnom Penh SPK 23 Aue—RPll-Pf i,  u 
People who were affected by floods last yea^ at" 13 Z dlstributed to 
Phnom Penh and in the proving nf v    A communes surrounding 
Kompong Speu. The relief donated bv^^ ^ Rieng' Prey VenS> Take° «nd 
Solidarity, consisted of bJcycleJ Llil ""  Committee for Afro-Asian 
household utensils and schoofmaterials°%f

Sewln\macbines, blankets, tex 
localities by a delegation of ," W3S brouSht to the afflicted 
construction and deflns^of Kammer  riC^nCil °f United front ^ 
president of the front and aeneraf ^ ffherland led by Men Chhan, vice 
[Text] [Phnom Penh S^K inU^lTcMT^^g 85 £? ^ *™"- 

textile, 

CSO:  4200/1483 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TRADE, AND AID 

AAPSO SENDS ANNIVERSARY MESSAGE TO SWAPO 

OW241808 Hanoi VNA in English 1543 GMT 24 Aug 85 

[Text] Hanoi VNA 24 August—The Vietnam AAPSO committee has extended warmest^ 
greetings to the South West African people's organization (SWAPO), on the anni- 
versary of the people's liberation army of Namibia (26 August). 

The message says: 

"Since its foundation, the People's Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN) has under 
SWAPO leadership won big victories in the struggle against the racist aggressors 
of South Africa backed and assisted by U.S. led Western countries. Your armed 
forces' fight has also made important contribution to the present political 
and diplomatic struggle in Namibia and the world as a whole, thus ceaselessly 
increasing the SWAPO's prestige. 

"Together with other progressive people throughout the world, the Vietnamese 
people strongly condem the South African administration for their deliberately^ 
rigging up the puppet government to legalize its prolonged occupation of Namibia, 
and resolutely demands that the Pretoria administration seriously implement 
the U.N.'s resolution 435 on the return of independence to Namibia whose only 
genuine representative is the SWAPO." 

"Once again," the message says, "the Vietnamese people reaffirms their militant 
solidarity with and unswerving support for the Namibian people's indomitable 
struggle against the Pretoria regime for their genuine independence and 
freedom." 

The message expresses the confidence that the Namibian people and army, under 
SWAPO leadership and with the great assistance of the front-line countries, 
the Organization of African Unity (OAU), the socialist countries, and all 
progressive forces throughout the world, will win even bigger victories and 
that they will certainly win total victory. 

CSO:  4200/1469 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TRADE, AND AID 

BRIEFS 

ECONOMIC RELATIONS PRAISED-Hanoi VNA 22 August-Miro.n Ovidiu, Charge d'affaires 
A.I of Romania, held a press conference at the embassy here this morning on 
the 41st national day of the Socialist Republic of Romania. Present at the 
conference were representatives of the foreign ministry, the international 
department of the communist party of Vietnam Central Committee, and large 
numbers of Vietnamese newsmen. Miron Ovidiu brought out the great significance 
of 23 August 1944 in the glorious history of the Romanian people. He reviewed 
the brilliant achievements recorded by the Romanian people over the past 41 
years under the leadership of the communist party, particularly since the 
Ninth Congress of the party.  He said that an underdeveloped country before 
the second world war, Romania has today become a developed industrial-agri- 
cultural country with G.N.P., 28 times as big as in the old regime, and an 
even better life for its people.  The Romanian charge d'affaires expressed 
his joy at the development of the friendship, solidarity and all-round coopera- 
tion based on mutual respect and mutual trust between the communist parties 
governments and peoples of Vietnam and Romania, particularly at the development 
ol the economic and commercial relations between the two countries   [Text] 
Hanoi VNA in English 1538 GMT 22 Aug 85 OW] 

AAPSO SENDS SOLIDARITY MESSAGE-Hanoi VNA 24 August-The Vietnamese AAPSO 
committee has sent a message to the African National Congress (ANC) expressing 
the Vietnamese people's support for the South African people's struggle against 
the racist regime in South Africa.  After recalling the seething struggle of 
the people from different walks of life in South Africa over the past days 
especially m Johannesburg and its vicinities and on the outskirts of Elizabeth 
Port against the racial discrimination of the Pretoria Administration for 
the People s Welfare and Democracy, the message says:  "These events prove that 
the South African people's revolutionary struggle under the ANC leadership has 
achieved a new quantitative and qualitative development.  "Together with other 
progressive people in the world, the Vietnamese people strongly condemn the 
Pretoria racist regime backed by the U.S. led imperialist forces for having 
perpetrated brutal crimes against the South African people.  We demand that the 
South African administration release immediately Nelson Mandela and his family 
and thousands of other South African patriots now still under detention." 
We believe that the South African people under the leadership of the ANC 
their sole authentic representative, will win still greater victories in their 
revolutionary struggle against racism for genuine independence and freedom 
and other legitimate national rights."  [Text]  [Hanoi VNA in English 1553 GMT 
24 Aug 85 OW] 

CSO:  4200/1469 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT 

BRIEFS 

HOANG TUNG SPEAKS—Hanoi VNA 22 August—A: symposium on forty years of Vietnam's 
socialist realist literature was held here on 20-21 August by the Institute of 
Literature, the Writers' Association and the Van Hoc (Literature Publishing 
House in honour of the 40th anniversary of Vietnam's August revolution (19 
August) and 40th national day (2 September). Among those present at the 
symposium were Hoang Tung, secretary of the communist party of Vietnam Central 
Committee; Ha Xuan Truong, alternate member of the Party Central Committee, 
and head of its department for culture and artsv Nearly 40 reports were 
delivered at the symposium. Addressing the symposium, Hoang Tung recalled 
the major achievements of Vietnamese literature through the successive stages 
of revolutionary struggle and said that Vietnam's socialist literature has 
played an important role in the people's spiritual life and is a contribution to 
world literature.  [Text]  [Hanoi VNA in English 0725 GMT 22 Aug 85 OW] 

CSO: 4200/1469 
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ECONOMIC  PLANNING,   TRADE,   AND  FINANCE 

JOINT  BUSINESS   FOR NORTH-SOUTH  SHIPPING  SET 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 25,  27 Jun 85 

[Investigative report by Minh Son: "Haiphong Joins With Private Business in 
North-South Shipping " ] 

[25 Jun 85 p 2] 

[Text]   Needs in Daily Life 

In addition to its activities aimed at hurriedly gaining control of goods and 
money,  getting prepared to get rid of bureaucratic practices and state financ- 
ing and totally switching to economic accounting and socialist enterprise, the 
commercial-touristic sector of Haiphong has been doing joint business with 
30 families of private business people in north-south shipping, mainly by sea. 
The initial contributions of money and goods by those families as capital to 
the state amounted to 6 million dong.    The families that volunteered to do 
joint business with the state are all professionally capable.    Most heads of 
those business families are from 45 to 60 years of age.    Many families have 
been living on and being devoted to business for two generations. 

Following the total liberation of the South, as communications were resumed 
on the sea, the birth of the passenger steamship Thong Nhat has created favor- 
able conditions for the movement of people between Haiphong and Ho Chi Minh 
City.    The movement of goods between the South and the North is to an impor- 
tant extent linked with the weekly runs of the passenger steamship Thong Nhat 
and a number of other means of transportation. 

Due to irregular development, mostly of the consumer goods-producing indus- 
try    among different localities in the country,  particularly between Ho Chi 
Minh City and the northern provinces, price differences have appeared among 
different regions.    At the end of February 1985,  in Ho Chi Minh City the very 
common price of 100 balloons was 80 dong; the same balloons in Haiphong 
were sold at the price of 2-3 dong a piece.    Plastic and aluminum housewares 
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and a number of other necessary items also showed price differences up to 
1-3 times higher.    This did not include some special products which the north- 
ern provinces had and the southern provinces did not have, or vice versa. 

The above-mentioned situation pointed to a reality that was dictated by the 
needs in everyday life: there must be circulation and exchange of goods and 
products among regions and between one locality and another.    In the mean- 
time, the state commerce had been doing very little, had not known how to do 
things or had failed to pay proper attention to satisfying the people's needs. 
In fact, there were shipments of goods from Haiphong to a number of locali- 
ties in the south,  but attention usually was paid only to major goods like ce- 
ment, iron and steel,  coal, and so on. 

Few people had thought of dealing in such items as needles, thread, tooth 
paste, glass lamp tubes, metal lamp bases brought from Saigon, or shipping 
to the south such discarded materials as pieces of torn raincoats, broken 
plastic toys, torn gunnysacks, and so on.    These items might be considered 
negligible, but actually in a year the quantities needed could amount to a few 
thousand tons.    We know that a few corporations, wards and districts of 
Haiphong did try to have a few shipments of special goods produced in the 
north sent to Ho Chi Minh City and to bring back from there a number of con- 
sumer goods, but the fact that they did not know how to do such business,  did 
not define clear-cut responsibilities, had a large staff and showed inadequate 
skills and poor storage resulted in considerable losses on their part.    Some 
goods were stored for years and still remained unsaleable.   A district-level 
corporation had to throw away thousands of tires because of their decreased 

quality. 

The state commerce was not yet capable of satisfying the urgent needs of con- 
sumers; by natural law, private business people would have to fill the gap. 
That was why the north-south business trips originating in Haiphong were be- 
coming more and more active and sometimes created considerable difficulties 
for market management.   And in order to prevent them, Haiphong once had to 
take such administrative measures as raising taxes, making arrests and 
strictly prohibiting north-south trade.    However,  reality showed that the re- 
sults obtained had been poor and there had appeared a number of other nega- 
tive aspects. 

One, if the state raised taxes, the people doing north-south business would 
add the extra taxes they had to pay to the costs, which at the end consumers 
would still have to pay.    Two, if arrests were made and strict control were 
imposed, private business people would seek every means to bribe control of- 
ficers and ship officials, as they have corrupted a number of cadres and state 
officials.   As a result, taxes and freight charges still remained under collect- 
ed.    For the same reason, the state would be unable to control goods and 

money. 
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Three, the fact that the circulation of goods was hampered by "market- 
bannxng,  river-blocking " action would create an artificial surplus of goods in 
one place and a shortage of goods in another.    Meanwhile, there were con! 
sumer goods-producing installations in the south that needed the discarded 
materxals from some Haiphong enterprises to make new products but found 
that their need remained unfulfilled.   Again because of the circulation of goods 
bexng far from troublefree,  some farmers felt reluctant to invest  n the mak 
ing of various kinds of traditional special products. 

tL*lu*lTt fr, CiTlati°n °f S°°ds in —yday life,  production can 
reach a hxgh level of development only when it is able to satisfy the urgent re- 

^ollTTl Creat6d ^ thG UW °f SUpply and demand'   As Haiphong had under- 
stood and become aware of the above-mentioned situation, it chosl as a solu- 

o it rs
gr brinerwith private business pe°pie * ** ^^1 P„i. oa it was going through. F 

How To Do Joint Business? 

W »T-P      ! ^    f   Transformation and Management Committee was play- 

pll WeZrr£  „• °t Kingetting *• SUte COmm"" and Pri-te business peo- 
ft r^i ^       r J°,?t.buslness to °P«"e north-south shipments.   First of ail 
it rehed on the opinions of the people; such sectors as public security   f 
nance and ^affairs; and the command of passenger stLmshi Tho^^hat 
whUe conducing an investigation and finding out the ability of business ta, . 

— "TouuTn tel; °" T "V*"' " ~d" "-1'~ "* dMd*d ^^° groups        group one consistmg of families that have been doine shioment Kn.i 

coemeffr"orbeortn?hn S "*.T "^ ^"^ ■"""• *"»• *"^.Ä£ta?" come from both slupment busmess and other occupations; and group three 
those nonprofessional people who operate just a few shipments^ year! 

offtr.-1TVlng diV-ided *e familleS int° «rouPs and acquired a good knowledge 
™« .T™ condltlons and business capabilities, the lltrfcetT^sfor 
Tlafned^ th      trment Committ« **« «U of them over and clearly «- 

£l CPv^ctr Ze Par!T=nd Sta*e POllCieS and actual d"isi°- <* theJunic- 
S^SrrttÄ^ C— ab°Ut ^ ™—n and 
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members of these joint business installations.    The commercial-touristic sec- 
tor of Haiphong has assigned Minh Khai Department Store (at the same level 
as a service corporation) to do joint business with them in buying and selling 
goods.    Four of its cadres have been sent over to hold such key positions as 
store director,  deputy director,  chief accountant and treasurer. 

The first thing that was done right after joint business had been set up was to 
determine the mechanism for operations and limits for division of profits and 
bonuses.    The store drafted an agreement for operations, which defines the 
cooperative-enterprise store as consisting of the state commerce on the one 
hand and private business people specialized in doing shipment business and 
having capital of their own, which has been put into organizing the store, on 
the other.    The commercial-enterprise cooperative store is an independent 
accounting unit having the capacity of a juridical person, has its own seal and 
bank account,  receives state support and operates in accordance with guidance 
from the state commerce, has the task of doing business by buying and selling 
or exchanging and exploits sources of goods in accordance with the unified 
plan of the municipality in the locations designated by the Municipal People s 
Committee.    It must contribute to and supplement the commodity fund of the 
municipality for the purpose of serving production and satisfying the people s 
consumption needs and taste, as well as stabilizing prices; ensure profitable 
business and harmonious existence of the three interests of the state and col- 
lectives of business people and consumers; and help to implement the policy of 
the party and state on market arrangement,  transformation and management. 
The people who join this cooperative business are business people holding 
class A and B business licenses and professional business people having capi- 
tal    sources of goods,  customers and business location and specialty.    They 
must be doing serious business, have not committed any major wrongdoings 
and must voluntarily apply for contributing capital to the joint business.    Each 
person must have at least 100, 000 dong of capital in cash or goods.    Capital 
put into business by private business people is protected by the state.    In the 
early period, the store mainly uses this capital from private people and, when- 
ever necessary,  the state will put in additional capital or borrow capital from 
the credit fund.    The capital that private people put into joint business, if nec- 
essary,  can be partially withdrawn when they no longer remain in the business 
and, if there are legitimate reasons, will be gradually returned within 2-3 
months.    Money contributed by both sides is considered fluid capital and is ^ 
guaranteed by the state budget as cash in accordance with the needs for busi- 
ness development. 

The cooperative-enterprise store must fulfill all of its obligation to the state 
in accordance with regulations, in terms of paying business license, indus- 
trial-commercial, business, income and other taxes. 
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[27Jun85p2] 

irom^T F7m d*fltributton' the agreement indicates that the part of 
proftt dxstrxbuted on the basis of shares to the state commerce will be put in 

Z:T^ thG Sl"te bUdget'   AS t0 the Pr°fit distributed to the shares of 
JttTp.«ri' PrP    ' " 1S tem*>°rar^ handled " allows: Wages and bo- 
ZteLiff Sl!areS"e n0t addGd t0 the Profit' nor deluded in the com- 
nefs of        ^C°m\^'    depending on the actual work and the nature of busT- 

from loT20PriV       ^T* PG°Ple' & r™ble ^vel of exemption rang ng 
min^d     S,      Pe

+
rCent;f ^ Profit distributed to his shares will be deter- 

mined     The system of exemption of industrial-commercial tax will be fullv 
applxcable.    For difficult cases, the existing tax rules will apply * 

t^f t6 diSf .ibuti°" °f Profit' *« bylaws of the store indicate that the re- 
sults obtaxned in each business shipment should ensure payment of wa7es to 

tA    I     T    Tg direCtly involved to business (this standard of living can 
be hxgher than that of cadres and workers,  even in the case price compel 

as° follows"? in" " Wagri"    The remainlng Share °f actual'profit iXTded as follows: 30-50 percent,  depending on the results of the shipment concerned 

21     l?£   fVHe bUdgGt; ^ t0 the rem ainin* 50 P««~t.   IsTercent wUlbe 

board of the store, m addition to a number of cadres sent over by the Ste 
can appojnt lts own representatives to serve as deputies in the stare in order 

Toods     TL air' •*,"?"»>" ta —action with the control and sales of 

d^plinar; a*™' ^ "**" *" ^^^ <°* '"""•• *»«« -d 

rsiteanandc;;etdb=: ä~ joint sMpment b—btrr 

Gains and Losses 

The joint north-south shipment business between the state commerce and ori 

monthTinTr PrPllin Haiph°ng haS b6en in 6xistence *>* ju^arly 2     * months.    The store has made only 5 shipments,  4 by sea and 1 bV land    with 
the volume of goods totaling nearly 100 tons.    As thl new worfc wL bettet 
rxed out for just a short time, its strengths were not all seen yeT nor dfd any" 
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weaknesses and negative aspects fully appear.    But the officials m Haiphong, 
particularly the commercial-touristic sector and other sectors concerned, 
have already affirmed the following gains and losses in this joint business. 

The greatest and most obvious gain was the fact that the state was able to con- 
trol the sources of goods and the main source of capital among the people do- 
ing north-south shipment business.    To a definite extent, the commercial sec- 
tor was able to influence and operate the sources of goods in certain zones. 
Whenever goods were put aboard or unloaded from a ship, the private business 
households made a detailed declaration to show the volumes,  quantities    types 
and qualities of the goods they were dealing in.    The goods were weighed, 
measured and counted again and later were confirmed by the store and sec- 
tors concerned,  such as taxation,  shipping and customs.    By controlling the 
volumes of goods bought and sold in such shipments, the state can not only 
make adjustment and coordinated efforts to channel various types of goods to 
where consumption needs exist but also, through the movement of such goods, 
learn about the taste and liking of consumers and thus guide local production 
sectors toward making products that suit better the people's needs.    I*^addi- 
tion to having a volume of goods of various kinds and abundance to add to its 
commodity fund,  the state can gradually guide private business people from 
doing spontaneous business in which making profit is the foremost purpose 
toward joining the socialist enterprise.    This does not take into consideration 
the fact that the state can increase the source of income of the state commerce. 
In the first month, the store put 170, 000 dong of profits into the state budget. 

According to a number of families of private business people doing shipment 
business,  in the past they had been in a painful situation as every control of- 
ficer anywhere had the authority to make things miserable for them.    Between 
the place where they bought goods and the place where they sold them to con- 
sumers they had to " spend " so much money at very many gates, at very many 
checkpoints.    Some people said that during a single shipment they had to carry 
with them hundreds of thousands of dong in cash to " spread " all over the 
route they traveled.    The payment of taxes and freight charges to state organs, 
with invoices and receipts being issued in a proper manner, accounted for only 
two-thirds or less, but the total amount equal to one-third or more that they 
actually spent was -discreetly given" or offered to control officers    without 
any documents or invoices being issued.    In the case they had been able to buy 
some special products or exotic foods and delicacies, they had to have some 
"gifts " given to control officers at every checkpoint as samples of "produce 
from our own garden. "   As we had some in-depth conversations with a number 
of families of private business people who had joined the state in doing busi- 
ness, we learned what they considered their gains: They now have peace of 
mind as they do joint business with the state, are no longer called "dealers, 
can do business in the full capacity of juridical person, are protected by the 
state and hence concentrate their efforts on looking for sources of goods and 
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and getting to know consumer»' taste and liking in order to sell goods     Thev 
are no longer afraid   and do not have to seek every means to getfco "gh cheok. 
points; even their entire business group does not have to worry about getttnT 

The losses, which have just begun to appear, were quite obvious among pri- 

ood*in^de/Ä Ä7" ^i4" "< °~* - ^ "»«£, goods in order to deal with the state commerce 

Arousing Positive Factors 

andTn " iw* aVAlley 19° °f Da Nang Street' we had to get off our bicycle 
and to walk for about 10 minutes before coming to house No zl   TuT? 
ofMrsPhamThiNham, 55, one of the active member^oTthe no m s^th ^ 
for n"" J°;n

nt-buSine- ■*"• She has been doing business to earn her tving 
for nearly 40 years. She started by being a street vendor and then was a * 
wholesale buyer of fish from fishing boats for resale in urban areas     When 

z^^*zxx%2£ -ig ™ Hr 

'-While there are not enough means of transportation provided by the state   " 

^w^m^s^d^ff^rir vgood at ------ 
the store assigns a turnover fi<mre fc Z'  *f   ^ "" ta ^ joint >»»»>»>«, 

good merchandises,^; manual £\f avpm los's^ £ JeuT * *1 

erne   re:Cthh a Mgh I"""" and *" t0 ™k' ~»t"*«'»d ^L» nignTn 
come -- other members of my family still can contribute to serving the lust 
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As we tried to understand more, we realized that almost all families of pri- 
vate business people relied on their steady professional skills and on quick^in- 
formation about daily changes of prices of the goods they were dealing in from 
the places they had been bought to the places they would be sold to make time- 
ly adjustment for their business.    On the other hand, they were very sensi- 
tive to the taste and liking of consumers.    Either in Haiphong or m Saigon, 
when there were signs of a shortage of a certain item   their goods would im- 
mediately appear on the market.    Mrs Nham also told us that as she is 55 and 
her health is declining, once in a while she has thought of retiring, but she 
still cannot give up her job yet.   After she joined the joint business    her in- 
come has somewhat decreased, but since she now has peace of mind and feels 
relieved,  she feels reassured in carrying out the business. 

We visited with Mrs Pham Thi Nghia,  59, in her home at 2 Chu Van An Street 
where we saw her family's two beds being pushed together to leave a space 
for storage of goods.    More than 5 tons of goods all packed in large bags^ 
raised from the floor with props to remain dry and ready to be sent to Saigon 
with the next shipment.   As we looked at those neatly stored bags    we remem- 
bered having seen at a commercial organ the same line of goods being piled 
up in a disorderly manner and exposed to rain and shine, which partially ex- 
plained why our exported goods were sent back from abroad because of failure 
to meet specifications and quality requirements. 

Mrs Nghia said that the ladies' capital had an average turnaround of 4 per 
month, or 48 per year (perhaps in our state commerce nowhere else has 
achieved a higher turnaround of capital).    She deals in very many lines of 
goods, including the ones she buys in the northern delta and midlands,  later 
puts aboard a ship in Haiphong and sends to Saigon, where they are exported 
to foreign countries.    Prices of such goods change a great deal between the 
time they are delivered in Saigon harbor and the time they are sold abroad. 
For this reason Mrs Nghia and many other ladies in the joint north-south ship- 
ment business store once wished they could do joint business with the state m 
exporting the above-mentioned goods and other products.    The state fulfills 
the exporting task while the joint business store fulfills the task of exploiting 
the sources of goods,  storing goods and transporting them to Haiphong harbor. 
With this arrangement the state can both increase the volume of domestic 
goods available for export and get more foreign currencies while reducing the 
transportation,  circulation and other "negative " expenses involving the move- 
ment of goods from Haiphong to Ho Chi Minh City prior to their export.    In 
the joint north-south shipment business between the state and the Haiphong 
private business people things have not been rosy all the time.    Van Nam,  di- 
rector of the Municipal Commercial-Touristic Service, had good reasons to 
worry about this fact: the capital in the business today mainly comes from 
private business people.    Since the state does not hold an advantage in terms 
of the invested capital and as the capabilities and professional skills of the 
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regions.    The passenger steamship Thong Nhat can carry onlv 200 ton« 17 

Äf^ y       lgned &r fte taSk °f ""*»« *°°ds *—• « Je south 

5598 
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[Article by Ann Thu] 

[Text] As  in most  developing  countries 

the  large   and  fast-growing  popu- 
lation in Vietnam has exerted great 
pressure on socio-economic develop- 

ment   programmes.  But  unlike  the 

case  in many countries,  the over- 

riding concern here is not only to 
redistribute the population, organize 

effective migration, adjust the pace 
of urbanization and protect natural 
resources  and  the  evironment,  but 

first, and   foremost  to   reduce  the 

population growth rate.       .;.   ..•':; ■.-,-.-. 

.;   The   population' growth ( rate   in. _ 

;  Vietnam has been very high over.; 

tfie .past forty years. Since 1939, It 
has averaged about 3 per cent ah-' 

;   hually. in 1955—1960,following the•■'■" 

conclusion .o£ the anti-French war. 
: of resistance, it jumped to 3.8 per 

cent   In the  period  froni   1955. to 

ltof;   the   population.1 of   Vietnam 

grew from 25 to 50 million in spite 

.   of the  anti-US /war  of  resistance. 

Following   are   some   results   of   a 

census conducted in 1975: In Ward 
16, District 4 of Ho Ghi Minh City, 
of the 1,253 women of child-bearing 
age   two-thirds  had   from   6   to   10 
children.   In   Hai   Binh   commune, 
Tinh Gia district, Thanh Hoa prov- 
ince,   a  commune  of   average   size, 

'   70% of the families had 7 and more 

children. In 1975, Bihh Tri Thien 
province had 1.7 million inhabitants. 

From 1975 to 1980 more than 100,000 
of its inhabitants, went to other 
provinces under the programme of 

redistribution of the work-force. 
Yet, due to the high birth rate 
(3%) the population figure in 1980 

was  again  1.7 million. 

By 1984, the population of Viet- 
nam had grown to 58 million. Over 
the past forty years, the increase 
in food production has barely kept 
pace with population growth. The 

result has been a stationary level 
of per capita food production, a 
high population density, .and the., 

-shrinking of-farmland.'--At present, 
Vietnam is the 13th most populous 

country in the world and is also 
among those with the lowest na- 

tional  income  per. Head, of tpopu-'^ 

latlOn. .wf..'-;- ../::■- ,.-.^^li .^-riJ-iV^^fiA 
-. ' '" '.■■v'i-Y.S'-*'.'■ ;*:'.■ .vT:.-?>::■ A;;V,.^ 
;   As early as 1962K the yietnarnese^. 

Government   decided  to  enforce   a 
programme of farhily planning.. The : 
programme   was   entrusted   to   the 

Healtly   Ministry^ assisted, byr. the^ 
. State    Planning    Commission,    the 

Federation   of   Trade. Unions/ the: 

Women's1   Union,;' the    Fatherland 
Front...  Policies  aimed   at  encour-; 
aging  birth  control have  been  is- 
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sued. Thanks to this, the population 

growth rate dropped tö 2.4% in 1980 

from 3.3% in 1970 and 3.8% in 
1960. 

However, this still falls far short 

of the demands of economic.develop-, 

ment. In August 1981, the Council 

of Ministers issued a new instruc- 
tion regarding family planning, 

calling on each couple to have two 

children at most, with- ä view to 

bringing the rate of population 

. growth down to 1.7% by the end of 

1985. Birth-control targets are to be 

attained at all Government offices 

and production establisments. Each 

locality is to set a target for itself 

on the basis of the national target 

and its own concrete/conditions. As. 

a result, by 1984 the population • 

growth rate had dropped to 2.2% 

throughout the country. Most en- 

couragingly, some rural localities 

with a long record of fast population 

growth have obtained good results, 
.  in birth control   Vj   ,; ,  -.{.v   ,.;."■   ,. 

Lao   Hong commune   in  My  Van 
district,   Hal   Hung   province,   Is   a 

case   in   point.   In  this  agricultural 

' commune,   with;   a.  population    of,. 

.4,211, each couple has only twj ör Ti 
i. threes;; children; compared! with  the t 

^national average of five The blrthiftl 

control-, programme;; has., received., 

warm response from the population.^ 

Few women marry' before the'age? 

of 22 and most stop bearing chlldi^ 

_ ren at the age' of 30. Most couples'; 

are applying, contraceptive measures. I 

Users of contraceptive devices, apart« 

from free medical care, also receive 

bonuses in paddy and other foods. 

These measures have concurred to 

bring the annual population growth 

rate at Lac Hong down to  1.6%. 

Regrettably, however, there are 

not yet many places like Lac Hong. 

Nationwide,  propaganda for  family 

planning    remains    inadequate.    A 

large section of the population still 

has mixed feelings about birth con- 

trol,  and  doesn't know how to go 

about it. A survey shows that only 

about   30%   of  all  married  coupies 

of child-bearing age are using con- 

traceptives. The national population 

which  stood  at  30  million  in  1960 

will   have' risen   to   60   million   by 

mid-1985.   On   an   average,   a   Viet- 
namese woman c' child-bearing ae,s 

still   has   four   or   more   children, 

compared with six in 1960. In other 

words,   more   than   20   years   after 

the   birth-control   programme   was 

started,'the number of children per 

family  has   been   reduced   by  only 

two while the total population has 

almost doubled. Although the birth " 

rate ~in Vietnam is lower than the 
average  in the  Third  World   (2.3% 

compared with 3.17o), the mortality' 

rate  has   been   lowered   thainks   to, 
progress   in  medical   care   and   ifxi-. 
provement   in   the   social   environ- 

ment    (0.7%   compared   with   1.1%) 
with  the  result  that its population 
growth,   rate   is ( higher   than? the 
Third-World average (2.2% compaf-V 

■ed to 2 — 2.1%). The present annual; 

Increase'   fn;   the     population'^ Is'1' 

1,300,000,  which  means  a  drop  in) 

per capita food production if 400,000 

tonnes more of food is not produced, 

each year?-<^;'M^'^^tAx^^r'- 

Lowering the population growth 

rate Is a prime concern of the Viet- , 
namese Government So, far, this 

work has been entrusted to the 

health service. The latter, if - left 
to itself, cannot cope with such a ' 

vast problem which Involves many 

aspects of social life. Besides, in- 

vestments have remained inade- 
quate. ' 

In   April    1984,   the   Council    of 
Ministers  set up  a National  Popu- 
lation   and   Family   Planning   Com- 

mission, directly under its authority, . 

which  is  to  give  a  real  thrust  to 
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the campaign. The Commission has 

ramifications in all ■ provinces, cities 

and  special sectors. > 
In recent years, a body of special- 

ists   in   demography  has   gradually, 
taken    shape    in   Vietnam.    Their 

reports and forecasts have attracted 

wide attention and received general 
approval. Scientists say that  if the 

birth-control  campaign should  pro- 
gress   at   the   present   rate   there 
would be no hope of reducing the 

number  of  children  per-family  to 
two by the end of this century and 

the population -would have exceeded., 
the 80 million mark by that date.; 

They  also   point  to-the   heed; pfc 
' bringing   the   number   of   married;, 

couples   using   contraceptives   from 

the present 30%' to 70% within the:; 

next   ten   years.   The   birth   rate_, 

should be so reduced that the po- 
pulation would'stabilize at,75^80.;\ 

million about the' year 2000:v; ■•-?'.< 

A more vigorous propaganda cam- 

paign  should  be  launched  so that 
family planning be accepted by: the^ 

-entire  population Since.':ag."young;|j 
men  have  to  do . rmUtafy " service,^ 

■ family' planning shmild:Äv ^.^ 

: topic*'for' education* in/ tile "army-,* 
Demographic' .eduöättori;.' at . school^ 
which began a few year« age; must-.< 
be Improved "po that all young ,peo-N 
pie will, realize the .vital.lmportanci| 

of   birth   control . before' .they; getj. 

married-^ Mprev' importantly^' stili,| 

Government'policies should provide. 

,for more effective incentives in this 

regard. "■'■''■•.■■:'-* ■ • '' 

Viewed against the results reaped 
so  far  and  the target. set  for the 
year  2000, the'battle to be  fought 
in the last 15 years of this century 
will not be an easy one. However, 
the crucial guarantee for its success 
lies In the fact that the Party and 
the Government have fully grasped 

the    importance   of   the   problem. 

Shortcomings in the conduct of the 
campaign  are being overcome. The 

experience gained in countries with 

comparable conditions is being se- 

riously studied. We have good 

reason to hope that the target set 

by Vietnam for the year 2000 in 

this   regard  will  be   reached.        9 
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[Article by Vu Ngoc Binh] 

[Text] 
Socläl    evolution'   and ' scientific' 

progress have brought about  rapid 

and   far-reaching   changes   "in   the 

world.    Many    scientific    branches 

•■   have comme into existence in ordei? 

..   to solve urgent problems  affecting i 

:,mankind,; one  of., which,  being, pp^r 

. pulation   education   which,  lies, at 

.. the -interface   of   the,   sciences, of ■ 
education1 L'' and '■' demography,  . Iti 

(, final ■aim'is  to  raise, the 'quality^; 
of   life   while   its . immediate "Wni ,. 

Is to stress the. importance  oi the•'.. 

demographic, question so that peo-i -V 

pie    may.,, have    correct    thoughts 

and attitudes with regard to Stated 
policies on this question. "^- 

Born one decade ago and chiefs 

carried out in Asia, Africa and 

Latin America where poverty and 

ignorance prevail, population edu- 

cation needs to be perfected with 

the help of practical experience. 

Uncontrolled growth of population 

is one of the causes of poverty 

and hunger. Population education 
being a pressing problem for all 

it can meet with success only with 

the support and approval of the 
whole   of  society. 

This young science with an inter-, 

disciplinary    and    multidisciplinary 

character   is   fundamentally   based 

on   the   science   of   demography,   It 

is not sex " education, "nor family 

planning nor birth control, though 

they are included in population 
educati°n:   f^tai-gets'." are'-/ deter-; 

;f}rstj of;:;aji^aimed^^^dy^^/tli^ 

population growth irate,.and,ratiorj*- 
allyf, redistributing;1; theft population; 
Together ■ with :' manjf; bther^counV 

tries irr: Asia .'and the j?acifiä;lyje$ 

. nam. is ' actively' taking pari [ in thf, 
;.UN-: '" population^ eätJcatioitV; pr^ 

gramrrie and is* conducting expert 

ments with the technical assistance; 

of   UNESCO's   Regional   Offlcö   for; 
Education  in Asia'and trie Pacific 

(ROEAP) and  the financial  aid of 

UNFPA   (United Nations  Fund  for 

Population   Activities).   Thanks   to 

this   we   have   already   started   a 

'national   4-year   population   educa- 

tion   (1984-1987) programme.  v 

First, this programme is. devoted 

to experimentation . in Hanoi, Ho 

Chi MiriK City and in Thai Binh, 
Quang Nam —Da Nang and Long 

An provinces. Later on, on the 

strength of the experience gained, 

the programme will be carried out 
countrywide. It. is a major task of 

all branches of activity and social 

organizations to do away with the 

"population  explosion".  The  educa- 
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tional   branch,   in   particular,   will 
assume   the   task   of   working   out 
the   contents  of   population  educa- 
tion   and   family  planning  and  in- 
troduce„ them ...to , the   educational 

system.  -:,,. ;^ ..1 ;.>,::: ^L..^ -^ '«;•; 
. :. Population ;>; education M will ;.;.be. 

:t dispensed;, iö„.fQu^ maixi ^ranches :-, 
'" of education} complementary (adult) 

education,..;  general ... education, 
pedagogy-   and ' infant    education., 

'   At ■'. the     international;.  ' seminar 
"". on V .population-v- education,,,, heldj, 

1 ^:in0'w8J^t;' particular ,7/ attention.:; 
was  paid  to its  introduction  into 
complementary.- (adult)    education, 

■  As ä part of the national educa- 
^. ttenus^tem^.adu^ ?4ucationv;?in-^ 
^ eludes.1 a ,icompreherisive.;:n6t^orK öf,.^ 
Il^uwüonajie^ablührnents^ «xtend*^ 
^'ih^^frot^vanti-hiit^dcyf ciasses^tor 
£. the -.final >classes;- of general educa^ 
i[V<tiohj and'work« .nardkirthand M^f, 
It cultural^ information,' and-/ scientific^ 
|' ;popuiarizatlori if ^ organisations? t,its.;i! 
'I', task? ja ;W}J.impr(wef^the^cultüra^| 
I., level  ot-ith'itr^töilinl^^ople^.helpl 
# theth .'raise.' thelrv professionals' and \ 

technicä^.'standards;| and.'; causes; 

■  them   to   become' -teie'. collective 

masters  of society^'-'"; 
The  main  beneficiairies of com- 

plementary;   education    are    young 
cadres   and   workers —people   who 

are physically and mentually. mature. 
Most  of' them ' have  or  are  about 
to have a( family and are members 
of  the   work-force .of   society.; All 
their1  activities, directly   affect the 
development, of   the, country' and 
they   play, an   important   role   in 

-   the   implementation   of   the   Party 
' line   and   policies,   particularly   re- 

garding demographic questions. The 
point  here   is  that  most   of  those 
attending-  complementary     Classes 
do   not   yet   possess   the   neeessary 
knowledge   of  those   questions   and 

still   fail   to  grasp  the  significance 
of   Party   policies   on   demography. 
Hence their views of these matters 
are not always correct and at times 
even downright backward. concern- 
ing  such  questions  as  family  size, 
the. desirability^of, .children, stand-, 
ard of. livingNetcv^^;.-^^;•-.;.:; 

The   introduction   of;  population ".' 
education   into   the   curriculum   of 
complementary/   ; education      will, 
effectively     contribute.;   to,   high- 
lighting / the ■ Party's» principle^ on> 
education: Tö combine''study ;witÜ?v 

work,   theory'' with':  practice^ the "'■ 
school with  society,  and • education 
with productive labouri Population 
education   will, be  a   '^novelty"   in 
the present' programme7 ot; corhpie^ 
mentary': eduealior27änd^.&is; ;i new^ 
science. wUi^contribut«;; tjlj^ boosting^ 
the three revolutions how, going in" 
Vietnam; ;,v-* •- ■ A  " ■.»■**,«&*■''' ■ '■'' ■■•;•-*., 

The  experience  gained* in  many 
countries' where population';; educa-^ 
tioii is. being"'dispehsed. has^shöwn^ 
'thai it.i| .possible^^-fe^diy'.dro^ 
obsolete  notions; front the  present; 
educational, programme, arid: replace - 
them by new ones taken from po^i 
pulatiort'. education/'Oh. .the' other 
hand   one   should   also   avoid   un- 
necessary    constraints    getting    in 
the   way   of   the   performance   of 
the   current  programme.   The   con- 
tents of population education should 
be   improved  and, enriched  to  be- 
come a useful component of this pro- 
gramme (particularly in; relation to 
such   disciplines   as   biology,   geo- 
graphy,  literature/ mathematics)..'   . 

While   in   the   past;   the   post- 
primary    education    specific    topic 
courses for farmers or the second- 
ary    education    courses    for    the 
village cadres in the Mekong river 
delta   already   contained   elements 
of    demography    and      population 
education    such    as   birth    control, 
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amiiy planning, fundamentals of 

hygiene, child rearing as well as 

general ' knowledge today, these 

elements will be selected and read- 

apter to conform to the require- 

ments of people of different walks 

various categories of people and 

various regions. This education 

should be assisted by the mass 

media: newspapers, radio, T.V., 
films, posters, etc.     ' 

Population    education    in   Bdult. 
of life, social conditions, and 'age;- dasses^ requires''close-cooperation' 

groups and to: the .characteristics^ ^ ^^ branches .'of educationV' 

of  each  «gioi£ Vv^O£^^ Iviinlstrv' ration"betweeri' 'tne  Ministry 
It  is  necessary   to   have 'appro-'; of/Education   and .'other" depart- 

priate - programmes    and   teaching     ments and social organizations, and 

materials . for  populated   areas, like-_ between the central administration 
urban   and  industrial' centres,' and *   and  local  administrations.,',,.}\    .:., '; 

'for" the "armed' forcedPopulatlbr/p-^^ 
.      • •-.,..,,...-; ■ ■±Z-.r,>i'.*.T\r --They, musi work together In the' 

education  should   include: • .. ..',"• ■"".;■.'.'■■..'      -    • 
*'   ' ' preparations of materials, the use 

1. Fundamentals   of   demography     of audio_visual ajdS| ^ ^ train. 
(population, rate of natural growth,     lng rf ^^ n. ^ ^ ^^ 

birth^ra^ death :rate^,demogr.aphiC:,r -^ makg:. ^   best; use" of   interw; 
c4«,»ti"irii  "nhmitntlorrs1 övrärriidi*' DO-#''i'itrJi'-«i' ^J)?i''!T.-■&'•.' ■>;;'":■•   :-.!-ii: 

cts•■"'':. :"V v ■.vtirii'kvHpüfc*'^ ■>;»>.''■■'•'£;■&*"'^W?/"^/,^?') 
. .v.y.-,'-■■^•■::'■;;':■::•>;:;v,.;':v^j.^IiU the-i immediate*!;.futures Vfi'x. 

Demographic situation Irt.VietJ      ;  .■,'   t..,n'•' ■■■-;_'■■■■':■,<.V<•    ,s   '   (-;i 
■•■-■' ■ ■ ■ ■- i'  ^J       'ii ' 'J;'".-*'!li'; >: '■ s.hal* ■sti^" meet? with great -difffi i näm and inthe world;;, >j ;• ?;. •. •;v:-.v»-.i. „ ,,;,: . ■. ." ■ j» .', '-,> ' ■••.;•. ■■•'.. •  ;-U't;f!; 

.viH'.'^     <:i.-ii.-.,*f^- '•   ■•! >"•   •-;/.-•■•.   cumes in the organization of pör - 
>. 4. Relations.between'^Sr^^^y^^^^^^^^^ 

\ffi -^ ,?^blem^^.*#&# ■*$ '.^^cornpktea^; hew:;, to-W. people^ 
',..; 5. Sex; _;'e'duca^ioii,^^ 

'•■' > 'l<:-'^V^AA*^a^Vöur''Party ana'"' State  have  issuedr planning;   ',' 

6. Main problems of, the demo- 

graphic, policies-of the Party and 
the' State. '.•■_' " '■' •.' :' -M: 

The inclusion of population edu- 

cation in the teaching programme 

is to be carried out in three ways: 

1. Special lessons- or programmes 

,to be made into components of the 

present teaching programme;    . ■ 

2. -Propaganda materials popular- 
izing   scientific   knowledge,;./,. ..,. i 

3. Inclusion in such •>, disciplines 

as biology, geography* literature, 

mathematics. 

The 'teactier must be constantly 

aware of the necessity of dispen- 

sing population education. For this 

purpose it is necessary to prepare 

programmes   and   materials   to   suit 

concrete policies in, this respect ( 
the: educational service is resolved 

to implement .them; our people as 

a whole have given them a warm 

welcome; the educational reform is 
underway; furthermore we are 

receiving precious international co- 

operation and assistance and bene- 

fiting from the rich experience 

gathered by other countries. The 

• introduction ' of population' educa- 
tion into. adult education in parti- 
cular and in the' national educa- 

tion     system     in .   general   will 
certainly     contribute     to     solving 

- * ■■*.'- 

urgent population problems, serv- 

ing the educational reform and 
the three revolutions, and working 

for the welfare of our people and 
the prosperity of our country.      £ 
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[Text] 

     (16 March —15 April) 

•■,)•:■): MARCH 

16. Opening in Hanoi of an exhibition of paintings , 
by painter Nguyen  tu  Nghiem.  68  lacquer  and  oil 
paintings  are1  on  display. 

17. Tokyo: The Japan — Vietnam Friendship Asso- 
ciation holds ä grand meeting to celebrate its 30th 
founding   anniversary   (19   March   1955—19   March 

' 1905). >:"■: ■;  i:-  ■■■-■!,   '■/;   .••■:"\- 'V'-     : "■.':'" ,.',"■.   ■.'.-' 
18. A    Portuguese    Comnuinist •   Party    delegation/, 

headed by Octavio Pato, Political Commission member, 
and- Secretary ojt >the Party Central Committee, ends s. 
its official visit to Vietnam. 

19 —23. Mongolian Foreign' Minister, Mangalyn 
Dugersur'en, visits Vietnam. 

— The    Vietnam — Japan    Friendship _, Association.: 
organizes  a' film' show, ori the occasion'of.its„.20th.-.,~ 

'"; founding anniversary^J':,';-;;^;;'-": :''-/:Y':[::[' '' ,■;' T.VVV 
'■■■ 20. The Vietriarries«? öovernment hands, Wer., tö  &% 

• USi Government'representative" the  remains  of  five;;:;:. 
US,servicemen; wh(^.died, in, Vietnam during the Viet-    . 
nam War; f\-'\ ;^j|.,^:\'i'-i;-'<J!rv^''.I-,*  .r.'V';   "ini*;- ''■''<■.-ii' 

■'•' 20 — Zi. Höldirigtiri." Hanoi of a conference by the .J 
Executive Bureau of the International Trade Unions j 

demands that the • Thai authorities stop condoning 
acts of terrorism; against Vietnamese residents in 
.Thailand, ^jy^p'^.p^ 
'   — Signing in Hanoi'of minutes on Scientific coope-r 

ration for the 1986 —1990 period between the Polish, 
Academy of Sciences on the one hand and the Viet- 
nam Institute' of Sciences and the Vietnam Commission- 
for Social Sciences on the other. 

21 — 22. Hanoi: Holding of a conference on medical 
cooperation programmes by the Vietnamese Ministry 
of Health, the World Health Organization (WHO) and 
the United Nations Children's Fund  (UNICEF). 

21 — 28. An SRV National Assembly delegation, led 
by its Chairman Nguyen Huu Tho, pays a friendship 
visit to Albania. 

25 — 29. A Vietnamese Communist Party delegation, 
led by Vo Chi Cong, member of the Political Bureau 
of the CPVCC leaves Hanoi for Hungary to attend 
the 13th Congress of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' 
Party. .- ' .; ."'.'■'' 

26. Hanoi: Starting of the construction of the Lenin, 
Monument at Chi Lang park  (Centre of Hanoi). 

27 March —i April. A Vietnamese military dele- 
gation, led by General Van Tien Dung, Defence 
Minister, pays  an  official  friendship  visit to  India. 

27 — 28. Hanoi: A symposium on "The Epochal 
Significance' of the Victory over Hitlerite Fascism 
and Japanese Militarism"  is held. 

27. Havana: Signing of an agreement for further 
strengthening cooperation and mutual assistance be- 
tween Cuban information and publishing offices and 
the Vietnam News Agency. 

■     );'-"■'" '"- •••'^_';;;:; ' APRIL V^-v^Uv^Ä'-'V^' 
1_7. Nguyen Huu Tho, Chairman of the National. 

Assembly of the Socialist• Republic, of. Vietnam-, pays ,; 
an official friendship tvisit to; Cuba,■: ,j-iV  v.; yu^y^,.,, 

3 — 6. Soviet Deputy-Foreigri Minister Mikhail Ste- 
phanovich  Kapitsa visits Vietnam.-. ;     '••'•  ~',     '"' 

.4. Combat Group 52, Brigades' 7703, 7706; and 9906. 
of  Vietnamese   volunteer  troopä   begin' their   with- 
drawal from.Kampuchea,>;-v;f.  ;<■ • j; i;:^vC\'.<* V: > 
'—Berlin:' The   Vietnamese; Embassy,  'in'   Berlin^ 

receives a token part of' th£ 4,000 books of mathe-.; 
matics donated by the' late Doctor of'Science Ludwig . 
Bill (GDR). 

4 —6, A delegation of the Agency for Cultural and- 
Technical  Cooperation   (ACCT); led by  Prof. Doctor 

& 

,-' 4-^ 14. A, delegation, ot theiPOUStt unitethJvorKers;,^ 
Party1,:" led'- by.' Marlaii;f.Wi^alfti..Ppllticalj%JBureau,<^ 
member}-' Secretary" of theV'Party: ^hÜalUCoiiuiUtfee^ 

: and First Secretary-, of > tha • WarsW, PartjT Ccimmlttee^ .*• 
' pays ;an official friendship;yisii(.1^iTie1n^^^.,^/^|^ 

<■■>■•■ 8^12; Nguyen Huu Tn6?C&anTOaffV:#^ 
■•' Assembly ot the Socialist Republic" of Vietnainy paySS?; 
;■ an official friendship, visit>,tor Mexicov*'f:^^f i^,l!,;f0 

••? 11* On the occasion ?of the>4l0thv: antuversa^'-ofMeVg 
liberation  of  South  Vietnam,■'• th& Sü  ThaiJTruth)'|$: 
Publishing House put, 
clous documents mac' 
South*  the- Bronze 
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Struggle Against American Aggression,, for'National  % 
Salvation", and "Letters tqi the South" (by. Le Duan>.   • 

' — Prof. Christöpho Boürarnerie, .Minister of Healüi / 
and Social Affairs of the People's Republic of Congo, 
pays  ah  official  friendship visit to Vietnam."   ■''   , 

— Budapest:  ExchangeJ of ratification instruments' 
for the Vietnam — Hungary Friendship and Coopera- 
tion Treaty. 

12. A Vietnamese military delegation, led by General 
Van Tien Dung, Defence Minister, pays an official 
friendship visit to Indonesia...;  :. • ■ •'-■'■ i- . 

— The Central Committee of the Communist Party ' 
of Vietnam sends a message of condolences to the ' 
Central Committee of the Albanian Party of Labouj ■ 
on the death of Enver Hoxha. ■'••-'.";.'" ...'*■ 

' 14. Nguyen Huu Tho, Chairman, of the. National'. 
Assembly of the Socialist Republic' of Vietnam; pays. • 
an  official  friendship visit to Nicaragua.' .   '4   •.''■''• , 

— Opening   of  the. finals  of the  national  table-,, 
tennis  competition  for  1985   (prizes offered by  the. 
Nhan Dan daily). ,   .'   ....       ,•.,... .•„..... 

15. The Council of Ministers makes public a deci- 
sion conferring on 40 provinces, cities and special 
zones under the central administration, the Gold Star 
Order, the highest distinction given by the State, for 
their great contributions and achievements over 40 
years of revolutionary struggl'e against foreign aggres- 
sion and for building and safeguarding socialist 
Vietnam. 

CSO:     4200/1392 END 
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